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Abstract

Cloud computing rapidly surpassed the phase of initial adoption and quickly gains momentum on the market of information technologies. Companies, startups and regular users leverage the cloud to avoid infrastructure or middleware costs, to gain flexibility in computing usage and to obtain unlimited computational or storage resources available on demand. However, along with cloud computing’s benefits, new challenges arrived. In order to achieve the advantages of the cloud, developers have to redesign their existing applications and build new ones with scalability and elasticity in mind. Additionally, as the market of cloud providers developed, two competing application development paradigms emerged. When bringing an application to the cloud, developers have to decide if they follow the Infrastructure as a Service model, which provides flexibility and software architecture freedom, or the Platform as a Service model that offers a higher level of abstraction and a simpler application development process.

This thesis addresses emerging cloud computing challenges presenting a transparent application distribution approach based on the JCloudScale middleware. The described cloud application development approach hides boilerplate cloud interaction code from developers and allows focusing on the business logic of the application instead. Providing benefits common to Platform as a Service solutions, the discussed approach allows keeping flexibility and freedom that is missing in alternatives. However, this approach brings in a set of distinctive challenges, that are targeted in this work. To solve the issue of transparent application code integrity and synchronization, a solution for seamless code distribution was built. To simplify the complexity of elastic application management, a scaling definition language based on complex event processing application architecture was designed. Finally, targeting effective cloud resource usage, a profiling-based task scheduling solution was proposed. Each solution and framework, presented in this thesis, denote the steps on the ongoing road to achieve the declared goal of transparent cloud application distribution.

Developed approaches and solutions were thoroughly validated using accomplished user studies and performance evaluations. The obtained results show that the presented transparent cloud application development approach is appealing to developers, increases productivity and simplifies cloud migration or cloud application construction without significant performance costs.
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Introduction

In recent years, the cloud computing paradigm has provoked a significant push towards more flexible provisioning of IT resources, including computing power, storage and networking capabilities. Cloud computing simplifies the implementation of innovative ideas for small companies or individuals, and lowers production and maintenance costs for industrial applications.

Usage of provided hardware or platform simplifies company organization and allows avoiding private infrastructure management and hiring additional personnel that is not directly related to core business activities. Applications designed with the cloud in mind (so-called cloud-native applications) allow developers elastically adapting to market changes and optimizing resource consumption.

Even huge companies that maintain their own data centers, benefit from cloud computing: it allows them performing rapidly small or temporal demonstration projects in situations when standard resource obtaining and usage reporting procedures may cause intolerable delays.

At the same time, not only software developing companies benefit from cloud computing. Cloud platform providers successfully compete against in-house infrastructure solutions by focusing resources on the single task of mass infrastructure resource provisioning, thus offering cheaper and better resource provisioning solutions controlled by professional staff with higher level of expertise.

Cloud computing usually implies pay-as-you-go pricing, which allows users of the cloud to view IT costs as expenses rather than investments. This is closely related to the advantage most commonly associated with the cloud: IT costs can be kept low by reducing the upfront infrastructure investments close to zero, and paying only what is actually used. The flexibility offered by the cloud is particularly interesting for start-ups. In the words of Amazon’s Jinesh Varia: “In the past, if you got famous and your systems or your infrastructure did not scale, you became a victim of your own success. Conversely, if you invested heavily and did not get famous, you became a victim of your failure.” Besides economic factors, the core driver behind this cloud computing hype
is the idea of elastic computing. Elastic applications are able to increase and decrease their resource usage based on the current application load, for instance by adding and removing computing nodes. Optimally, elastic applications are cost and energy efficient, while still providing the expected level of application performance [6].

Elastic applications are typically built using either the IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) or the PaaS (Platform as a Service) paradigm [2]. In IaaS, users rent virtual machines from the cloud provider, and retain full control (e.g., administrator rights) over the virtual machines. In PaaS, the level of abstraction is higher, as the cloud provider is responsible for managing virtual resources, while users utilize provided APIs in order to focus on the business goal of a developed application.

1.1 Motivation

However, despite all benefits that come with the cloud, developers have to face new set of challenges that come with this modern technology. In order to use the cloud, programmers need to adapt existing applications to work in the new environment. While application adaptation allows running code in the cloud and thus decreases infrastructure costs, simple execution of legacy software in the cloud is not the ultimate goal of cloud application development. Instead, in order to fully benefit from the cloud, programmers need to redesign their applications to be elastic and dynamic by design [7], what often is a challenge on its own.

While developing cloud native applications, one has to decide which cloud paradigm (i.e., IaaS or PaaS) to follow. PaaS offers a higher level of abstraction, therefore allows for more efficient cloud application development, as less boilerplate code (e.g., for creating and destroying virtual machines, monitoring, load balancing or application code distribution) is required. However, practice has shown that today’s PaaS offerings (e.g., Windows Azure, Google AppEngine, or Amazon’s Elastic Beanstalk) come with significant disadvantages, which render this option infeasible for many developers.

These disadvantages include:

1. strong vendor lock-in [8], as one is typically required to program against a proprietary API;

2. limited control over the elastic behavior of the application (e.g., developers have very little influence on when to scale up and down);

3. no root access to the virtual servers running the actual application code, what complicates remote debugging, operating system tweaking, network traffic monitoring or software management on cloud hosts [9];

4. little support for building applications that do not follow the basic architectural patterns assumed by the PaaS offering [10] (i.e., usually Apache Tomcat based web applications are expected).
All in all, developers are often forced to fall back to IaaS for many use cases, despite the significant advantages that the PaaS model promises.

Building IaaS-based elastic cloud applications is not an easy task, and makes developers face an entire new range of challenges. While programmers get full software development freedom, they also become responsible for the complete application execution stack. This slows down application development and requires broader software development knowledge. Also programmers need to be ready to face the following challenges:

1. a significant amount of platform-dependent boilerplate code to control rented virtual machines;
2. home-made cloud host state monitoring and fault recovery systems are needed;
3. domestic scaling policy behavior and elasticity enforcement components are required;
4. the vendor lock-in caused by proprietary APIs that provides basic cloud management mechanisms.

These tasks are orthogonal to the applications’ mission, but introduce significant complications and bury the applications’ actual business logic deep under a mountain of platform-dependent code, what has to be developed over and over again for each new application or platform version.

1.2 Problem Statement

The challenges described above expose a significant variety of possible research questions and issues to solve. To narrow down the set of challenges we address and to define the scope of this thesis, we outline the core problem statement in this section.

The main decision that cloud application developers currently have to settle before designing the cloud application, is the cloud paradigm they want to target. Whenever a new cloud application is developed or some old solution needs to start running in the cloud, developers have to clearly understand whether they target IaaS or PaaS. The reason why this decision has to be done so early is that cloud applications developed for each cloud paradigm differ significantly in their architecture, capabilities and design.

The Existing separation into PaaS and IaaS paradigms is not a coincidence. Even though there are some drawbacks of each approach, both of them appeared as the result of a progressive evolution of the existing application and framework design paradigms. Each cloud paradigm attempts to provide a generic solution for a broad range of applications, while having different priorities and targeting a different niche of the cloud usage. IaaS provides full access to the virtual infrastructure, granting a control layer which is as thin as possible [11]. PaaS usually provides an environment for comfortable and flexible application development and management, concealing all infrastructure administration from the cloud developers [11].

While currently developers have to make a distinctive choice between the available cloud paradigms, in this thesis an alternative option is explored.
The main goal of this thesis is to provide transparency and development convenience of cloud applications as in modern PaaS solutions, while maintaining the flexibility and complete control over the developed cloud application.

The defined research statement means that the developed solution has to be capable of:

1. simplifying or even completely eliminating the need to define cloud-specific code which is not related to the business logic of the designed application, thus allowing developers to focus on the business logic of the developed product;

2. hiding platform-specific APIs behind the unified and developer-controlled code, thus avoiding a vendor lock-in;

3. allowing flexible application design and enforcing minimum code or architecture restrictions;

4. granting full access to the cloud solution code during development, testing and execution;

Such a solution would be attractive from multiple perspectives. On the one side, such approach should be easy to use and fast to start experiencing the benefits of the cloud computing as most of cloud-specific code would be handled by the platform. On the other side, developers should have the complete control over the application, used technologies and execution environment in case some advanced tweaking is necessary or some particular application component has to behave differently from the rest of the application.

1.3 Research Questions

The research performed within this thesis was mainly aligned along the following main research questions:

RQ 1: How can an application be transparently distributed over the cloud?

In the most general sense, an application becomes a cloud application only when it is distributed over a set of cloud hosts and its components are communicating with each other. Therefore, in order to function properly, cloud applications need to be aware of the cloud and be able to leverage dynamic cloud resources to solve a predefined task. However, this leads to the cloud-related issues discussed in Section 1.1 and the need to design applications accordingly to the IaaS or PaaS cloud paradigm. Therefore, the solution we target has to provide a way to distribute applications within the cloud as transparently as possible in order to decrease the amount of changes required to switch to another cloud platform or distribution approach. This can be achieved by the efficient and robust middleware that supports multiple cloud platforms and allows abstracting from
the underlying API. However, in order to avoid having just another lock in, discussed middleware has to be as lightweight and transparent as possible.

Some simple cases or partial solutions are already available in the field (see Chapter 3 for more details), while there is no general and elastic solution that would provide both, transparent code distribution and cloud elasticity.

RQ 2: Which instruments and capabilities allow efficient, flexible and elastic execution of transparent cloud applications?

Whenever a new cloud application is designed, developers have to focus heavily on mastering the tools that allow leveraging cloud resources efficiently. During the process of designing a transparent and efficient cloud platform, automatic application distribution and management tools are usually coming to mind. However, even though such tools should be a solid ground for the reasonable defaults, application developers usually deeply relay on the powerful and flexible gears of cloud control. Therefore, an application distribution solution should be able to provide an adaptable platform-independent way to state the rules that control application distribution and behavior in the cloud. These rules should be generic enough to cover most of the algorithms that are usually used in cloud computing, while they should also allow specifying sophisticated and domain-specific behaviors and actions in a developer-friendly manner.

Efficient resource usage in the cloud is usually understood as the minimal amount of hosts used by an application while satisfying performance requirements \(^{12}\). However, a problem of efficient task ordering and execution within a single cloud host is usually overlooked: As the resources of a single cloud machine are limited, only a limited amount of tasks may be assigned to run there at any particular point of time. Additionally, as the resource usage of each task fluctuates over execution time, resources for each task have to be allocated considering a maximal resource usage spike. This allows having functional application even in situations when resource usage spikes of all concurrent tasks overlap. This does not happen frequently. Therefore, such reserved resources usually remain unused. If the designed solution could provide a method to efficiently avoid these resource usage spike overlaps, the system could schedule more tasks to the same amount of hosts.

Even though the field of code distribution and resource management in the cloud is a hot research and industrial topic, the work there is mainly focused on the areas of load balancing \(^{13}\) and auto scaling \(^{14}\). Such approaches usually cover simple or specific scenarios of cloud applications. Additionally, there was hardly any work on task organization within the cloud hosts. In our work we focused on providing a generic solution that tightly integrates with developed applications and simplifies cloud behavior specification for sophisticated and advanced use cases.

RQ 3: How to verify if the designed transparent application distribution approach is useful and fits developers’ needs?

Whenever a new middleware, platform or framework is designed, its ideas and APIs usually are highly influenced by former experience of the architects \(^{15}\). However, even
if the architects are experienced cloud developers or researchers, their vision of the final solution might be completely different from the one expected by users. Due to this, the designed solution may be of no interest to practitioners, independently of the quality of ideas or benefits it provides. Similarly, even if the core idea is sound and finds positive feedback within the target audience, the designed solution might still fail to attract people due to some small misconceptions or design faults that were missed by the architects.

In order to surpass this issue, a transparent cloud application distribution solution has to be constantly validated by a reasonable set of future users. Evaluation has to be organized to validate every important aspect of user experience, as each of them is crucial for product success. Therefore, evaluation should determine not only if users were able to design an application, but should also measure their convenience, satisfaction, and interest in the proposed solution. Following this approach, designers can ensure that the result of their work is indeed interesting to the target audience and will solve the problems users are currently facing while using alternative approaches.

1.4 Scientific Contributions

In order to solve the research questions formulated in Section 1.3, the following contributions were carried out in the scope of this thesis.

Contribution 1: A middleware for dynamic transparent application distribution in the cloud. Targeting to provide a transparent application distribution solution, the conceptual middleware named JCloudScale, initially presented in [16], was extended with configuration, communication and discovery components in order to become a fully-functional and transparent platform. Similar to PaaS, JCloudScale takes over virtual machine management, application monitoring, load balancing, and code distribution. However, given that JCloudScale is a client-side solution instead of a complete hosting environment, programmers retain full control over the developed application. Furthermore, the selected application distribution method allows JCloudScale to support a wider range of applications than common PaaS platforms. JCloudScale applications run on top of any IaaS cloud, making JCloudScale a viable solution to implement applications for private or hybrid cloud settings [17]. In summary, we claim that the JCloudScale model is a promising compromise between IaaS and PaaS, combining many advantages of both worlds.

Details on JCloudScale middleware are discussed in Chapter 5. Contribution 1 has originally been presented in [16] and further extended in [18, 19].

Contribution 2: A transparent dynamic application code distribution framework. During the development and evaluation of JCloudScale, we faced the issue of code integrity and synchronization between cloud hosts. Whenever cloud software developers are making any changes in developed code, they have to ensure that old and new components are interface-compatible or tear down all running cloud instances and rebuild virtual machine images to include only updated code. While this may be a reasonable approach for slowly-changing projects with a few updates every week, it is unacceptable for fast-paced applications.
An alternative way to achieve program code distribution is to include facilities for dynamic code search and distribution in the underlying framework. Therefore, in order to solve the issue of frequent code updates, a solution for transparent program code distribution was developed. Developed approach transparently distributes program updates over a set of cloud hosts in order to ensure that a compatible version is used by every user and application component. Additionally, the developed code distribution solution encapsulates each component or client in a separate container, thus allowing multiple code versions of the same component running in parallel at the same cloud host. While the discussed code distribution solution was developed for JCloudScale, it is highly independent and can be used separately as well.

Details on discussed transparent code distribution approach are discussed in Section 5.2. Contribution 2 has originally been presented in [20].

Contribution 3: An application scaling and cloud management definition language. Cloud platform management and application distribution logic have the key role in cloud applications development process. In order to achieve elastic and efficient resource usage, developers need to describe application behavior in a developer-friendly and cloud platform-agnostic form. To simplify this task, the SPEEDL (Scaling Policy Extensible Event-based Declarative Language) language was designed. SPEEDL is a declarative and extensible domain-specific language [21] (DSL) that simplifies the creation of elastic, application-specific cloud scaling behavior on top of IaaS clouds. SPEEDL allows the definition of scaling policies, i.e., a set of event-condition-action (ECA) rules managing the amount and types of resources (e.g., VM instances) acquired from the cloud, as well as the mapping of incoming tasks to these resources for processing. Unlike existing industrial solutions, SPEEDL tightly integrates and communicates with the developed application. Additionally, SPEEDL is extensible and highly favors domain and application specific rules and behaviors.

Details on SPEEDL language are presented in Chapter 6. Contribution 3 has originally been presented in [22].

Contribution 4: Profiling-based task scheduling for factory-worker applications. Addressing the issue of effective cloud resource usage, a task scheduling approach for uniform tasks based on profiling data was designed. The developed scheduler aims to avoid overlapping peak resource usages of running tasks, hence allowing to execute more tasks in parallel on the same virtual machine. This is achieved with a task scheduler that monitors task resource consumption and constantly improves future resource usage estimations for each used host. These predictions allow for the effective scheduling of subsequent tasks and forecasting when an application should scale up or down, thus improving elastic system behavior in the cloud and optimizing resource usage. Designed solution proved to be efficient and effective on factory-worker applications (also known as the producer-consumer pattern, and strongly related though not identical to the master-slave pattern [23]), but the approach may be partially useful for other applications as well.

Details on profiling-based task scheduling are presented in Chapter 7. Contribution 4 has originally been presented in [24].
Contribution 5: A qualitative and quantitative user study that validates the developed cloud application development middleware. In order to evaluate the developed solution for application distribution in the cloud, a user study was performed. In this user study, JCloudScale and its components were compared to both, existing IaaS (OpenStack and Amazon EC2) and PaaS (Amazon Elastic Beanstalk) solutions. The main goal of the user study was to validate the original claims and expectations as well as to evaluate development productivity and user acceptance.

The discussed user study, along with JCloudScale performance evaluation, is presented in Chapter 8. Contribution 5 has originally been presented in [19].

1.5 Structure of the Work

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

- Chapter 2 provides fundamental information about technologies and concepts used in the remainder of this thesis. Particularly, the concepts of cloud and elastic computing (Section 2.1), communication in the cloud (Section 2.2), event-driven architecture (Section 2.3), and aspect-oriented programming (Section 2.4) are described.

- Chapter 3 presents scientific and industrial aspects of work related to the contributions presented in the thesis.

- Chapter 4 discusses the case study of JavaScript testing cloud service JSTaaS (“JavaScript Testing-as-a-Service”) that serves as the illustrative example for each contribution discussed in this thesis.

- Chapter 5 describes the fundamental contribution of the thesis, the JCloudScale middleware.

- Chapter 6 focuses on the most important aspect of JCloudScale middleware, discussing how cloud solutions can leverage JCloudScale in order to optimize application resource usage in the cloud.

- Chapter 7 dives into a particular problem of task scheduling within the cloud host, where the problem of efficient task execution within limited host resources is discussed and the designed solution is presented.

- Chapter 8 provides the evaluation of the designed transparent cloud application development middleware. Particularly, the presented work is evaluated using an extensive user study (Section 8.2.2) that validates user perception of the designed middleware, followed by the performance evaluation which validates performance and functionality of the presented solution.

- Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and presents a glance over the future research directions that emerged due to this work.
This chapter brings in some basic concepts that are crucial for understanding the remaining of the thesis. First of all, Section 2.1 presents the concept of cloud computing, which is the target environment and basement for every presented contribution of this thesis. The notion of elasticity, discussed in this section, is one of the essential characteristics of cloud computing and plays a vital role and main motivation for the scaling behavior contributions presented in this work. Following, Section 2.2 presents the concept of distributed system communication and discusses the available alternatives for cloud communication middleware. This section presents also the messaging and messaging-based architecture that was intentionally selected as the reliable and efficient communication infrastructure for the JCloudScale middleware. Afterwards, Section 2.3 describes the concept of monitoring events, event reaction and event-driven software architecture that allow building reactive and adaptive cloud applications. Finally, Section 2.4 presents the idea of aspect-oriented programming, the software development technique that allows application post-processing, permitting to achieve transparent cloud application distribution that is the foundation of this thesis.

2.1 Cloud Computing

Even though the concept of cloud computing can be traced back to 1995, establishing and framing of cloud computing is still an ongoing process. The notion of cloud computing is fuzzy and spans from the computation distributed over Internet through utility computing up to Web 2.0 concepts.

2.1.1 Definition of Cloud Computing

The US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines cloud computing as “...a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications,
and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.” [25].

This definition is quite general to include most of the concepts behind the cloud computing trend. Within this thesis, the concept of cloud computing will mainly follow the idea of utility computing available on demand [2]. Therefore, the following aspects of cloud computing, coined out in [2] will be most prominent and important in the following text:

1. “The illusion of infinite computing resources available on demand.”
2. “The elimination of an up-front commitment by cloud users.”
3. “The ability to pay for use of computing resources on a short-term basis as needed.”

The promise of infinite resources is critical for cloud computing. In reality it is fulfilled by the enormous scale of cloud providers data centers that make almost any reservation of computing resources possible. The ability to obtain additional host at any point of application execution time shapes the behavior of cloud applications and defines the reactions on increasing demand. While in the past, applications had to know the upper limit of resources they could obtain and developers were programming distribution solutions knowing this limit in advance, with cloud computing, developers tend to develop infinitely scaling applications [30] that can scale from a few hosts up to hundreds and thousands.

The elimination of an up-front commitment allows cloud computing users to avoid thinking of the required amount of resources ahead of time. This approach opens possibilities and eliminates the risks for applications and start-ups when popularity or resource requirements are not known beforehand. While previously developers would need to risk by defining estimates in advance [5], cloud computing allows obtaining and releasing resources whenever it is required.

The ability to pay for computing use on a short-term basis brings in the “pay-as-you-go” concept [2]. Cloud applications are usually billed on a regular basis depending on their actual use. This allows avoiding sophisticated advance resource booking algorithms and brings in the monitoring and planning mechanisms that predict resource usage on a short notice. Additionally, this allows treating infrastructure as operational expenses rather than investments as it is used to be prior to cloud computing.

2.1.2 Elastic Computing

The key aspects of cloud computing, coined out above, fostered a new trend of “elastic computing” [31]. While the term “elasticity” is commonly referenced to economics [32] or physics [33], practitioners and scientists tend to notice a similar behavior in cloud computing applications [31]. In cloud computing, elasticity is usually defined as the degree to which a system autonomously adapts its capacity to workload over time [31]. However, this definition defines only the elasticity of used resources, while similar behavior
in cloud applications is also observed for operation costs or quality of service [26]. In the scope of this thesis, only the resource elasticity is usually in the focus.

2.1.3 Cloud Computing Service Models

Cloud computing resources may be provided under different terms and business models. Currently the most popular approach is to use either “Public Cloud” or “Private Cloud” [2]. The public cloud provisioning model assumes that computational resources are publicly available and shared equally among users following the “pay-as-you-go” model. Contrary, private cloud usually refers to internal data centers functioning similarly to public clouds, but not available to the public [2]. NIST defines two additional cloud deployment models “Community Cloud”, that defines infrastructure that is shared within a specific community of customers, and “Hybrid Cloud”, which stands for computational resources that are implemented as composition of multiple cloud infrastructures [25].

Considering the flexibility and tooling, cloud solutions can be categorized into three distinct categories [25]:

- **Software as a Service (SaaS)** represents consumer applications executing on the cloud infrastructure. Consumers, contrary to traditional software usage model, do not control or own the software, but rather exploit it on demand, mainly on subscription basis. While the term itself appeared prior to cloud computing popularization [2], the concept of SaaS is perfectly aligned with the cloud computing paradigm and architecture.

- **Platform as a Service (PaaS)** defines the cloud-based middleware that allows customers to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure customer-created or acquired applications. While application developers do not control PaaS and underlying infrastructure, they get the comfortable and easy to use API that simplifies the creation of cloud applications [25].

- **Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)** delimits the provisioning of processing, storage, networks or other fundamental computing resources where consumers are able to deploy their software or data [25]. Customers do not control or manage physical machines, while they are provided with API to obtain and release virtual resources on demand.

The presented cloud solution categories, often referenced as “Service Models” [25], are usually considered as the cloud software development stack. Figure 2.1 illustrates the relations of these layers and presents some popular examples of the software operating on each service model.

2.2 Cloud Computing Communication

The moment applications became distributed, the need for communication between components emerged. Over the past decades, a significant amount of distributed archi-
Distributed application development practices gradually evolved adapting to the changing communication environment, increasing computing performance and shifting software requirements. Initial distributed applications were usually executed in closed corporate or university environments and were highly heterogeneous. The appearance of the Internet and worldwide communication brought in the need of standardization and unification of communication protocols. These trends finally resulted in standardization and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), which is described in more details in [39]. However, resulting standard appeared to be too generic, heavy-weight and slowly adapting to the changing conditions of the market, what caused alternative concurrent wave of communication simplification to gain an increasing amount of recognition. The trend of communication simplification lead to the development of Representational State Transfer (REST) software architecture and RESTful web services definition [40].

2.2.1 Communication Middleware

The growing heterogeneity of the distributed computing environment, caused by the need to communicate with external services, resulted in exponential growth of communication complexity. This exponential growth, along with other requirements such as reliability, traceability, and distribution of communication, caused the appearance of the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) [41] software architecture. This architecture brought in a central component, named ESB, that was responsible for communication routing, simplification and harmonization.

While conceptually similar, Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) and Enterprise Messaging System (EMS) [42] emerged out of different reasoning. The EMS architecture also introduces the middleware component that is responsible for communication, but the design focus is on messaging protocols instead of the service implementation, as in SOA. EMS focuses on guarantees of message delivery, secure communication, message routing, and pattern-based subscription. While EMS systems are also capable of handling
multiple communication protocols at the same time, this is not the main goal of such systems. Therefore, usually MOM is based on a single protocol that all components understand and are able to process.

MOM introduces a conceptual change into distributed system communication paradigm. While originally the communication was performed in a synchronous, “request-response” mode, MOM brought in the asynchronous message passing communication. Asynchronous communication significantly increases performance, as each component does not have to wait for a message to be sent, delivered and responded to. Instead, the communication tends to happen in a “fire and forget” mode, when the task is considered completed if the resulting message is scheduled for sending. Mainly this is possible due to delivery guarantees of MOM, as most of such systems ensure that once the message enters the middleware, it will be delivered to the endpoint, except of configured dead message handling situations. Such approach allows building loosely coupled systems that are not taking responsibility for communication issues at all. Additionally, this simplifies creation of the data stream processing applications \[43\], where application components are built in a chain or a tree around incoming data flows.

However, not every communication can be performed asynchronously. Whenever EMS applications require to have a synchronous communication between components, they have to imitate synchronous communication with the available means of MOM. Even though most of existing MOM implementations have specific APIs that simplify simulation of synchronous calls, this may bring in additional performance overhead and communication delay in comparison to direct communication methods.

2.2.2 Communication in the Cloud

Building applications in the cloud brings in a different set of requirements and limitations to communication protocols and middleware. However, often these requirements are conflicting and require developers to make some compromise between them. For instance, the requirement to build an infinitely scaling application requires to avoid any single central components as they may lead to bottlenecks. However, the need to build fail-safe application in unreliable environments requires to have replicated components and some monitoring and routing service that is responsible for message guidance and transmission.

Depending on cloud application specifics and architecture, developers can select peer-to-peer communication with RESTful services, classic SOA design or message-based communicating components. Each of the architectures has its advantages and disadvantages, and none of them fits every cloud application. Modern cloud applications tend to fall into two categories. If reliability is the key feature of the application, developers have to design some central, often duplicated, component that ensures reliable execution. Such applications usually develop around messaging middleware that provides delivery and execution guarantees. Whenever the application key requirement is rapid and unlimited scaling, developers should consider peer-to-peer architectures, that are nowadays in the cloud tightly relevant to the idea of “micro-services” \[44\].

The JCloudScale middleware, discussed in this thesis, also required to decide which communication architecture will it follow. While initially the idea was to select
a micro-services architecture using RESTful web services for communication [16], after an extensive period of usage in the actual cloud environment, the decision was made to follow a more reliable, while less scaling approach. This allowed improving reliability of the distributed system on a relatively small cost of performance overhead. However, in future releases of JCloudScale, this may be configurable to allow developers deciding what is more important to them.

2.3 Event-Driven Architecture

In order to define truly adaptive behavior for distributed application under dynamic load, developers have to take into account the concept of application state monitoring. However, it is insufficient to provide a method for host or component state retrieval that will be periodically queried by some specific component. Such “active monitoring” approach increases the load on each component of the distributed system, raises the amount of traffic circulating in the network and does not assist application scalability [45]. Instead, distributed applications are usually designed using a “passive monitoring” approach [45], where each component periodically reports state information to some predefined channel, usually named “stream”. Neither the active nor the passive monitoring approach forbids additional monitoring configuration or adaptation. Both approaches support configuring the notification frequency or the amount of provided information. However, applications implemented with passive monitoring should be aware that the monitoring information stream is rather reactive, thus requested changes will not result in immediate change of the monitored components behavior.

Each monitoring notification from the remote component is usually considered as an “event”. An event is a thing that happens, especially one of importance [46]. Within this work, it will be assumed that event is an object that encodes some important situation, action or state change of an application. On each incoming event, the monitoring component that processes events from an event stream, adapts information about the current state of an application. This information is used to adapt the future application execution or resource usage.

Usually information from a single monitoring event should not influence application execution much. A single event is vulnerable to monitoring or application execution anomalies, thus a set of sequential events has to be aggregated. An “event processing” [47] mechanism, using statistical functions and algorithms, generates “complex events” that contain much more valuable information than in a single event. Even a simple averaging of the subsequent events values significantly increases usefulness of performance measurements in comparison to the data from a single event.

Additionally, complex event processing allows the creation of other events that are more important to an application. Such “application-specific events” [48] represent a high-level application behavior or a state that is hard to observe using simple events obtained from the monitored components. For example, traffic monitoring application can be interested in “accident” complex events, which are produced when the amount of simple events about cars moving slowly increases at some location.
The idea of events and event processing significantly influences an application architecture. In order to experience the full power of event processing, cloud application developers have to design their solutions or monitoring components around the streams of events that flow through an application, as it is shown in Figure 2.2. Such application architecture, usually named “event-driven architecture”\(^\text{[49]}\) significantly differs from the classic 3-tier architecture\(^\text{[50]}\) as the analyzed data is dynamic and constantly changing, what requires different information processing apparatus.

![Figure 2.2: Comparison of event stream applications to typical 3-tier applications](image)

Addressing the issue of state monitoring and effective adaptation of cloud applications to the load and resource requirements, the solutions presented in this thesis follow the ideas of complex event processing and event-driven application behavior.

### 2.4 Aspect-Oriented Programming

Software development is a complex process during which programmers have to keep in mind a significant amount of loosely coupled objects and relations between them. Even though during the whole history of software development programmers and theoreticians favored decoupling and modularization\(^\text{[51]}\), in reality this is not always achievable. Some loosely coupled processes such as payment and product shipment are easy to separate. However, other activities are so much entangled together that it is impossible to split them neither from the programming nor from the architectural point of view.

Consider the example of an abstract method implementation, shown in Figure 2.3. In addition to the business logic, which is the reason of the method creation, a programmer has to perform a significant amount of other activities that are not directly related to the business logic that needs to be coded. For example, a developer has to check input parameters, handle execution errors and log method invocation. While each of
these activities is usually just a few lines of relatively simple code, together they form a significant portion of the method body. Even though this code is simple and easy to understand, it hides the business logic of the method, what may significantly slow down method understanding and modification by another programmer.

While the cost of all these side activities may be bearable for a single method, on the scale of an application this accumulates to a significant amount of code that dramatically influences code readability and refactoring. However, programmers can not simply discard all this additional code. While it usually does not solve the main goal of an application, it needs to be in place to simplify application debugging, reaction to extraordinary situations, execution control or error handling.

In order to solve this problem, the concept of “Aspect Oriented Programming” (AOP) was introduced. This patented programming paradigm increases modularity in situations when multiple sideways activities are mixing into the main application execution flow. Such activities (in terms of AOP, – “cross-cutting concerns”) are extracted into a separate entity named “aspect” (see Figure 2.3). Aspects contain only the functionality related to the described concern (e.g., “logging”, “parameter checking”, etc.) and are usually represented in a form of a common entity for the used programming language (in case of Java it is usually a separate class). In addition, aspects are associated with “pointcuts”: the statements in a special domain-specific language that declare the places in an application where the particular part of an aspect (i.e. “advice”) has to be injected. For example, such pointcut may declare that at the beginning of every method within some specific package or class startLogging advice from Logging aspect has to be injected.

AOP does not change the source code of an application, thus a developer is not distracted from the business logic implementation. Instead, AOP platforms provide the runtime application modification or the post-compilation step that applies all necessary
aspects at the predefined places.

From the one side, such approach cleans up the source code of an application as it allows extracting repetitive and distractive code from the main flow of the application execution. However, it also makes an application harder to understand for developers that are unfamiliar with AOP or work with an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that has no AOP assistance. Therefore, AOP is another technology that provides an interesting solution to the existing and important problem of code decoupling and separation of concerns, but brings along a new set of challenges and issues that developers have to be aware of before starting using AOP in any application.

Addressing the issue of transparent application execution in the cloud, concepts of AOP appeal to be an interesting starting point. However, with the time it became clear that AOP is not a solution, but just an instrument that still requires significant amount of work in order to obtain a holistic solution to the problem of the transparent code distribution. Solutions presented in this thesis form around the JCloudScale middleware, which uses AOP paradigm to distribute applications and inject cloud management code.
In the following chapter, a survey of the related research work is presented. Primarily the focus is on the scientific and industrial work that is related to the JCloudScale middleware in general. Secondly, the current research trends that are related to the important parts of the thesis are discussed as well.

3.1 Related Work on Transparent Distribution Frameworks

There are essentially two schools of thought of how one should build a distributed system. On the one hand, many approaches aim at hiding the complexity of distribution behind convenient abstractions, such as remote procedure call systems. On the other hand, some claim that such abstractions always have to be leaky, and, hence, should be avoided altogether (for just one example of this argument, see [73]). JCloudScale follows the former school of thought. Essentially, JCloudScale provides an abstraction that makes elastic applications running on top of an IaaS cloud seem like regular, non-distributed Java applications. Hence, JCloudScale implements the ideal for building elastic applications mentioned in [74], a “single shared global memory space of mostly unbounded capacity”. In doing so, JCloudScale is complementary to a number of related commercial platforms and research works.

A comprehensive starting point for research work on elastic cloud application development is provided by the survey in [75]. According to the taxonomy used in this paper, our work clearly falls into the category of container-level scalability in the platform layer (the container being JCloudScale in this case). The group of container-based scalability systems mainly consists of PaaS solutions, that typically provide an environment or a sandbox for customer code execution.

The main disadvantage of all such systems is that they imply a significant loss of control for the developer. They typically require the usage of a given public cloud (typically
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Transparent Remoting</th>
<th>Transparent Elasticity</th>
<th>Local Testing</th>
<th>Unrestricted Architecture</th>
<th>VM Management</th>
<th>Cloud Provider Independence</th>
<th>Cloud Deployment &amp; Test Frameworks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Remoting Frameworks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java RMI</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise Java Beans (EJB)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>partial</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic Remote Methods</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aneka [53] [54]</td>
<td>partial</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2-VM [55]</td>
<td>partial</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaaS Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google AppEngine [56]</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>partial</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Elastic Beanstalk</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heroku [58]</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>partial</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AppScale [59] [60]</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConPaaS [61] [62]</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOOM [63]</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Cloud Dataflow</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esc [65]</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granules [66]</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ElasticThrift [67]</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>partial</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ElasticJava [67]</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>partial</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Deployment &amp; Test Frameworks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JClouds [68]</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docker [69]</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafe [70]</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADCAT [71]</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenTOSCA [72]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Cloud azure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOON</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AppService [68]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AppService Java Beans (EB)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: High-level comparison of distributed and cloud computing systems.
provided by the same vendor), imply the usage of proprietary APIs, and restrict the types of applications that are supported (typically, these platforms support only Tomcat-based Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) style systems). JCloudScale, on the other hand, allows application developers to retain full control over their application and influence application behavior on any level starting from cloud operating system configuration. JCloudScale applications are not bound to any specific cloud provider, are easy to migrate, work well in the context of private or hybrid clouds, and support a wider variety of applications, while still providing an abstraction comparable to commercial PaaS solutions.

As the scope of JCloudScale is rather wide, there is a large number of systems that are partially related to JCloudScale. The main dimensions used to compare all mentioned below frameworks are:

1. to what extent they transparently handle remoting and elasticity;
2. whether they handle scaling up and down;
3. how easy it is to locally test and debug applications;
4. whether the framework restricts types and architectures of applications that can be built;
5. whether the framework handles and manages cloud virtual machines;
6. whether the framework is bound to one specific cloud provider.

A high-level comparison of the various frameworks along these dimensions is demonstrated in Table 3.1. All systems are evaluated along discussed dimensions, and assigned “yes” (strong support), “no” (no real support), or “partial” (some support). All evaluations are based on tool documentations or publications.

Firstly, JCloudScale can be compared to traditional distributed object middlewares [76], such as Java RMI or EJB. These systems provide transparent remoting features, but clearly do not provide any support for cloud specifics, such as VM management. It can be argued that EJB provides some amount of transparent elasticity, as EJB containers can be clustered. However, it is not easy to scale such clusters up and down. A recent work [10] has introduced the idea of Elastic Remote Methods, which extends Java RMI with cloud-specific features. This is comparable in goals to our contribution. However, the technical approach is quite different. Aneka [53, 54], a well-known .NET based cloud framework, is a special case of a cloud computing middleware that also exhibits a number of characteristics of a PaaS system. It is arguable if Aneka’s abstraction of remoting is perfect, as developers still need to be rather intimately aware of the underlying distributed processing. To the best of our knowledge, Aneka does not automatically scale systems, and provides no local testing environment. [55] also presented an approach that can be considered related to JCloudScale. Their A²-VM framework schedules Java threads over a compute cluster.
Secondly, many of JCloudScale’s features are comparable to common PaaS systems (e.g., Google AppEngine, Amazon Elastic Beanstalk, or Heroku). All of these provide transparent remoting and elasticity, and take over virtual machine management for the user. However, they usually tie the user tightly to one specific cloud provider. Support for local testing is limited, although most providers nowadays have at least some tooling or emulators available for download.

In addition to these commercial PaaS systems, there are also multiple platforms coming out of a research setting. For instance, AppScale [59, 60] is an open-source implementation of the Google AppEngine model. AppScale can also be deployed on any IaaS system, making it much more vendor-independent than other PaaS platforms. This is similar to the ConPaaS open source platform [61, 62], which originates from a European research project of the same name. ConPaaS follows a more service-oriented style, treating applications as collections of loosely-coupled services. The recent IBM concepts named ElasticJava and ElasticThrift [67], that originate from Elastic Remote Methods [10], are more similar to JCloudScale as the stated goal is also to achieve transparent application distribution. However, instead of transparent application adaptation, authors propose Java language extensions and alternative Java compiler that are supposed to bring in transparent application distribution. Due to this, the approach advocated in this thesis is preferable, as developers do not need to learn new programming concepts and redesign their applications following the new syntax.

In scientific literature, there are also a number of PanS systems which are more geared towards data processing, e.g., BOOM [63], Esc [65], or Granules [66]. These systems are hard to compare with JCloudScale, as they generally operate in an entirely different fashion as compared to JCloudScale or the commercial PaaS operators. However, they typically only support a very restricted type of (data-driven) application model, and often do not actually interact with the cloud by themselves. This makes them cloud provider independent, but also means that developers need to implement the actual elasticity-related features themselves.

A particularly interesting case of data processing solutions is the recently announced Google Cloud Dataflow platform [64]. This Big Data processing cloud platform was presented as a further development of the map/reduce paradigm [77]. This platform presents a convenient tooling to operate with the big amounts of data with the paradigm of pipes and filters and is based on previously announced Google internal technologies Flume and MillWheel [77].

Thirdly, there is a need to compare JCloudScale to a number of cloud computing related frameworks, which cover a part of the functionality provided by JCloudScale middleware. JClouds [1] is a Java library that abstracts from the heterogeneous APIs of different IaaS providers, and allows decoupling Java applications from the IaaS system that they operate in. JCloudScale internally uses JClouds to interact with the multiple cloud providers. However, by itself, JClouds does not provide any actual elasticity. Docker [2] is a container framework geared towards bringing testability and portability
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to cloud computing. Essentially, Docker has similar goals to the local test environment of JCloudScale and may be used as testing or portable cloud environment in the future. However, Docker should be treated more as a tool that is highly useful in cloud environment rather than as a complete cloud middleware.

JCloudScale also has some relation to the various cloud deployment models and systems that have recently been proposed in literature, e.g., Cafe [70], MADCAT [71], or OpenTOSCA [72], which is an open source implementation of an OASIS standard. These systems do not typically cover elasticity by themselves (although TOSCA has partial support for auto-scaling groups), but they are usually independent of any concrete cloud provider.

By design, JCloudScale supports most of the characteristics we discuss here. However, especially in comparison to PaaS systems, developers of JCloudScale applications are not entirely shielded from issues of scalability.

Architecture restrictions of different solutions require more discussion. Industrial PaaS systems (e.g., AppEngine, Beanstalk, Heroku) are generally geared towards a very specific type of application (transaction-based Web applications). These systems assume that requests are (to a large extent) independent, and take very little time to process (AppEngine, for instance, has a hard upper limit of 30 seconds of processing time per request). This model is useful for many typical use cases in a Web context, e.g., blogs or Web shops. However, developers aiming to build other kinds of applications (e.g., the JSTaaS example discussed in Chapter 4, banking solutions, video streaming platforms, etc.) have to switch to IaaS or struggle with the architectural and technical restrictions imposed by those PaaS systems. Other remoting and cloud frameworks (e.g., Java RMI or Docker) do not have such restrictions (e.g., Docker is useful for more or less arbitrary applications), however, these systems are also not concerned about providing automated scaling and elasticity. JCloudScale, as well as the related ANEKA framework [53] and the Elastic Remote Methods proposed by [10], strive for a middle ground. They do not inherently assume a specific, narrow type of application, and can in principle be used to implement a wide range of elastic applications. However they are mostly suitable for applications with durable request- or task-processing activities, such as, for instance, video-audio encoding, web-crawling, sentiment analysis, or image rendering.

Additionally, JCloudScale provides significant benefits for applications that use cloud resources only to cover activity bursts [78]. JCloudScale is less suitable for connection-oriented and latency-sensitive applications, such as streaming services or online games. Further, for big data centric applications, JCloudScale is arguably less intuitive to use than state-of-the-art models (e.g., Hadoop or Spark SQL).

3.2 Related Work on Transparent Code Distribution

The problem of code distribution, discussed in Section 5.2, is not a novel topic [79]. The trivial solution would be to update code manually prior to execution. This solution is good enough for systems that update rarely, or in situations when the network speed is insufficient for code transmission or version verification at runtime. However, with further
development of networking and network-aware applications, automated code updating has become common. Nowadays, applications often check for updates periodically or at startup, and download updated code versions when necessary. This approach is suitable and becomes a standard for common user-oriented applications, but in other cases more sophisticated methods are needed.

One scientific area that inherently faces the problem of code distribution is grid computing [80, 81]. Software development in grid is usually focused on parallelization and computation-intensive execution [82]. Therefore, it is applicable to distribute code to the appropriate grid nodes prior to execution either manually or automatically. Some approaches to distribute program code and additional data on-a-fly were proposed in [83]. Still, code distribution in grid computing is different from the taken approach in presented work. In grid computing, developers solve the problem of initial long-running code distribution or “hot patching” [84]. Instead, discussed approach focuses on running different code versions in parallel. This is important for development, testing and multi-tenancy scenarios [85].

The transparent code distribution approach presented in Section 5.2 is more similar to the idea of mobile agents in agent-based computing. With this paradigm, applications are able to migrate from one computer to another autonomously and continue their execution on the destination computer [86]. Code distribution is a vital concept for such applications and a lot of research has been conducted to achieve different goals and improve code migration [87, 88, 89, 90, 91]. However, in contrast to JCloudScale, mobile agents are active and choose themselves where and if to migrate between computers at any time during their execution [92].

In JCloudScale, the application is distributed transparently and is not aware that the code is being distributed. From this point of view, the presented approach is more similar to the idea of remote code evaluation [93], when a task is transmitted to the server to execute. Also, transparent code distribution in the frames of JCloudScale exhibits some features of the code on demand approach [94], when missing code and related files can be fetched from the remote location on demand.

Finally, it should be noted that the code distribution solution, presented within this thesis, falls into the larger class of weak code mobility [90], as both code and data is transmitted, but not the application state.

### 3.3 Related Work on Scaling Behavior Definition

The problem of task scheduling did not originate in the cloud computing area. Clearly, the workload distribution challenge is present in any distributed or parallel system [94]. With the appearance and maturing of common scheduling algorithms [95], DSLs for scheduling and distributed systems started to appear. Nowadays task scheduling, often in a form of DSLs, is researched for instance within the fields of high performance computing [95] and embedded systems [97].

In the area of cloud computing, scheduling is usually performed in a form of balancing [94] or greedy [88] workload distribution in order to parallelize execution or optimize
resource usage. Such approaches satisfy data processing or classic three-tier cloud applications, and usually do not require complex DSLs or special scheduling frameworks. However, when task distribution needs to address such dynamic or domain-specific features as data locality or system heterogeneity, the necessity of an additional layer of abstraction becomes more plausible. The work presented in Section 6.3 does not focus on advances in cloud task scheduling. Instead, a holistic approach is developed that contains a significant amount of common algorithms and allows developers to address their workload management needs as easy and clear as possible.

Resource management in general, and the elasticity concept particularly play a vital role in cloud computing. Mainly, research is focusing on SLA-conformance, cost optimization and “green” computing. However, there are multiple DSLs and frameworks that are facilitating the problem of resource management by providing a user-friendly API and a predefined set of behaviors. Nevertheless, these DSLs and frameworks are either completely outside of the developed application and provide some uniform means of resource management like TOSCA, or have a limited set of access APIs from within the developed application that allow passing information to some external decision module. Instead, scaling solution presented within this thesis focuses on providing a tightly-integrated, extensible, cloud management framework that is running within the developed application and does not require any standalone components.

The major difference between the discussed solutions and scaling definition approach presented in Section 6.3 is that we are aiming at providing a cloud management component that (1) does not enforce any specific application design or architecture, (2) allows developer-friendly configuration and extension using the same language as the developed application, and (3) performs all actions within the developed application, allowing full usage of application-specific knowledge.

3.4 Related Work on Profile-Based Task Scheduling

Effective scheduling in cloud computing influences dramatically the overall performance of an application as well as resource usage. Smart resource usage is clearly important since the pay-as-you-go model is an intrinsic feature of cloud computing. However, resource usage optimization research in the area of cloud scheduling is mainly focused on QoS, cost-awareness or SLA-conformance. The main difference between QoS and SLA-oriented research is in perspective: QoS research focuses on user perception, while the research targeting SLA conformance assumes to have a formal agreement.
between a service provider and consumers that can be formally verified \[120\]. SLA-based formal agreement is not contradicting or excluding QoS analysis. Instead, it is often considered as an extension or a formal method to ensure the provided service qualities expected by a user \[121\] \[122\].

The issue of cost-aware application execution is more specific to the cloud environment as it exploits the idea of dynamic cloud pricing \[123\]. Despite of that, the scope of topics explored in cost-aware cloud computing is similar to the ones of QoS and SLA \[124\] \[125\] \[126\].

Relatively new, but nevertheless a quite prominent topic in cloud computing is energy-efficiency or “green” workload scheduling \[127\] \[128\], that focuses more on effective power usage and operation in data centers or application adaptation in order to require a minimal amount of resources.

Another scheduling approach that focuses more on reliability and guaranteed task completion in faulty environments is redundant scheduling \[129\] \[130\] approach. Research in this direction targets the issue of fault detection, prevention, and recovery, while in Chapter \[7\] the main issue is the effective usage of the particular host resources.

From the perspective of profiling, in the cloud computing domain it is common to use it in order to develop elastic applications \[131\] \[132\] that adapt themselves to varying loads. This is usually treated in a broader way than the approach presented in Chapter \[7\] usually profiling is used to determine under-utilized or over-utilized machines, in order to balance existing load or manage the amount of used resources.

Each of the discussed approaches operates on higher levels of business requirements, resource usage and service quality, rather than the approach presented in Chapter \[7\] While most of the research mentioned here abstracts from the actual historical resource usage measurements, presented approach manages actual and predicted task resource usage values in order to achieve smooth and controlled resource usage curve on the level of a single host. This approach allows lowering resource requirements for planned jobs and allows executing more tasks in parallel on the same amount of cloud hosts.
Case Study

Every contribution of this thesis is illustrated using the JSTaaS (“JavaScript Testing-as-a-Service”) case study. JSTaaS is a JavaScript application testing cloud service, inspired by the real-life service provided by the New York based startup Codeship. Even though the Codeship company and the service they provide is real, the details discussed below are not related to the real architecture or implementation of the Codeship product.

The role of JavaScript is rapidly increasing in the modern software development world. JavaScript is a dynamic weakly-typed scripting language, therefore the main way of ensuring that particular code is correct, is to invest more efforts in code testing. However, in order to continuously test significant amounts of code, developers have to spend a substantial amount of money on computing infrastructure and personnel designated only for this purpose. Due to this situation, an imaginary team of developers decided to provide a standard, scalable and convenient infrastructure for JavaScript code testing.

Clients interested in automated code testing have to register their code repositories with the unit and integration tests in JSTaaS. Afterward, provided test suites are launched periodically following customer requirements. Test execution reports, accompanied by billing information, are sent back to the code owners.

Such business model allows companies to have automated continuous testing with minimum efforts required from their side. A very rough illustration of JSTaaS service is given in Figure 4.1.

As the developers had limited initial funding and unclear perspectives, it has been decided that the preliminary version of JSTaaS will be deployed in a small private cloud, sharing available infrastructure with other cloud applications. However, JSTaaS appeared to be a success, and soon grew out of available resources in this private data center.

[https://codeship.com](https://codeship.com)
In order to facilitate further service enlargement, developers decided to incorporate resources of the Amazon EC2 public cloud, so that infrastructure costs will only grow in line with the actual demand. Furthermore, to save costs, local and remote virtual machines, which will be used to launch actual tests, should be utilized to the highest degree possible. This means that tests should be co-located on the same virtual machines as far as possible, and idle machines should be released if they are not required any longer. To this end, the core of JSTaaS needs to continuously monitor the utilization of all hosts, as well as the execution time of tests, in order to decide which hosts to keep online and which to tear down.

In order to address these ideas, the JSTaaS service infrastructure had to continuously extend over the available private and public cloud infrastructure, as it is shown in Figure 4.2. However, infrastructure management and monitoring APIs are completely different for each environment, what requires from JSTaaS developers to rewrite a significant amount of infrastructure management code in order to encapsulate and handle this difference.

Using standard tools, this application is not trivial to implement. Developers need to split the application into task manager, load balancer and workers to execute the tests, setup virtual machines, install the respective application components on these virtual machines and, at runtime, monitor to make sure that the application is not over- or under-provisioned. Tools such as AWS Elastic Beanstalk (deployment) or CloudWatch (monitoring) can be used to ease these tasks to some extent. However, such tools are available only for the respective provider’s environment (i.e., Amazon) and handcrafted aggregating infrastructure and applications to merge data from multiple platforms are still required. Additionally, developers have to solve the issues related to ongoing JSTaaS development. Previously they used the same infrastructure for production and development of JSTaaS, but now they need to develop an algorithm to define how their changes will propagate to the public cloud. Similarly, if some client relays on the previous version of JSTaaS, developers have to ensure that the code of such client is executed within the right version of JSTaaS.
Hence, the developers decide to use the JCloudScale middleware to build JSTaaS. The team hopes that JCloudScale will help its few developers to efficiently write this elastic application, quickly master unfamiliar cloud APIs, and devise good scaling and scheduling policies. Furthermore, the integrated event-based monitoring of JCloudScale will also be useful for customer billing. Additionally, building their application on top of the JCloudScale abstraction, allows the team to easily migrate or extend their application, e.g., to an OpenStack-based private cloud, should they decide to move away from Amazon EC2 in the future. Finally, JCloudScale requires minimum changes to the existing solution and much less efforts from developers to have a first functional prototype than alternatives. This also allows JSTaaS developers to try out the distribution approach provided by JCloudScale really fast and easily fall back to any alternative solution in case they are not satisfied with the result.

In the remainder of this thesis, it will be shown:

1. How an application can be migrated or designed using JCloudScale middleware;
2. How code changes can be propagated over the infrastructure;

3. How JCloudScale allows defining application elasticity;

4. How unit tests can be efficiently scheduled over the booked resources;
Chapter 5

The JCloudScale Middleware

In this chapter, the basis for all contributions of this thesis is presented. While a basic version of the JCloudScale middleware itself was initially introduced before [16], this chapter discusses the main concepts and focuses on the work done within this thesis. The descriptions and code listings in this and following chapters use the case study discussed in Chapter 4 for practically explaining ideas. Structurally, this chapter starts with the basic concepts and notions, introducing more advanced features and internal details as they become related.

5.1 Basic Notions

JCloudScale is a Java-based middleware for building elastic IaaS applications. The ultimate aim of JCloudScale is to facilitate developers to implement cloud applications (in the following referred to as target applications) as local, multi-threaded applications, without even being aware of the actual cloud deployment. That is, the target application is not aware of the underlying physical distribution, and does not need to care about technicalities of elasticity, such as program code distribution, virtual machine instantiation and destruction, performance monitoring, and load balancing. This is achieved with a declarative programming model (implemented via Java annotations) and with AOP techniques, provided by AspectJ framework that allows injecting required bytecode modifications into the target application. To a developer, JCloudScale appears as an additional library (e.g., a set of jar-files in classpath or Maven dependency) plus a post-compilation build step. This puts JCloudScale in stark contrast to most industrial PaaS solutions, which require applications to be built specifically for these platforms. Such PaaS applications are usually not executable outside of the targeted PaaS environment. Contrary, JCloudScale encourages developers to build applications
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that not only execute, but also achieve a stated goal with or without JCloudScale
post-compilation processing enabled. This paradigm simplifies application development
and testing, as developers can develop and verify application business logic using familiar
local development environment.

The primary entities of JCloudScale are cloud objects (COs). COs are object
instances which execute in the cloud. COs are deployed to, and executed by, so-called
cloud hosts (CHs). CHs are virtual machines acquired from the IaaS cloud, which run
a JCloudScale server component. They accept COs to host and execute on client
request.

Furthermore, in order to follow the traditional cloud application development paradigm,
CHs are currently not shared between the different target applications. They are acquired
or instantiated by a single JCloudScale client application, and are only usable from
this application. However, this limitation is more ideological than technical, as most of
JCloudScale components support multi-tenancy \[85\] by default what will be shown in
the following.

The program code responsible for managing virtual machines, dispatching requests
to the virtual machines, class loading, and monitoring is injected into the target appli-
cation as a post-compilation build step via bytecode modification. Optimally, COs are
highly cohesive and loosely coupled to the rest of the target application, as, after cloud
deployment, every further interaction with the CO constitutes a remote invocation over
the network.

In the JSTaaS example, implementations of test runners are good candidates for
COs. Test execution potentially produces high computational load, and little interaction
between the test runner and the rest of the application is necessary during test execution.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the basic operation of JCloudScale in an interaction diagram. Whenever application invokes the myMethod on an object, JCloudScale middleware
transparently intercepts the call and forwards it to the correct cloud host through the

![Figure 5.1: Basic interaction with cloud objects](image-url)
internal proxy. The gray boxes indicate the code that is injected. Hence, these steps are transparent to the application developer. However, note that Figure 5.1 is simplified for readability. Some technicalities, such as classloading or data marshalling, have been omitted, but will be discussed in more detail later in this section.

Figure 5.2: System deployment view

Figure 5.2 shows a high-level deployment view of a JCloudScale application. The gray box in the target application JVM also indicates injected components. Note that CHs are conceptually “thin” components, i.e., most of the actual JCloudScale business logic is running on the client side in the target application JVM. Such activities as cloud host management (illustrated by Host Repository component) and monitoring data collection and analysis (Monitoring Repository) are happening within the target application JVM. In its current version, JCloudScale does not support target applications that are themselves distributed.

CHs consist mainly of a small server component that accepts requests from clients, a code cache used for classloading, and sand boxes for executing COs. In order to achieve efficient yet light-weight encapsulation, these sand boxes are currently implemented via custom Java class loaders. On the client side, the JCloudScale middleware collects and aggregates monitoring data, and maintains the list of CHs and COs. Further, the client-side middleware is responsible for scaling up and down based on user-defined policies.
5.1.1 Interacting With Cloud Objects

Application developers declare and adjust COs in their application code via simple Java annotations. These annotations serve as markers for JCloudScale to hint the places of target application that should be altered in order to successfully and efficiently distribute application code over the CHs. In the following, we refer to the minimal example given in Listing 5.1. A more comprehensive example, which also includes a step-by-step tutorial, is available in Appendix 9.3.

The main annotation that declares a class as a CO is @CloudObject. Any instance of the class, which is annotated with this annotation, is typically considered a CO. This means that every creation of an object of this class is altered to deploy the CO to the particular CH instead. However, in some cases not all instances of a class annotated with @CloudObject annotation should become COs. In order to support alternative behaviors, JCloudScale allows annotating a particular constructor with @Local annotation (see Listing 5.1, lines 15-16). This declares that all objects constructed using this constructor will execute locally as if there is no @CloudObject annotation on the class. Occasionally even this approach is not granular enough and only a certain set of class instances should be moved to the cloud. In this case, a programmatic interface (see Appendix 9.3) for proxy object creation can be used instead of the @CloudObject class annotation.

Another concern that target application developers should be aware of is the specifics of the code executed within the constructor of CO. In order to create a proxy object that will be used for interaction with an actual cloud object running in the cloud (see Listing 5.1: Declaring COs in target applications

```java
@CloudObject
public class MyTestExecutor {

    @CloudGlobal
    private static String myTestExecutorName;

    @EventSink
    private EventSink eventSink;

    @DataSource(name = "testresults")
    private static Datastore datastore;

    public MyTestExecutor(){}

    @Local // Constructed object will execute locally.
    public MyTestExecutor(boolean local){}

    public TestResult execute(@ByValueParameter TestSuite tests) {
        ...
    }

    @DestructCloudObject
    public void cleanup(){}
}
```
Figure 5.1. JCloudScale creates a dynamic sub-class of the CO. However, to instantiate this proxy class, JCloudScale has to execute the parent constructor (i.e., the initially invoked constructor of the CO). Similarly, the constructor code of the CO will be executed on creation of the CO within the designated CH. Therefore, developers should be aware that the constructor code will be executed twice during CO creation. Usually this is fine as constructor code should only prepare the object itself for execution. However, if the constructor code is not idempotent or is computation-intensive, developers should move such code into a separate initialization method that application will invoke after the CO is already instantiated.

As is the case for any object in Java, the target application can fundamentally interact with COs in two different ways: invoking CO methods, and getting or setting CO member fields. In both cases, JCloudScale intercepts the operation, executes the requested operation on the CH, and returns the result (if any) back to the target application. In the meantime, the target application is blocked (more concretely, the target application remains in an “idle wait” state while it is waiting for the CH response). Fundamentally, JCloudScale aims to preserve the functional semantics of the target application after bytecode modification. That is, every method call or field operation behaves functionally identical to a regular Java program, except of the issues described above.

Finally, developers should be aware of the resource cleanup behavior of JCloudScale. By default, JCloudScale tries to follow default Java behavior and destroys COs whenever they are collected by the garbage collector within the target application. While this behavior is a reasonable default and should fit most applications, it may cause unnecessary resource consumption in the cloud and postpone resource cleanup, resulting in higher application operation costs. In order to improve this behavior, the @DestructCloudObject annotation allows declaring the point in application execution sequence when the particular CO can be removed from the appropriate CH. Note that after the method annotated with @DestructCloudObject is executed, every following interaction with the CO will result in a JCloudScaleException.

5.1.2 Static Fields and Methods in Cloud Objects

Another interesting topic is the behavior of the classes annotated as CO that contain static fields and methods. Operations on those are by default not intercepted by JCloudScale for performance reasons, as this would introduce a significant overhead even if the target application only reads from such static fields, what is usually the case. However, in some situations skipping interceptions may lead to a problem that we refer to as JVM-local updates: if code executing on a CH (for instance a CO instance method) changes the value of a static field, only the copy in this CH JVM will be changed. Other COs, or the target application JVM, will not be aware of the change. Hence, in this case, the value of the static field is tainted, and the execution semantics of the application changes after JCloudScale bytecode injection. To prevent this problem and preserve standard Java language semantics, static fields can be annotated with the @CloudGlobal annotation (see Listing 5.1, lines 4-5). Changes to such static fields are maintained in the target
application JVM, and all CH JVMs are operating on the target application JVM value via callback.

Particularly interesting is the problem of static method invocation if they are declared in a CO. If such a method is invoked from the target application, JCloudScale does not intercept the call and invokes it locally. The main reason for this behavior is that such invocation can not be associated with any particular CO, thus JCloudScale does not know on which CH this method should be invoked. However, if the static method is invoked from an instance of a CO, this method invocation will be associated with the particular CO and thus will execute on the CH that hosts this CO. While this approach improves performance of utility method invocation (what is usually the case with static methods), this may break synchronization patterns in user code. A summary of CO interaction semantics is shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: JCloudScale interaction semantics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target application . . .</th>
<th>JCloudScale . . .</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...invokes CO constructor</td>
<td>...intercepts this method call, creates a new CO and deploys it on the CH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...invokes CO constructor with @Local annotation</td>
<td>...does not intercept the object creation and local object is created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...invokes a (non-static) CO method</td>
<td>...intercepts this method call and schedules its execution on the CH copy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...invokes a static method</td>
<td>...does not intercept this operation. The static method will execute in the invoking application VM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...gets or sets a (non-static) CO field</td>
<td>...intercepts this operation and gets or sets the value on the CH copy instead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...gets or sets a static field</td>
<td>...does not intercept this operation. The static field value of the invoking VM will be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...gets or sets a static field with @CloudGlobal annotation</td>
<td>...intercepts this operation and uses the value from the target application VM.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.3 Passing Data Objects

Evidently, most JCloudScale applications require parameter objects to be passed from the target application to the COs, or between COs. As the purpose of these objects is typically to transport data, we refer to them as data objects. JCloudScale supports data object passing via three common strategies, as summarized in Table 5.2. If small, primitive data objects (e.g., identifiers or numerical parameters) need to be passed, the common strategy is to pass them using copy-by-value. This strategy is simple and has a low overhead for small objects. However, it requires the objects to be marshallable. Technically, this means that they need to support standard Java serialization mechanisms. By-reference is more powerful, but should be used with care, as any interaction with the by-reference proxy results in additional remoting. Target applications often use by-reference to implement callback mechanisms, allowing for flexible asynchronous programming models. Furthermore, the by-reference mechanism allows COs to get access to a proxy of a different CO instance, hence, enabling communication between different COs. Finally, JCloudScale also supports the shared strategy, in which (serialized) data objects are stored in a persistent data store. This data store is shared...
Table 5.2: Data object passing strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>copy-by-value</td>
<td>Sends a deep copy of the object. Changes in the copy will not be reflected in the original object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by-reference</td>
<td>Sends a proxy object (by-reference proxy) instead of a copy. Invocations of the proxy are redirected back to the original object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shared</td>
<td>Data objects are exchanged by storing them in a shared data store. All CHs and the target application operate on the same copy of the data (ensured by transactional mechanisms and concurrency control).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

among all CHs and the target application. This approach is commonly used if large chunks of data need to be passed around multiple times, as is the case for many scientific computing applications [134]. The shared strategy is also helpful if the JCloudScale application is expected to interface with the external data producers or consumers.

copy-by-value and by-reference are defined on Java method and field level, i.e., by annotating a parameter of a CO method, or a CO member field. In Listing 5.1, TestResult is a by-reference parameter, while the actual test suite is passed copy-by-value.

The shared model needs to be triggered explicitly by requesting JCloudScale to inject a connection handle to a shared database (data store in JCloudScale terms) into the Java application via dependency injection. For example, in Listing 5.1, a CouchDB NoSQL data store [135] is injected. The application code then explicitly reads from or writes to this data store. JCloudScale internally uses a custom data mapping framework, which allows to serialize arbitrary “Plain Old Java Objects” to a wide array of relational and non-relational data stores, including CouchDB, Riak, HBase and any SQL database compatible with the Java Persistence API (JPA). The shared approach also has the additional advantage that conflicts are detectable on database level via optimistic concurrency control [136]. Optimistic concurrency control essentially implies that each revision of a data object is associated with a numerical version flag. Whenever the data object is updated, the version flag is incremented. Whenever a data object should be updated, and the version flag in the data store is higher than the version of the object that should be written, a conflicting change is detected and reported back to the user via a DataStoreException. For by-reference and copy-by-value, developers need to make sure that different COs do not override changes of other COs manually, just as it is the case for any other multi-threaded Java application.

5.1.4 Fault Handling

Distributing applications with JCloudScale can potentially introduce faults, which are not apparent as long as the target application is executed locally. For instance, transient network outages can mean that a subset of COs is temporarily not available, or a terminated CH can lead to a permanent loss of COs. At this stage, JCloudScale does not provide sophisticated features to deal with these situations. However, JCloudScale notifies the target application via a custom exception type (JCloudScaleException)
and a more detailed exception message about such problems, and hence allows developers to deal with these issues as required in the target application.

Fundamentally, JCloudScale is most suitable for applications where the loss of individual COs or CHs is non-critical. This is in line with standard cloud architectures, which typically promote designing for failure, e.g., by adopting statelessness and redundancy [137]. Built-in support for redundancy is not part of the current JCloudScale release, but is part of our future research. Additionally, approaches for autonomous fault detecting [138] are considered as an option.

5.2 Application Code Distribution Framework

When an IaaS application has to scale up (i.e., use more virtual machines than before), one problem is how the availability of the current version of the application code, configuration files and other resources can be ensured on the new host. In the following, we will use the term “program code” as the shorthand for the application code and all dependent files. The trivial approach is to either send the correct version of the code to each machine on every request or to include the program code in the virtual machine base image. The first approach introduces significant overhead for application performance, while the second one is reasonable only in situations when the program code is entirely static and will not be modified during application lifetime. However, real-life applications are typically different. The program code often evolves over time, and developers would need to rebuild all cloud images related to the developed application. In such scenarios, hard coding the program code and other files into the virtual machine images becomes hard or even impossible. Additionally, it becomes even more problematic if we consider situations when multiple different code versions can be operating at the same CH over some time or even in parallel. The only alternative way to achieve the program code distribution in such conditions is to include facilities for dynamic code search and distribution on the middleware level.

This section introduces a framework for transparent runtime program code distribution. While this framework was developed within the JCloudScale, it is independent enough to be used separately in a different setup or use case that requires dynamic and transparent code distribution in the cloud environment.

5.2.1 Program Code Distribution Challenges

Dynamically distributing program code in a real-life IaaS cloud requires a number of aspects to be addressed. (1) Firstly, the framework needs to detect when the code that is to be executed is not available at all, and request the code from a code server (the machine that has the correct version of the application binaries). For instance, if the JSTAAS application described in Chapter 4 wants to delegate the generation of a test report to a CH, the required program code needs to be available at this virtual machine. (2) If this is not the case, the CH has to find a trusted code storage where appropriate code can be retrieved from. In our case, usually the application itself will act as a
Table 5.3: Summary of code distribution challenges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Challenge Name</th>
<th>Challenge Synopsis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Missing Code Detection</td>
<td>CHs need to be able to dynamically detect if program code needs to be loaded on demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Trusted Code Storage</td>
<td>CHs need to be able to locate a code storage service (typically the target application or a dedicated code server in the cloud).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Communication Middleware</td>
<td>CHs need to have access to a suitable communication middleware that allows them to dynamically load code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Communication Protocol</td>
<td>CHs and target applications need to use an efficient protocol for minimizing the communication overhead incurred by dynamic code loading.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Code Versioning</td>
<td>CHs need to be aware that program code can change, and that the loaded program code is not valid indefinitely.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

code server and deliver the required program code on demand, including the correct versions of all missing dependencies that are required to execute this code. Alternatively, it is possible to install a specific dedicated code server in the cloud, which then takes over this task from the target application to reduce its load. Evidently, it is possible to hard-code all required program code directly into the virtual machine images used by JCloudScale, but this drastically reduces the flexibility of the system and makes maintenance of the system cumbersome and time-consuming. (3) Thirdly, some means of communication need to be established which allow program code to be transferred at runtime from the trusted code storage to the cloud virtual machines. This communication can be handled either in a point-to-point fashion (e.g., via Web services technology, such as SOAP) or via a messaging middleware. (4) Fourthly, for practical performance reasons, the middleware needs to optimize the communication protocol between application and the CHs. For instance, it is typically not feasible to initiate dynamic code exchange routines separately for each missing class of application code. Instead, the middleware needs to smartly decide which additional code and non-code resources (e.g., images, configuration files) will also be required in addition to the already detected missing code. These dependencies should be distributed over the cloud at the same time to minimize the overhead of the code distribution. (5) Fifthly, after dynamically loading the program code, the middleware needs to decide how long this code and its dependencies can now be considered as valid. To this end, it is required that the JCloudScale middleware is able to detect when a different version of the program code is needed.

These challenges are summarized in Table [5.3]. In the remaining of the section, we will discuss our approach to solve these challenges within the JCloudScale middleware and discussed code distribution framework.

5.2.2 Code Distribution Framework Overview

Whenever a CH in the JCloudScale middleware has to execute a new task, the system has to ensure that all necessary resources are available and schedule the execution of the task. Now we will describe our approach and show how we try to achieve efficient and seamless code distribution, solving the challenges described above.
When the target application approaches a code segment that can be delegated to the cloud, it schedules the execution on the CHs that are available at the moment. On the CH, the scheduled code starts executing, while a special class loader on the platform level maintains and fetches all required program code and other relevant resources, such as configuration files. The architecture of our solution is visualized in Figure 5.3 where the target application started from the application host can be seen. This application is distributing the work to the set of CHs that retrieve necessary code from the cloud code cache, code storage or directly from the target application. Due to this architecture, code that is being executed does not have to care about code availability and version, as the underlying infrastructure handles these problems seamlessly and transparently.

Figure 5.3: Overview of program code distribution model

5.2.3 Missing Code Detection

In most programming languages (including Java, as used by JCloudScale), detection of missing resources (both of code and non-code nature) can be handled by the developer through a special APIs. However, in order to avoid misbehaviors, solve stated challenges,
and be able to control code availability and load sequence, we implemented, basing on the available APIs, a special module in our middleware to intercept all requests for a program code at cloud hosts. Concretely, we intercept the class loading mechanism of the programming language to check against a set of already resolved classes. If the required code has already been loaded, it can be provided again without any additional work required from the class loader. If the required code has not been loaded before during this execution, the class loader checks a code cache for it, as shown in Figure 5.4. The details of this mechanism will be explained later. If the code was not found in the cache, the class loader requests the code from the target application (or from a trusted code storage), and waits for the response (see Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.4: Code loading strategy

5.2.4 Communication Middleware

Our code loading system does not have any specific requirements for a particular communication channel, and usually can be used over the same communication facilities as used by the rest of the application or parent middleware (i.e., JCloudScale). Resource loading works based on simple blocking calls and may require the ability to initiate communication with the trusted code storage facility. The only communication channel properties that are important for this use case are reliability and a reasonable data transfer speed. Channel speed is very important as communication delay is directly influencing the application performance on the cloud. Evidently, any network communication is slow as compared to local code retrieval, and the slower communication is, the lower the
performance benefits that can be reached by distributing the application over the cloud in the first place are.

Reliability is also vital. Transfer errors, which CH can detect with the help of check sums, can dramatically impact communication speed due to code retransmission. In case of a communication failure, the application has to shutdown gracefully, as there is no code to continue executing the task.

In the current version of JCloudScale, a JMS-compatible message queue is used (i.e., Apache ActiveMQ) to provide the communication channel for all client-host communication, including dynamic code loading.

5.2.5 Trusted Code Storage Location

While the creation of a dedicated code server may improve reliability and performance of the code distribution framework, for some cases this solution is not desirable. Sometimes it is required to be able to fetch actual code directly from the target application. For example, during software development or testing, it makes more sense to use the target application startup machine for code distribution instead of a dedicated server that has to be updated prior to every run. In such situations, code distribution service has to be provided from within the target application. Moreover, the target application is typically the most reliable source of the code, as the target application codebase contains exactly the code that the developer expects to run. Therefore, by default, the target application always runs the code distribution service, even in situations when a dedicated code server is expected to be used. This simplifies framework configuration and allows using the target application to update or verify code on the code server, or as a fallback option in case the code server is off line or overloaded.

The code distribution service within the target application has to be able to provide the code to the CHs without interrupting the main application thread. To achieve this, the service is started in a dedicated thread. When the code distribution service receives a request, it checks for an availability of the requested code and decides what to send. The code provided by the trusted source is then stored in the cache on the CH and execution is resumed. Additionally, inside the cache it is mapped to the appropriate target application in order to enable multi-tenancy and fast code verification for the following requests.

5.2.6 Code Versioning

To solve the challenges related to the code version control and updated code propagation, a code verification system was implemented as a part of the JCloudScale class loading mechanism. In case the code is available in cache, the class loader still has to ensure that the code has the same version as the target application expects. Therefore, the class loader carries out the code verification based on the last modification date and the size of the code files, as depicted in Figure 5.4. Evidently, some other alternatives to implement

code verification are feasible as well (e.g., using hash-codes, explicit versioning via version numbers, or partial transfer), but we deemed the selected heuristic approach to be the fastest, while still being reliable enough for practical applications. This point of view is supported by the fact that similar approaches are used in other state-of-the-art solutions, e.g., RSync\(^4\) Apache Ant\(^5\) GNU Make\(^6\) and others.

As code is stored in the cache, not only the required program code itself, but rather all files that were provided previous time for the same code request are verified. For each file in this set, the client either confirms that this is the expected code or provides the file that should be used. After this, the class loader delivers the correct code for the execution and, if necessary, updates the cached version.

### 5.2.7 Code Caching

In JCloudScale, CHs execute each separate request in a particular sand box. To this end, the code retrieval infrastructure on each CH resolves all resources for each target application separately. This allows parallel execution of different requests using different code bases, and restricts any possible influence between requests. However, evidently this approach introduces some redundant code transmission, because if the same program code should be used more than once, still it will be transmitted separately for each target application. To avoid this redundancy, we introduce a smart code caching mechanism.

For the first code request, when the required code is not yet cached, it has to be downloaded from a trusted code storage, while each of the following requests only uses the code available from the cache (if code verification is successful). When changes are detected during verification, the outdated code is either replaced or used in parallel to the updated version, depending on the cache usage and configuration policy. When there are no changes, the cached code can be used without transmission through the communication channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Host Private Cache</th>
<th>Cloud Cache</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cloud-Based Code Storage</td>
<td>+ code access speed</td>
<td>- no speed up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- low cache hit rate</td>
<td>+ good cache hit rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Code Storage</td>
<td>+ code access speed</td>
<td>+ code access speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- low cache hit rate</td>
<td>+ good cache hit rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main task of the caching mechanism is to provide faster code fetching in situations when the same code is requested multiple times. Therefore, code from the cache has to be accessible faster than from a trusted code storage (e.g., the target application). The fastest possible location of the cache is the hard drive or even memory of the CH. This will give ideal access speed, but will reduce the cache hit rate, as each CH will have to

---

\(^4\) [http://rsync.samba.org/](http://rsync.samba.org/)
maintain its own cache. In case of some distributed applications, this approach may give no benefits at all, as it is shown in Table 5.4. Another possible approach is to create a dedicated cache server or share one cache between multiple CHs. This is a good solution if the code is initially transmitted through an unreliable or slow channel. But if the application is already using a dedicated code service, a shared cache in the cloud hardly makes any sense, as access speed will be almost identical as to the code server.

From the situation described above, it is clear that we face a trade-off illustrated in Table 5.4. Depending on the environment configuration and situation, different approaches will be more efficient and, hence, preferable. Therefore, to achieve the best performance, it makes sense to allow the target application to decide on the preferred caching strategy.

5.2.8 Batch Loading

When the class loading infrastructure receives a request for new classes or resources to be loaded, there is not much information available to make some assumptions about the data that should be loaded. The only thing that is available is the name of the resource that should be retrieved. Therefore, the cloud host has to send a request to the storage facility with only required resource name specified (as described above, the situation is slightly different when there is code already available in the cache; for the sake of simplicity, we will omit this case now).

When the code retrieval request arrives at the storage facility, an appropriate service has to find the required piece of code and decide what to send along with it. Of course, the simplest scenario would be to send only the requested resource, but this would increase the cost of dynamic code loading and slow down an application, especially at the startup. Another extreme would be to send the complete application code at the first request: this would decrease the amount of messages, but might introduce even longer delay for the very first request, when the entire set of libraries and code base is transmitted even if most of them are not necessary at all for CO execution. Considering the fact that usually not all code would be required on each cloud host, this option may introduce even more overhead than the first one.

One possible option to solve this trade-off would be to allow the target application to configure the amount of code that should be transferred for each request. However, this approach would be rather cumbersome for the developers and against the primary design goals of JCloudScale (making it transparent and easy to build cloud applications). Another choice would be to use heuristics, which would propose a satisfying solution for common usage scenarios.

For example, if the requested class belongs to a library (e.g., a jar file), it makes sense to send the entire library instead, as the chances that other resources from that library will be requested are high. Similarly, if the class belongs to a package, it makes sense to consider sending the entire package. Also, if the class has some dependencies or belongs to a hierarchy of classes or interfaces, other classes are very likely to be needed as well.

All of these heuristics have their own benefits and problems and it is complicated to determine which of them should be used as the default behavior. To determine the
influence of these factors on real-life applications, we included a number of different batch loading algorithms in our numerical evaluation, presented in the original work [20].

5.2.9 Summary

Summarizing said above, the transparent code distribution framework allows for distributing code to the cloud on demand and transparently to the target application. Presented approach targets seamless application execution in a distributed environment and permits alternative code versions running on each cloud host in parallel. The framework was evaluated in a real-life application and the overhead of different code distribution and caching strategies were compared and analyzed. The evaluation showed that selected code distribution approach provides a list of benefits over alternatives and minimum overhead for the users, while requiring insignificant amount of time to configure and use.

5.3 Target Application Development Process

To show how the development process of JCloudScale-based applications looks like, we go through the set of steps necessary to bring a Maven-based application (as introduced in Chapter 4) to the Amazon EC2 cloud. In this section, only the core elements of application development process are highlighted. This should allow reader to understand the level of complexity and intrusion that target application developers have to face in order to start using JCloudScale. In more details this process is described in Appendix 9.3.

While here we focus on Maven-based applications, JCloudScale allows building target applications without Maven as well. Differences from the Maven-based sequence are highlighted in Appendix 9.3.

The target application development process consists of the following three fundamental steps:

1. The project setup has to be changed to reference JCloudScale;
2. COs have to be selected and necessary annotations have to be added;
3. JCloudScale has to be configured to efficiently and elastically scale the target application.

5.3.1 Target Application Setup

The first step on a way to build a JCloudScale-based cloud application requires the modification of a pom.xml file to reference JCloudScale and to apply post-compilation processing required to inject JCloudScale behavior code into the target application.

In order to add a reference to JCloudScale, target application developers have to add another dependency block which is shown in Listing 5.2. This dependency references the current version of JCloudScale and provides the core JCloudScale functionality that is required for almost any JCloudScale-based application. In case
developers want to leverage some additional JCloudScale functionality (e.g., application bursting, database interaction, or scaling behavior definition modules), developers would need to add corresponding dependencies as well.

### Listing 5.2: Introducing JCloudScale dependency

```xml
<dependency>
  <groupId>jcloudscale</groupId>
  <artifactId>jcloudscale.core</artifactId>
  <version>0.4.0</version>
</dependency>
```

If developers build the target application now, they will see that the build process fails with a dependency resolution error. This happens because by default Maven locates dependencies in local or central repositories. However, none of them contains JCloudScale artifacts. While we are continuously working on the JCloudScale inclusion into a Maven central repository, currently the JCloudScale project is just a research prototype and does not match every requirement necessary to be included into the Maven central repository. Until this process is successfully completed, developers need to reference a private repository that contains JCloudScale artifacts and all necessary dependencies. In order to do this, the code from Listing 5.3 has to be included into a `pom.xml` file. This code defines that Maven has to include external repository into the artifact discovery process.

### Listing 5.3: Referencing infosys maven repository

```xml
<repositories>
  <repository>
    <id>infosys-repository</id>
    <url>http://www.infosys.tuwien.ac.at/mvn</url>
  </repository>
</repositories>
```

After the correct repository is referenced, the target application should successfully load the necessary dependencies and compile the available source code of the target application. Finally, concluding this step, developers need to add the code post-compilation processing definition, as defined in Listing 5.4. The plugin description presented in Listing 5.4 alters the usual application build process in order to include additional step of AspectJ processing. AspectJ is an aspect-oriented framework (see Section 2.4) that allows post-compilation modifications of Java applications. JCloudScale uses AspectJ to apply necessary code modifications that allow application distribution in the cloud.

### 5.3.2 COs Selection

The idea of JCloudScale is based on the notion of cloud objects, as introduced in Section 5.1. As the most common and resource-intensive task of JSTaaS application is
to execute customers’ tests, the class MyTestExecutor that wraps the separate test suite execution is a good candidate. Furthermore, this class is strongly decoupled and requires minimal interaction with other components of the application, what perfectly fits the notion of an ideal CO.

Listing 5.5 shows the test execution class that is being distributed by JCloudScale. Mainly it consists of application-specific business logic with a number of JCloudScale annotations added. As the MyTestExecutor class is annotated with an @CloudObject (see line 1 in Listing 5.5), all interactions with the instances of this class are intercepted by JCloudScale and scheduled to the appropriate CH. In addition, to optimize performance, some method parameters and return values are annotated with the appropriate parameter passing annotations that allow treating parameters either as copy-by-value
Listing 5.5: The skeleton of the test execution class

```java
@CloudObject
public class MyTestExecutor {
  @CloudObjectId
  private UUID coId;

  @DataSource(name = "testresults")
  private Datastore datastore;

  public @ByValueParameter UUID getId() {
    return coId;
  }

  public void setSuite(@ByValueParameter TestSuite suite, int testId) {
    ...
  }

  public void execute(TestSuiteExecution statuses, int suiteNr) {
    ...
  }

  @DestructCloudObject
  public void cleanup() {}
}
```

(see lines 6 and 13 in Listing 5.5) or as by-reference (see line 17 in Listing 5.5). For example, as the statuses parameter of the execute method (line 17 in Listing 5.5) is not annotated by any specific annotation, it is treated as by-reference and all changes applied to this object in CH are retransmitted back to the target application.

Another important annotation is @DestructCloudObject on the cleanup method (see line 21 in Listing 5.5). This annotation specifies that this is the last invocation on this CO and, after invocation of this method is finished, this CO can be destructed. This allows optimizing resource usage and cleaning unnecessary objects from the CHs.

Separately we would like to note the dependency injection feature of JCloudScale. Two fields of this class (coId (line 4 in Listing 5.5) and datastore (line 7 in Listing 5.5)) are annotated with appropriate annotations to allow additional interaction with the JCloudScale middleware. For example, the coId field annotated with @CloudObjectId annotation allows using JCloudScale-defined CO Id of this particular object.

5.3.3 Configuring JCloudScale

At this point, the JSTAAS application is already distributed by JCloudScale. However, the distribution is happening in the so-called “debug” mode: instead of using separate cloud hosts, JCloudScale spawns new JVMs on the same host the target application is started. This mode is perfect for debugging and ensuring that everything works as expected prior to deploying the application to the cloud. In order to deploy the application on a real cloud, an appropriate configuration has to be provided.
There is a number of ways to configure JCloudScale, described in more details in Appendix 9.3. In this section, system properties will be used to configure the developed target application. An example of such code-based JCloudScale configuration provider is shown in Listing 5.6. The system property jcloudscale.configuration has to define either the path to an XML file containing a serialized JCloudScale configuration, or the name of a class that has a static method with the @JCloudScaleConfigurationProvider annotation (see line 1 in Listing 5.6) that returns an instance of JCloudScaleConfiguration class (see line 2 in Listing 5.6). Within this method, developer can either load configuration from some application-specific storage or build configuration on the fly using JCloudScaleConfigurationBuilder class, as it is shown in lines 4–15 of Listing 5.6. During the application run-time, JCloudScale will load configuration from the configured location on demand.

Listing 5.6: An example of JCloudScale configuration provider

```java
@JCloudScaleConfigurationProvider
public static JCloudScaleConfiguration getConfiguration ()
{
    return new JCloudScaleConfigurationBuilder(
        new EC2CloudPlatformConfiguration()
            .withAccessKey(EC2_ACCESS_KEY)
            .withSecretKey(EC2_SECRET_KEY)
            .withAwsEndpoint(AWS_ENDPOINT)
            .withInstanceType(INSTANCE_TYPE)
            .withSshKey(SSH_KEY)
            .withMQServerHostname(serverAddress)
            .with(new ScalingPolicy ())
            .withLogging(Level.INFO)
    ).build();
}
```

If an appropriate Amazon EC2 configuration is specified, the application can already be distributed in the Amazon EC2 cloud. However, the default host managing policy will not be optimal for this particular target application. In order to adjust it, a custom scaling policy based on the monitoring information or domain-specific logic has to be developed.

It is challenging to design an elastic and effective scaling policy. To address this issue, JCloudScale provides a configurable scaling policy definition language, described in Chapter 6. This language is available as an JCloudScale extension, but a custom scaling policy can be defined without it. Fundamentally, every scaling policy has to answer a set of questions to define how target application should behave in the cloud. The basic requirements for each custom scaling policy are presented in Listing 5.7. Developers have to implement the method selectHost (see lines 9–13 in Listing 5.7) that defines to which CH each CO has to be deployed. Additionally, developers should also define when each CH is not needed any more and may be terminated. This has to be defined in the scaleDown method (see lines 15–18 in Listing 5.7) that is periodically invoked for each active CH. Finally, programmers may implement the initialize (lines 3–7...
in Listing 5.7 and the close (lines 20–24 in Listing 5.7) methods that are invoked on JCloudScale initialization and shutdown accordingly. These methods are intended for initialization and termination of any background activities, such as performance monitoring, related to the core scaling policy behavior.

Listing 5.7: A scaling policy example

```java
public class ScalingPolicy extends AbstractScalingPolicy {
    @Override
    public void initialize(IHostPool hostPool) {
        ... // here we define how cloud environment should be prepared on application startup.
    }

    @Override
    public synchronized IHost selectHost(ClientCloudObject cloudObject, IHostPool pool) {
        ... // here we define where to deploy the new cloud object.
    }

    @Override
    public boolean scaleDown(IHost scaledHost, IHostPool hostPool) {
        ... // here we define if the specified host should be shut down.
    }

    @Override
    public void close() {
        ... // here we define how environment should be cleaned up on application shutdown.
    }
}
```

After completing these changes, our JSTaaS application is fully capable of running over the Amazon EC2 cloud, where we can further adapt it to achieve the required performance and resource consumption level.

### 5.3.4 Development Process

As JCloudScale makes it easy to switch between different cloud environments, the middleware supports a streamlined development process for elastic applications, as sketched in Figure 5.5. The developer typically starts by building an application as a local, multi-threaded Java application using common software engineering tools and methodologies. Once the target application logic is implemented and tested, the developer adds the necessary JCloudScale annotations, as well as scaling policies, monitoring metric definitions, and JCloudScale configuration as required. Using configuration, the developer specifies a deployment in the local environment first. This allows application testing and debugging within the developer’s machine, including tuning and customizing the scaling policy. Finally, once the developer is satisfied with the target application behavior, the application can be configured to run in an actual cloud environment.
The presented process aims to significantly decrease the amount of difficulties that developers experience when building cloud applications, as it allows fixing errors and issues on the stage where they appear, decreasing time-consuming application testing on an actual cloud. Following this process, developers can fix issues related to business logic while the application is still running in the preferable IDE. Similarly, the solid part of distribution problems are already visible in a simulated local distribution environment. However, of course this process is idealized. Practical usage shows that developers will have to go back to a previous step in the process on occasion. For instance, after testing the scaling behavior in the local environment, the developer may want to slightly adapt the target application to better support physical distribution.
Scaling Behavior

While the previous chapter presented the basic notions and internal activities of JCloudScale, this chapter focuses on building elastic applications and the instruments that JCloudScale provides for cloud application developers.

Transparent application distribution on its own is not the main feature of JCloudScale middleware. Transparent code distribution for JCloudScale is only a method that allows for elastic and efficient application execution in the cloud. The presented architecture and paradigm of JCloudScale permits developers to completely separate the target application distribution logic from the business logic of the application. This approach simplifies the development of an independent and compact scaling behavior that is only weakly dependent on the core application. Therefore, application elasticity can be programmed by a separate team of developers or easily shared between multiple applications. Additionally, scaling behavior can be easily substituted during any stage of application execution, what allows for multiple independent scaling strategies improving or competing with each other.

Targeting to have as few restrictions as possible, JCloudScale on its own provides a very generic and abstract API for scaling behavior definition. Target application distribution behavior has to be presented in the form of a Scaling policy that allows defining used host management activities and task distribution. While such an API is flexible enough to develop a scaling policy of almost any complexity and behavior, it requires from developers significant efforts to develop even a simple scaling algorithm. To address this issue and to simplify the creation of a scaling behavior, the approaches and frameworks, presented in this chapter, were developed.

6.1 Autonomic Elasticity via Complex Event Processing

One central advantage of JCloudScale in comparison to modern PaaS platforms, is that it allows for building elastic applications by manually mapping requests to a dynamic pool of CHs. This encompasses three related tasks:
1. Performance monitoring;
2. CH provisioning and de-provisioning;
3. CO-to-CH scheduling and CO migration.

One design goal of JCloudScale is to abstract from technicalities of these tasks, but still grant developers the necessary low-level control over the elasticity behavior of the target application.

An overview over the JCloudScale components related to elasticity, and their interactions, is given in Figure 6.1. Conceptually, JCloudScale implements the well-established autonomic computing control loop of monitoring-analysis-planning-execution [139] (MAPE). The base data of monitoring is provided using event messages. All components in a JCloudScale system (COs, CHs, as well as the middleware itself) trigger a variety of predefined lifecycle and status events, indicating, for instance, that a new CO has been deployed or that the execution of a CO method has failed. Additionally, JCloudScale makes it easy for target applications to trigger custom (application-specific) events. Finally, events may also be produced by external event sources, such as an external monitoring framework. All these events form a consolidated stream of monitoring events in a message queue, by which they are forwarded into a complex event processing (CEP) engine [140] for analysis. CEP is the process of merging a large number of low-level events into high-level knowledge, e.g., many atomic execution time events can be merged into meaningful performance indicators for the system in total.

Developers steer the scaling behavior by defining a scaling policy, which implements the planning part of the MAPE loop. This policy is invoked whenever a new CO needs to be scheduled, and is also responsible for deciding whether to de-provision an existing CH at the end of each Billing Time Unit (BTU). A simplistic example that demonstrates how round-robin task scheduling policy is implemented, is shown in Listing 6.1. This policy schedules COs in a round-robin fashion among existing CHs, and never scales up.
Listing 6.1: Example round-robin scaling policy

```java
public class RoundRobin extends AbstractScalingPolicy {
    int index = 0;

    public IHost selectHost(ClientCloudObject newCloudObject, IHostPool hostPool) {
        return hostPool.getHosts().get((index++) % hostPool.getHostsCount());
    }

    public boolean scaleDown(IHost host, IHostPool hostPool) {
        return host.getCloudObjects().size() == 0;
    }
}
```

The policy terminates a host if it is unused (that is, there are no COs deployed at it) at the end of the CH BTU.

Clearly, most real scaling policies are more complex than the one in Listing 6.1. Using the `ClientCloudObject`, `IHostPool`, and `IHost` APIs, defined in Appendix 9.3, developers are able to schedule the provisioning of new CHs (optionally asynchronously), migrate existing COs between CHs, and schedule COs to a CH. Oftentimes, these decisions will be based on monitoring data. Hence, developers can define any number of monitoring metrics. Metrics are simple 3-tuples `<name, type, cep-statement>`. CEP-statements are defined over the stream of monitoring events. An example, which defines a metric `AvgEngineSetupTime` of type `java.lang.Double` as the average duration value of all `EngineSetupEvent` received in a 10 second batch, is given in Listing 6.2.

Listing 6.2: Example of defining monitoring metrics via CEP

```java
MonitoringMetric metric =
    new MonitoringMetric();
metric.setName("AvgEngineSetupTime");
metric.setType(Double.class);
metric.setEpl("select avg(duration) from EngineSetupEvent.win :time_batch(10 sec)");
EventCorrelationEngine.getInstance().registerMetric(metric);
```

Monitoring metrics range from very simple and domain-independent (e.g., calculating the average CPU utilization of all CHs) to rather application-specific ones, such as the example given in Listing 6.2. Whenever the CEP-statement is triggered, the CEP engine writes a new value to an in-memory monitoring repository. Scaling policies have access to this repository, and make use of its content in their decisions. In combination with monitoring metrics, scaling policies are a well-suited tool for developers to specify how the application should react to changes in its workload. Hence, sophisticated scaling policies that minimize cloud infrastructure costs or that maximize utilization are
easy to integrate. As part of the JCloudScale release, we provide a small number of default policies that developers can use out of the box. However, these policies are usually too simplistic to be used in an actual application. Therefore, they are mainly assumed to serve as an example, while developers will write their own domain-specific scaling policies. This has proven necessary as, usually, no generic scaling policy is able to cover the needs of every application and the only way to achieve effective application distribution is to integrate application-specific parameters and criteria into the scaling policy.

Finally, the cloud manager component, which can be seen as the heart of the JCloudScale client-side middleware and the executor of the MAPE loop, enacts the decisions of the policy by invoking the respective functions of the IaaS API and the CH remote interfaces (e.g., provisioning of new CHs, de-provisioning of existing ones, as well as the deployment or migration of COs).

Figure 6.2: Monitoring event hierarchy

Figure 6.2 depicts the type hierarchy of all predefined events in JCloudScale. Dashed classes denote abstract events, which are not triggered directly, but serve as classifications for groups of related events. All events further contain a varying number of event properties, which form the core information of the event. For instance, for ExecutionFailedEvent, the properties contain the CO, the invoked method, and the actual error. Developers and external event sources can extend this event hierarchy by inheriting from CustomEvent, and writing these custom events into a special event sink (injected by the middleware, see Listing 5.1). This process is described in more detail in [18].
6.2 Cloud Targeting and Bursting

As all code that interacts with the IaaS cloud is injected, the JCloudScale programming model naturally decouples Java applications from the cloud environment that they are physically deployed to. This allows developers to re-deploy the same application to a different cloud simply by changing the respective parts of the JCloudScale configuration. JCloudScale currently contains three separate cloud backends, supporting OpenStack-based private clouds, the Amazon EC2 public cloud, and a special local environment. The local environment does not use an actual cloud at all, but simulates CHs by starting new JVMs on the same physical machine as the target application. Support for more IaaS clouds, for instance Microsoft Azure’s virtual machine cloud, is an ongoing activity. Moreover, we aim to introduce systematic testing to ensure reliable deployment of CHs, which is a key requirement for elasticity [142]. Figure 6.3 illustrates the different types of environments supported by JCloudScale.

![Supported deployment environments diagram]

Modern cloud applications are usually developed targeting one of two possible infrastructures. Some applications target private clouds, which are usually represented by virtualized private data centers of a limited size under the complete jurisdiction of the same entity as the developed application; or public clouds, which are usually represented by independent extra-large shared virtualized data centers [1].

Nowadays the decision to execute applications in a public or private cloud usually has to be taken prior to application deployment. Moreover, in order to change this decision, developers usually may need to update application behavior to address the peculiarities of the selected cloud platform.
The ability to switch the targeting platform with a simple change in the configuration allows JCloudScale-based applications avoiding these problems at all. Furthermore, JCloudScale unlocks opportunities for cloud bursting application development.

The cloud bursting concept [143] targets the idea of building applications that are able to spread over multiple cloud environments (i.e., “burst”) whenever resources in one environment are insufficient or inappropriate. This incorporates the concept of migration between multiple environments in order to decrease execution costs and the ability to execute different types of jobs in different environments addressing security or performance concerns. Nowadays cloud bursting is mostly a research idea[144].

Figure 6.4: Basic three-phase cloud bursting model

Figure 6.4 illustrates the idea of cloud bursting in a model that will be referenced further. This approach is in line with the existing research on the concept of cloud bursting [144].

Describing cloud bursting using the use case from Chapter 4, initially the JSTaaS application runs in a single host. Actually, up to some amount of tests to execute, the performance of such deployment is higher than of a distributed application, what is mainly caused by the communication overhead which is avoided when everything runs within a single host. However, once the amount of tests exceeds the capabilities of a single host, JSTaaS has to burst into a private cloud. At this point JSTaaS is already distributed, but all communication happens over a fast local area network, thus performance is still good and the impact of networking is still comparable to a single host deployment. Finally, when the load exceeds the capabilities of a private cloud, JSTaaS has to burst into a public cloud. Whenever this happens, the JSTaaS application has to take into account the workload transmission costs and the communication overhead. Additionally, at this point developers have to consider privacy issues, as not every user would like to have its private code to be accessible, even theoretically, by someone in a
Such JSTaaS behavior may be an interesting trade-off between the resource utilization, application performance and execution costs. The presented approach allows JSTaaS accessing unlimited resources of the public cloud, while providing offers for privacy-concerned customers and being able to execute critical short-running tests within the private infrastructure.

Unfortunately, designing cloud bursting behavior is quite challenging nowadays. There are no standardized tools that take care of managing multiple environments at once, thus developers have to develop code distribution, application monitoring and environment management code for each used cloud over and over again. Moreover, developers have to manually design cloud bursting behavior that fits particularly their application, what significantly holds back the global adaptation of the cloud bursting idea.

In order to address this issue, the cloud bursting extension to JCloudScale was developed \[78\]. The resulting framework provides a transparent application performance monitoring and automatically decides when to burst or retreat from every used environment. Additionally, the presented framework provides an API that allows developing custom cloud bursting scaling policies of varying complexity. The developed cloud bursting policy and framework are presented in more details and evaluated in the original work \[78\].

### 6.3 A Declarative Event-Based Scaling Policy Language

As the development of an elastic and effective scaling policy is an important part of cloud application development, tools provided by a cloud platform should allow crafting an efficient scaling behavior as easy as possible. Designing such tools, cloud providers face an important trade off between the functionality and ease to use. From the one side, the idea to design a generic and transparent solution that “just works” without any labor required from a cloud application developer should definitely satisfy everyone. However, such universal application will either fit only a subset of cloud applications or fail to achieve the desired productivity due to the generality of approach. Therefore, some developers will still need to have a powerful mechanism to design a custom scaling behavior that achieves better performance than the generic approach.

Modern Platform-as-a-Service solutions (e.g., Google Appengine\[^1^\] or IBM Bluemix\[^2^\]) provide simple automated, rule-based solutions to this problem, which e.g., add and remove servers based on CPU utilization thresholds. Those simple solutions are a perfect fit for many three-tier web applications \[99\]. However, there are many real-life applications that do not fit this model. For some applications, incoming tasks differ substantially in resource usage per request, or the architectural design requires non-trivial mapping of tasks to resources \[145\]. Similarly, problems appear when legislative rules regarding data handling apply. For example, the European Union establishes specific rules for how medical data is to be handled by service providers \[146\].

\[^1^\]https://appengine.google.com/
\[^2^\]http://www.ibm.com/software/bluemix/
In these situations, cloud developers generally fall back to Infrastructure-as-a-Service clouds, which allow more fine-grained elasticity control. However, choosing IaaS also implies that developers have to create their own cloud management solutions, which are both, cumbersome and error-prone. Further, manual development of elasticity behavior is repetitive, as conceptually the same kind of abstract behavior needs to be implemented in many different applications.

Similarly to IaaS, the JCloudScale scaling capabilities presented above target to provide a powerful environment to design a custom scaling policy rather than an universal scaling behavior. After a while, it became clear that scaling policy definition in JCloudScale is a time-consuming process that is hardly different from the custom solution, which developers have to create for an IaaS-based application. The discussed JCloudScale scaling definition approach was intentionally selected to have minimum limitations on developers and to collect some usage statistics and best practices to design a scaling behavior for JCloudScale-based applications.

For this, the SPEEDL language was developed. SPEEDL is a declarative and extensible domain-specific language [21] (DSL) that simplifies the creation of elastic, application-specific cloud scaling behavior on top of IaaS clouds. SPEEDL allows for the definition of scaling policies in form of a set of event-condition-action (ECA) rules managing the amount and types of resources (e.g., VM instances) acquired from the cloud, as well as the mapping of incoming tasks to these resources for processing. Unlike existing industrial solutions, SPEEDL is extensible and allows for application-specific rules development.

While SPEEDL is designed to be a generic and universal scaling policy definition language, it is based on our previous experience with JCloudScale scaling policy definitions. Moreover, the reference implementation of SPEEDL is presented as a JCloudScale plug-in[3] and can be transparently integrated into the core scaling definition architecture of JCloudScale. Nevertheless, the reference implementation of SPEEDL is not hard-wired to JCloudScale and can be easily used stand-alone or as part of a third-party solution as well.

### 6.3.1 Language Design Considerations

While every cloud application has its own specifics and unique requirements, cloud applications typically all make use of a number of general constructs defining how cloud resources should be acquired and used. With SPEEDL, these requirements were structured, formalized, and represented as a declarative DSL. The design and architecture of SPEEDL, as well as the concrete out-of-the-box rules provided, are influenced by existing industrial cloud systems and platforms, ongoing parallel research activities in the field [104, 110] and our former experience with building and supporting elastic applications [16, 19, 24].

Existing cloud research typically models elasticity either in the form of a control loop (e.g., in the sense of autonomic computing [139]), or, more reactively, as a set of

[https://github.com/xLeitix/jcloudscale/tree/master/ext](https://github.com/xLeitix/jcloudscale/tree/master/ext)
ECA rules [147]. While the former approach is often preferred in scientific work, those solutions often struggle with being narrow for a specific domain and challenging to reuse or adapt to fit different applications. The ECA-based approach avoids this problem [147]. Hence, SPEEDL was built on the notion of CEP [140], which provides reactivity and responsiveness to complex scenarios and application behaviors. An additional advantage is that the basic declarative event-based model used by SPEEDL is conceptually close to how practitioners define elasticity behavior in common PaaS services [148]. Hence, we argue that the SPEEDL approach integrates better with current cloud developer’s mindsets.

### 6.3.2 SPEEDL Overview

Scaling behavior in SPEEDL is defined by the developer as a scaling policy $SP$. Every application makes use of exactly one scaling policy, which can be understood as a 2-tuple $SP = (TM, RM)$, with $TM$ being a set of task management rules, and $RM$ a set of resource management rules. Both, $TM$ and $RM$ are allowed to be the empty set ($TM, RM = \emptyset$). In this case, SPEEDL does not consider request scheduling, or does not actually scale up or down. Every concrete rule $r \in TM \cup RM$ is in turn a 3-tuple $r = (E, C, A)$, with $E$, $C$ and $A$ being sets of triggering events, guarding conditions, and resulting actions correspondingly. Actions differ for task and resource management rules. For example, task management actions often entail scheduling a task to one specific resource. The notion of “task” in this scope represents any workload or application component that needs to be executed on a cloud resource. Resource management actions may, for instance, entail starting a new resource of a specific type. The ECA structure of SPEEDL defines a distinct responsibility of each part of the scaling policy and provides clear and effective ways to configure the behavior of each rule. Additionally, this allows applications to quickly react to changes in the system state, without requiring periodic background checks as it is common in other approaches [147].

The implementation is technically realized as a fluent interface [149]. This makes the actual DSL concise, expressive, and easy to understand. Using method cascading, developers can simply invoke required rules separated by dots and produce compact and tidy code that can be read like a declarative sentence.

Figure 6.5 gives a high-level overview over the main components and interactions of a SPEEDL-based application. SPEEDL integrates with the actual application business logic as a third-party component (i.e., a library in the Java implementation). The SPEEDL implementation mainly executes a defined scaling policy, which consists of task and resource management rules. All rules are triggered via events from an event bus. This bus receives and correlates, in the sense of CEP, events from the cloud resources, the application, and SPEEDL itself. Task management rules instruct the application to execute specific tasks on specific hosts, while resource management rules interact with the cloud to acquire and release resources. For both, events and rules, SPEEDL contains a set of predefined constructs, which were defined based on requirements and features of other literature and existing products. Additionally, developers have the opportunity to extend these sets of predefined events and rules with application-specific ones.
Categorizing rules to scale up, scale down, task scheduling and task migration sets allows defining the behavior of a cloud application clearly and intuitively. Any typical action in the cloud can be assigned to one of these groups or separated on a few components that fall into the presented categories. Defining SPEEDL rules, common patterns and actions observed in the related literature and our previous experience were incorporated. While this covers a broad spectrum of possible scaling scenarios, SPEEDL was designed with extensibility in mind. Therefore, even in unique cases, developers can leverage SPEEDL to achieve the desired application behavior.

6.3.3 Top-Level Language Grammar

We discuss the formal SPEEDL grammar using the Backus Normal Form (BNF). In this section, we focus only on the most important details, while the full grammar is available in Appendix 9.3. The top level of a SPEEDL definition, shown in Grammar 6.1, consists of a rules sequence, followed by the optional validation section and the terminal statement (build). Rules are split into Scale Up, Scale Down, Scheduling and Migration sets.

The validation section allows triggering an optional consistency validation of the scaling policy. SPEEDL distinguishes two types of validation: (1) internal rule validation warns about rules that are internally inconsistent (e.g., scaling up validates that the number of hosts to spawn is larger than $-1$), while (2) external validation checks for inter-rule inconsistencies. Out-of-the-box, SPEEDL currently only supports internal rule validation. External validation logics need to be provided by the developer, if required.
Grammar 6.1: Top-level formal language specification of SPEEDL

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \text{ScalingPolicy} \rangle & ::= \langle \text{SPConfigElements} \rangle \\
\langle \text{SPConfigElements} \rangle & ::= \langle \text{Rule} \rangle \langle \text{SPConfigElements} \rangle \\
& \mid \langle \text{Validation} \rangle \langle \text{SPTerminalStatement} \rangle \\
& \mid \langle \text{SPTerminalStatement} \rangle \\
\langle \text{SPTerminalStatement} \rangle & ::= \text{‘build’} \\
\langle \text{Rule} \rangle & ::= \langle \text{ScaleUpRule} \rangle \\
& \mid \langle \text{ScaleDownRule} \rangle \\
& \mid \langle \text{SchedulingRule} \rangle \\
& \mid \langle \text{MigrationRule} \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

In the following, we discuss each group of the rules in more detail and introduce the available out-of-the-box constructs. The focus is on the most central and interesting features of the language and code examples based on the JCloudScale Java implementation of SPEEDL.

6.3.4 Event-Driven Elasticity

![Figure 6.6: Simplified hierarchy of predefined events](image)

Events form the basis of all rules in SPEEDL. Naturally, different systems and implementations make available different predefined events. In the Java implementation of SPEEDL, the events depicted in the event hierarchy in Figure 6.6 are available. SPEEDL predefined events are based on the monitoring event hierarchy from JCloudScale core (see Figure 6.2). However, the core hierarchy was extended and improved in order to provide more flexible and adaptive application monitoring and evolution.

Predefined events are mainly produced and consumed within the framework itself and cover a range of common elasticity-related situations, such as task scheduling or execution, host lifetime and resource usage. Additionally, application developers can implement custom, domain-specific events, which are typically triggered either in custom
rules or directly in the application. In the JSTaaS scenario from Chapter 4, a potential domain-specific event may be the creation of a test suite that is not allowed to be scheduled to a public cloud due to privacy reasons.

6.3.5 Task Management

Task management rules focus on how to map tasks to resources. While these rules may take into account the state of the cloud infrastructure, the only actions that are initiated is that one or more tasks are assigned to exactly one host for execution. Task management rules come in two flavors, the task scheduling or the task migration rule sets. Task scheduling represents the initial mapping of a new task to a resource, while task migration re-maps an already-existing task. Task migration controls the dispersion and load of each resource by arranging and moving tasks in order to maintain overall system stability.

Grammar 6.2: Formal specification of task scheduling rules

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle SchedulingRule \rangle &::= \text{’Schedule’} \quad \langle ScheduledTaskType \rangle \quad \langle SchedulingHostFilter \rangle \\
&\quad | \quad \langle customSchedulingRuleImplementation \rangle \\
\langle ScheduledTaskType \rangle &::= \text{’task’} \langle allowedTaskType \rangle \\
&\quad | \quad \text{’task’} \langle allowedTaskPredicate \rangle \\
&\quad | \quad \text{’’}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle SchedulingHostFilter \rangle &::= \text{’allHosts’} \\
&\quad | \quad \text{’onRandom’} \langle hostCount \rangle \\
&\quad | \quad \text{’onHosts’} \langle hostTaskToBooleanPredicate \rangle \\
&\quad | \quad \text{’onHosts’} \langle hostTaskToBooleanPredicate \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle SelectedSchedulingRule \rangle &::= \text{’greedy’} \langle GreedyRule \rangle \\
&\quad | \quad \text{’balance’} \langle BalancingRule \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

Task Scheduling Rules

There are two prevailing approaches to distribute tasks in the cloud. (1) Balancing rules aim to evenly distribute tasks over all available hosts, with the ultimate goal of achieving a close-to-uniform distribution of tasks over hosts, while (2) greedy rules aim to saturate a single resource before using the next. Both of these behaviors have merits, and domain- and application knowledge is required to select which of those fundamental strategies is more suitable.

Additionally, each balancing or greedy rule is further shaped by a set of restrictions. Developers can specify a criterion that selects the set of hosts that should be considered. Alternatively, developers can specify which type of tasks this scheduling rule applies.
Listing 6.3: Greedy scheduling rule

```java
Schedule.tasks(MyTestExecutor.class)  
  .onHosts(
    (host, task) ->
      host.getType() == (canRunInCloud(task) ? PUBLIC_CLOUD : PRIVATE_CLOUD))
  .greedy()  
  .maxTasks(4);
```

to, as well as a maximal amount of concurrent tasks running per host. Finally, specific scoring criteria, comparable to a fitness function in optimization, can be specified for each host or scheduled task. This criterion allows developers to balance tasks depending on application-specific task properties, thus achieving better, domain-specific, scheduling results by exploiting data locality [100] or achieving cost-effectiveness.

The formal definition of a scheduling rule is provided in Grammar 6.2. An illustrative example of a rule that distributes test execution tasks between private and public cloud depending on a custom developer-defined predicate is shown in Listing 6.3 using the syntax of the SPEEDL Java implementation.

Task Migration Rules

In many applications, especially those with long-running tasks (e.g., scientific computing), it may often make sense to re-assign tasks that have already been started to execute on a cloud host. The technical process of task migration is out of scope of SPEEDL. However, SPEEDL provides a set of rules that allow the definition of a migration strategy as part of the scaling policy, if the underlying application is able to suspend and move tasks, as it is the case in JCloudScale. The formal structure and main rule categories are again defined using BNF in Grammar 6.3.

Grammar 6.3: Formal specification of migration rules

```
(MigrationRule ::= 'migration' (MigrationType)  
  | (customMigrationRuleImplementation)

(MigrationType ::= (MigrationHostFilter) 'integrate' (IntegrationRule)  
  | (MigrationHostFilter) 'optimize' (OptimizationRule)

(MigrationHostFilter ::= 'allHosts'  
  | 'hosts' (hostToBooleanPredicate)
  | ';
```

The process of task migration consists of four distinct phases. At first, situations that require migration need to be detected (detection phase). As SPEEDL is based on the notion of ECA rules, this phase is implemented via events. Next, tasks that should be
migrated are selected (task selection phase). By default, SPEEDL prefers to migrate tasks that have been started last, but oftentimes an application developer will want to substitute this behavior with application-specific logic. After that, the destination host to which the task should be migrated, needs to be selected (host selection phase). By default this is controlled by the same metric as the migration condition (e.g., when high RAM usage is detected, objects are migrated to hosts with the least RAM usage). However, again developers are able to customize this selection strategy or provide their own implementation. Finally, the actual migration needs to be performed (migration phase).

An example of an optimization migration rule that allows decreasing the load on the private JSTaaS infrastructure by moving some tasks to the public cloud during working hours is shown in Listing 6.4.

Listing 6.4: Optimizing migration rule

```java
1   Migration .
2       .hosts(host -> host.getType() == PRIVATE_CLOUD)
3       .optimize()
4       .withMoreTasks(4)
5       .migrateTo(host -> host.getType() == PUBLIC_CLOUD)
6       .ifViolatedFor(ofMinutes(5))
7       .minActionInterval(ofMinutes(10))
8       .canMigrate(task -> canRunInCloud(task))
9       .arrangeTasks(task -> task.getStartTime(), DESCENDING)
10      .isEnabled(WorkingSchedule.isWorkingTime(now()));
```

### 6.3.6 Resource Management

Resource management rules provide a mechanism to control and adapt the resources that the application requests from the cloud infrastructure. While rules may take into account CO resource usage, task executions or the application state, the main outcome of all resource management rules is a change in the number and/or types of available resources. This happens primarily through the scale-up and scale-down rule sets. Industrial PaaS platforms usually take scale up and scale down decisions based on resource usage metrics, e.g., average CPU load. This generic approach is also supported by SPEEDL. However, resource-based scalability is reactive, cumbersome to write and hard to tweak [150], as all decisions have to be based on the current resource usage. Therefore, SPEEDL provides additionally an alternative approach that allows taking resource management decisions based on application-specific events and conditions [48]. This allows adapting cloud resource usage in advance, e.g., based on domain-specific predictions of future load. For example, in the JSTaaS motivating scenario, application developers often know in advance when a large batch of unit tests is going to appear, based on their development schedule.
Scale-Up Rules

Scaling up is usually controlled via one or more application-dependent metrics (e.g., CPU/RAM usage, task throughput, predictions of future load). The behavior of all those rules is similar – if a metric threshold is exceeded, a scale-up action is executed. Hence, we created a single configurable behavior policy that accepts a controlled metric and additional configuration that allows defining the actual action, e.g., how many and which resources to start. The event-based nature of SPEEDL gives us the ability to flexibly adjust thresholds and actions, depending on an application’s needs. Further, by leveraging CEP, developers have access to powerful means of data aggregation and analysis when defining metrics. However, in addition to these metric-threshold based rules, SPEEDL also contains other rules for scale-up. For long-running applications, SPEEDL also provides time-based scale-up rules. These rules do not trigger based on changes in the actual or predicted load, but ensure that a proper amount of hosts is running at specified points in time. This model is suitable for applications with well-known periods of high usage. A formal definition of SPEEDL scale-up rules is given in Grammar 6.4.

Grammar 6.4: SPEEDL scale up rules specification.

\[ \text{ScaleUpRule} ::= \text{‘scale up’ } \text{ScaleUpHostFilter} \text{ SelectedScaleUpRule} | \text{customScaleUpRuleImplementation} \]

\[ \text{ScaleUpHostFilter} ::= \text{‘allHosts’} \]

\[ \text{‘hosts’ } \text{hostToBooleanPredicate} \]

\[ \text{‘’} \]

\[ \text{SelectedScaleUpRule} ::= \text{CPUBasedScaleUpRule} \]

\[ \text{RAMBasedScaleUpRule} \]

\[ \text{TaskCountScaleUpRule} \]

\[ \text{TimeBasedScaleUpRule} \]

\[ \text{TaskQueueLengthScaleUpRule} \]

\[ \text{CustomMetricScaleUpRule} \]

A sample scale-up rule that scales from 1 to 20 cloud hosts when we have more scheduled test suites over the next hour than we have processing resources, is shown in Listing 6.5.

Scale-Down Rules

While scaling up is often based on a current or predicted load, scaling down in contemporary IaaS cloud systems should be aligned with the BTU of the cloud provider. In IaaS cloud systems, computing resources are typically billed periodically (e.g., hourly in Amazon EC2\(^4\) per minute after the first 10 minutes in Google\(^5\)). Economically, it

---


\(^5\) [https://cloud.google.com/compute/pricing](https://cloud.google.com/compute/pricing)
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Listing 6.5: A scale-up rule based on a domain-specific metric

```java
ScaleUp
  .hosts(host ->
    host.getType() == PUBLIC_CLOUD)
  .when(hosts ->
    countTaskCapacity(hosts) < TestsSchedule.scheduled(now(), ofHours(1))
  .checkEvery(ofMinutes(5))
  .minHosts(1)
  .maxHosts(20)
  .scaleUpStep(1)
  .newHostType("PUBLIC_CLOUD", "m1.small")
  .minScaleUpInterval(ofMinutes(10));
```

makes little sense to release a resource while it is still paid for. Hence, the evaluation whether resources should be scaled down or not in SPEEDL is triggered briefly before the resource would enter the next billing period. A second peculiarity of scaling down is that it often needs to integrate with migration (see Section 6.3.5) in order to move tasks still scheduled to a host that is about to be scaled down. Aside from those aspects, scaling down is conceptually similar to scaling up. A formal definition of scale-down rules in BNF is presented in Grammar 6.5.

Grammar 6.5: SPEEDL scale-down rules specification.

```plaintext
⟨ScaleDownRule⟩ ::= 'scale down' ⟨SelectedScaleDownRule⟩
  | ⟨customScaleDownRuleImplementation⟩

⟨SelectedScaleDownRule⟩ ::= ⟨CPUBasedScaleDownRule⟩
  | ⟨RAMBasedScaleDownRule⟩
  | ⟨TaskCountBasedScaleDownRule⟩
  | ⟨TaskQueueLengthScaleDownRule⟩
  | ⟨HostIdleTimeScaleDownRule⟩
  | ⟨TimeBasedScaleDownRule⟩
  | ⟨CustomMetricScaleDownRule⟩
```

An example of a scale-down rule that releases cloud resources when no longer needed during public holidays is shown in Listing 6.6.

Hosts that are currently running tasks may also be scaled down. In some cases, it is safe to restart the aborted task on another host. This is a common assumption in many state-of-the-art PaaS platforms, which primarily deal with HTTP requests as tasks. However, this is not always the case. Sometimes, tasks cannot be aborted due to high startup costs, or the possibility of introducing state inconsistencies. In such cases, the host either has to be left running until the tasks are finished or, if this is possible, the tasks have to be migrated to another host. In SPEEDL this is controlled by the ifWithTasks condition. It defines whether tasks can be discarded, left running
or migrated to another host. In more sophisticated cases, developers can perform any custom actions with a particular host (including task migration or abortion) within the custom `isEnabled` predicate that allows determining if particular scale down rule is applicable to this host. As an example, such custom predicate is used in Listing 6.6 to release only hosts from a public cloud during official holidays.

### 6.3.7 Summary

The rapid elasticity of cloud applications is an essential characteristic of cloud computing [25]. However, development of an effective and self-adjusting scaling behavior is connected with the significant amount of such purely programming challenges as distributed communication, event correlation, and thread-safe development. In order to address these challenges and provide a useful tool for a comfortable scaling policy definition, the SPEEDL language was developed. The domain-specific declarative language SPEEDL simplifies defining advanced task and resource management policies for IaaS cloud applications. Contrary to existing approaches, SPEEDL is aiming to provide cloud management abilities as the part of the cloud application rather than via an external system, thus allowing developers to incorporate domain-specific information and flexible application design. SPEEDL categorizes typical scaling behaviors into four distinctive sets (i.e., Scale Up, Scale Down, Scheduling, and Migration) and provides a collection of typical customizable algorithms within each of the sets.
Profiling-Based Task Scheduling and Execution

While the previous chapters introduced the core and elasticity components of JCloud-Scale, this chapter presents the automatic task scheduling and execution management approach that improves resource consumption and task management within a single cloud host.

Different types of applications require different approaches to task scheduling and monitoring. The scheduling approach proposed in this chapter is most useful for factory-worker applications (also known as the producer-consumer pattern, and strongly related though not identical to the master-slave pattern [23]). In factory-worker, a single host or a set of hosts (named “factory” hosts) create tasks while a (typically large) number of worker hosts processes them. This architectural pattern is commonly used in situations where the system has to process a set of tasks generated from user requests or by splitting the bigger problem into smaller chunks. Applications designed this way often achieve high scalability and performance while keeping interaction code simple. These advantages make the factory-worker architectural pattern a common choice for applications that run in a distributed environment or the cloud. Another distinctive feature of factory-worker systems is that the set of possible tasks is usually homogeneous or limited. This allows predicting future resource usage based on previously gathered profiling data.

7.1 Resource-Aware Task Scheduler

Usually, tasks executed within the cloud do not use resources (e.g., memory, CPU or network bandwidth) uniformly. Instead, over the task run, resource usage varies, causing usage peaks and valleys. In order to achieve effective and predictable execution times, developers have to reserve resources considering the maximum expected usage [12]. This causes resource over-provisioning for, often significant, parts of the task execution time.
If multiple tasks are to be processed on the same machine, resource over-provisioning is even higher, as developers have to reserve resources accordingly to the worst-case scenario, when resource usage peaks overlap. For instance, to process multiple tasks in the cloud, with a 1GB peak memory usage each, developers have to either use hosts with 1GB of RAM, and execute tasks sequentially on each host, or reserve machines with more memory, thus allowing parallel task execution. However, if this memory usage peak takes only a short period of the task processing time (e.g., during data serialization), while remaining memory usage is much lower, all reserved memory for that peak demand is wasted most of the time, as it is shown in Figure 7.1.

![Figure 7.1: Host memory usage in case of memory peaks overlapping](image)

The task scheduling approach presented in this chapter allows effective resource usage for uniform tasks based on profiling data. In order to achieve this, a scheduler that monitors task execution and constantly improves future resource usage estimations for each used host was developed. These predictions allow the effective scheduling of subsequent tasks, thus improving elastic system behavior in the cloud and optimizing resource usage. Additionally, the discussed scheduler aims to avoid overlapping peak resource usages of tasks, hence allowing to run more tasks in parallel on the same virtual machine.

### 7.2 JSTaaS as a Factory-Worker Application

JSTaaS can be partially considered as such factory-worker application. At its core, JSTaaS collects the tests that need to be executed and schedules them over the available computation resources. Thus, its behavior is similar to factory-worker pattern. Even though it is hard to predict and categorize resource usage of a set of abstract tests, it is
Table 7.1: Resource types summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource Name</th>
<th>Measuring Units</th>
<th>Resource Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>operations per second</td>
<td>Competitive</td>
<td>Specifies application execution speed within existing environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>bytes</td>
<td>Cumulative</td>
<td>Specifies amount of used memory within machine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Traffic Usage</td>
<td>bytes</td>
<td>Cumulative</td>
<td>Specifies amount of data transferred over the network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Bandwidth</td>
<td>bytes per second</td>
<td>Competitive</td>
<td>Specifies current throughput of the network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>bytes</td>
<td>Cumulative</td>
<td>Specifies amount of occupied storage within available disk space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Read/Write</td>
<td>bytes per second</td>
<td>Competitive</td>
<td>Specifies speed of read/write operations of the storage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Read/Write</td>
<td>transactions per second</td>
<td>Competitive</td>
<td>Specifies amount of successful transactions between system and database.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is fair to assume that resource usage is not uniform over the test execution. There may be some memory spikes for test configuring or result collecting, test executions may include busy-waitings or sleeping and network data may be retrieved or sent during different tested activities. Additionally, a significant amount of tests do a similar job (i.e., invoking some short-running activity and analyzing result), thus their resource usage patterns should be similar. Even if this similarity is insufficient to obtain an accurate and usable resource usage history, JSTaaS developers can generate a distinctive profile for each test. As all tests are executed periodically, resource usage of each test usually stays the same, while the changes caused by tested code modifications can be handled by error correction algorithms, presented below.

### 7.3 Resource Types and Control Limitations

At first, before diving into the details of our approach, it is necessary to discuss the nature of different computational resources and possible ways to control their usage. On the highest level of abstraction, cloud-provided computational resources (see Table 7.1) in the following text are divided into two classes: competitive and cumulative.

On the one hand, cumulative resources can be profiled and predicted relatively easily and confidently. For example, if memory allocation is required and we are handling multiple tasks in parallel, we can assume that the total amount of used memory is the sum of each task usage. However, it is not trivial to reduce cumulative resource usage at a specific point of time. For example, when some task will need more memory than available in the system, we cannot reduce memory usage of other tasks, therefore, we have to suspend our task until the total memory usage decreases. Additionally, whenever we suspend the execution of a task, the usage of cumulative resources remains constant (i.e., the usage of cumulative resources does not decrease when suspending a task), limiting the effectiveness of task suspension for such resources.

On the other hand, competitive resources are easy to manage with task suspension...
and resuming. For example, when we are approaching some timing-critical CPU-intense computation stage of one task, we can suspend other tasks on the same host and thus ensure that all computational resources are allocated to the critical task. However, competitive resources usage profiling is not as predictable as for cumulative resources. For example, when two tasks are competing over the CPU of a virtual machine, their execution time is hardly predictable because of concurrency issues. This can be somehow managed by task or thread priorities, but mainly concurrency performance depends on operating system implementation and state.

Additionally, we need to keep in mind that resource usage on application level is not entirely predictable in practice. For instance, some requests or request sequences can significantly influence the overall usage and productivity of some resource. For example, database queries of different complexity can take different amounts of time. If concurrent requests work with completely distinctive parts of a database, an execution may significantly slowdown due to the frequent cache misses. Such behavior is hard to predict during profiling, therefore, our approach relies on a profiling error correction system, which improves prediction accuracy over time.

### 7.4 Approach Overview

The system we present in this chapter provides a fine-grained scalability and adaptability of an application as decisions are based on the actual application behavior and current activities, instead of general resource usage trends as utilized in related approaches [151, 152, 153, 154]. This is achieved by using a specifically designed distributed profiling solution that allows collecting runtime information from the distributed application in the key points of task execution. Whenever an application schedules a task, it invokes the discussed task scheduling system. The global overview of the task scheduling and execution process is presented in Figure 7.2.

![Figure 7.2: Overview of the profiling-based scheduling approach](image)

To have current and accurate information on application behavior from each used worker (CH), an application is monitored via a special **Profiling Module**. The profiler is running within an application on each used CH, profiles the resource consumption of a **Task Executor**, and collects the information necessary for scaling decisions. Currently, this information includes memory usage by objects related to the tasks executed on this
CH and CPU usage of the machine. Extension to other types of resources is part of our ongoing work.

Collected information is matched to the tasks executed on this node and their progress, either via push notifications sent by the task that is being executed, or after each task is finished. The Profiling Module is mainly responsible for information collection, but also handles starting and suspending tasks, in order to prevent overlapping and to avoid peak load aggregation. Collected profiling data is accumulated in a Resource Usage Profiles storage. All profile data processing and the creation of task schedules is happening in a separate Scheduling Module, which is a conceptually independent component that processes information collected from Profiling Modules. The Scheduling Module is a central planner for the approach, and can be easily deployed to a separate cloud host to not interfere with an application or workers performance.

7.5 Resource Profiling

As described above, the Scheduling Module relies on resource usage information obtained from profiling previous runs of similar or identical tasks. During each task execution, Profiling Modules are collecting resource usage traces and periodically send this information to Scheduling Module. For a profiled task $\tau$ we measure the current usage or the usage delta ($u_i$) of each resource ($\forall \rho \in P$). Therefore, the task execution trace ($U$) is a mapping of resource usage measurements to the time when the measurement was performed for each measurement point $0..n$, as shown in Equation 7.1:

$$U \equiv \forall \rho \in P, \forall i \in [0..n] : <t_i, u_i>$$

This trace information, for each resource, can be visually represented as in Figure 7.3 (the figure exemplifies a trace for memory usage).

After receiving multiple of these task execution traces, the Scheduling Module can build an estimated Aggregated Resource Profile ($I_{\tau,\rho} \equiv t \in [t_0; t_{x}], (t_{\tau,\rho, t_0} \ldots t_{\tau,\rho, t_x})$) by averaging collected traces ($U$). After $x$ executions ($e$) of a task of type $\tau$, we hence end up with $x$ traces for each resource $\rho$, which we describe via a set $U_{\tau,\rho} = \{U_1, U_2, \ldots, U_x\}$. Each resource usage trace may be not completely accurate and may represent only partial information or may provide distorted data due to external system activity, network problems, or other unpredictable events. To improve the predicted profile, all separate traces must be compared and analyzed to minimize side-effects and minimize statistical errors.

For example, for a memory execution profile ($\rho = memory$), a statistically plausible way to build the average is to take the arithmetic mean of all traces for each point in time $t$, as shown in Equation 7.2. As the calculation of each point is generally independent, the algorithm does not have to wait for the whole trace to become available (e.g., wait for all executions to finish). Instead, the Aggregated Resource Profile can be calculated and further improved with each new measurement point of next task executions ($u_i \in U_{\tau,\rho}$), if the measured value diverges from the predicted one more than a configured error rate ($\xi$). The graphical representation of the trace averaging is shown in Figure 7.4.
Figure 7.3: The measured memory usage profile for a specific task execution

\[ I_{\tau, \rho} \equiv \forall t \in [t_0, t_x] : t_{\tau, \rho, t} = \frac{\sum_{U=U_1}^{U_x} u_t}{x} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.2)

This Aggregated Resource Profile allows predicting the future load for new tasks of type \( \tau \). Therefore, if the scheduling infrastructure knows the current execution point of each task on a specific worker in the system, the Scheduling Module is able to estimate the future load of each worker and to adapt the task execution schedule to fit the required resource usage limitations within each host.

### 7.5.1 Resource Profiling Modes

From an implementation point of view, profiling can be performed in active or passive mode. In passive mode, profiling is happening seamlessly to the profiled application. The Profiling Module is configured to perform resource measurements in fixed intervals and has no knowledge of the profiled task execution state. This approach gives more freedom to profiled application developers as it does not require any awareness of task profiling. However, it does not provide fine-grained profile information, and may miss some resource usage spikes or misinterpret an application profile because of the interpolation of periodical measurements (see Figure 7.5). For example, if a task is periodically acquiring and releasing memory, profiling may provide some random memory usage curve because measurements happened on different stages of the periodic process. While an aggregated task profile should improve after multiple task executions, the passive mode is still more appropriate for resources that do not exhibit significant short-term spikes and profiling long-running tasks that only gradually vary their resource usage.
Figure 7.4: Averaging of measured memory usages to obtain aggregated memory usage profile

Figure 7.5: Comparison of active and passive profiling technique on highly dispersing task execution

In situations when passive profiling is not appropriate or shows insufficient results, the active profiling mode should be used. In this mode, the profiled task is actively triggering the Profiling Module to measure resource usage at crucial execution points. This allows obtaining a context-aware resource usage profile that exposes actual task behavior, leading to more confident and reliable scheduling actions. However, this approach has a
bigger impact on application performance, requires full awareness of developers and often needs some amount of iterations to achieve the required granularity. It is preferable for short-running tasks or applications with short resource usage spikes that can be missed in passive profiling mode.

Another important benefit of active profiling is that it allows the Profiling Module to suspend task execution on profiling points. This opens up additional scheduling possibilities for the Scheduling Module, allowing for better resource usage results. In case of passive profiling, task executions, once started, cannot be suspended in our system. However, when active profiling is used, the Profiling Module can pause some tasks to wait for a specific execution point of other tasks, therefore achieving better resource usage at the minimal cost of overall application execution speed.

7.6 Task Scheduling

Whenever the Profiling Module on any worker reports host resource usage (see Figure 7.6), it also includes information about the execution progress of each currently running task. This allows to scale and align executions of multiple tasks from multiple machines to one Aggregated Resource Profile for each distinctive task type existing in the profiled application (see Figure 7.4). In addition, this profile is further refined to correspond to new measurements, thus improving the overall quality of prediction and adapting the Aggregated Resource Profile if resource usage changes gradually over time.

Based on the currently available profiling data and the task execution state of each worker, the Scheduling Module can construct resource usage predictions for each worker. These predictions play a key role in the process of scheduling new tasks. Every time new tasks need to be scheduled, the Scheduling Module constructs the current prediction for each worker and tries to schedule each new task to start as soon as possible. Generally, the scheduling problem is isomorphic to the well-studied bin-packing problem, which is known to be an NP-hard problem [155]. Hence, our scheduling approach is currently based on a heuristic greedy algorithm. We will consider other implementations, for instance, based on evolutionary algorithms [156] in our future research.

In order to formally define our scheduling goal, we need to define some additional preliminaries. The algorithm schedules instances of different types of tasks ($\tau_n \in T_i$), where each type of task $T_i$ has known or previously measured expected resource usage profiles for each profiled resource $\rho \in P$ ($\forall \rho \in P : I_{\rho}$), as explained in Section 7.5. Additionally, each type of the tasks has an expected duration ($t_{T_i}$), which is the minimal constraint for each task instance execution time ($t_{\tau_i} \geq t_{T_i}$). The expected task execution time ($t_{\tau_i}$) is determined during the scheduling process and is caused by delays because of inter-task competition over computational resources or deliberate task suspension. Each profiled resource $\rho_x$ on each cloud host $h_i \in H$ has a usage limitation $\rho'_x$, after which either task execution slows down due to competition with concurrent tasks if resource is competitive (e.g., if multiple tasks are competing for a single CPU), or an application runs out of available resources and crashes if resource is cumulative (e.g., with an OutOfMemoryError for Java applications). Additionally, if some obtained
cloud resource is not utilized above some boundary value $\rho_{b_x}$, the corresponding host is assigned a penalty $p(\rho_x, \rho_{b_x})$. Based on this formal model, our scheduling approach aims to minimize the total task processing time after the initial startup time $t_0$, while keeping resource wasting (as captured via penalties) as low as possible (see Equation 7.3). Effective resource usage and task execution time often represent conflicting choices, hence, application developers can additionally specify which of these criteria is more important via the coefficients $(A, B)$.

$$S = A \sum_{h_i \in H} (\sum_{\rho_x \in P} (p_{h_i}(\rho_x, \rho_{b_x}))) + B(\max(t_n \in T) - t_0) \rightarrow \min$$ (7.3)

The greedy scheduling approach is shown in Figure 7.7. First, the Scheduling Module sorts all new tasks in correspondence to their deadline (sooner first) and expected resource usage (larger tasks first). This allows to schedule and run more prioritative and
demanding tasks sooner while there are more scheduling options available (less tasks currently running or scheduled). After this ordering, for each new task, an appropriate host and starting time is selected. To do this, the Scheduling Module tries to determine how soon the current task can be started on each available host, while satisfying all defined resource usage constraints. This is done by including the current task into the execution plan of the host and detecting if any resource constraint is violated. If this is the case, the Scheduling Module tries to postpone the task further by moving only the first point when the resource constraint was hit. If the required delay for this point is found, a new schedule is calculated using the newly shifted startup time. Note that the scheduling algorithm cannot use the current time as task startup time, as it has to postpone the current task for at least the amount of time required to transfer the task over the network to the worker and start the execution there. This time is a parameter of our approach, and can be either measured on startup (e.g., via the round-trip of a packet of appropriate size plus task initialization time), detected by observing previous scheduling results, or preconfigured by an application developer. Additionally, if the task arrives at the host later than it was scheduled, the task is returned back to the Scheduling Module for re-scheduling. After a worker and task startup time is defined by the heuristic, the task is sent directly to the worker for execution to not miss the scheduled start time.

One additional scheduling technique available to the Scheduling Module if active profiling is used, is task suspension. The task that is being scheduled can be suspended at developer-defined points of execution (checkpoints) to allow other tasks to pass their resource usage pikes, therefore allowing to fit task execution within the resource constraint even in situations when a non-suspending Scheduling Module would need to postpone the task startup time after a resource usage peak.

On each task checkpoint, the Scheduling Module determines whether the following task execution can violate resource usage constraint or not. In case it does, the Scheduling Module pauses the task execution and starts awaiting the moment when the task execution can be resumed without resource usage constraint violations. In order to minimize the impact of task suspensions on the task execution time, the Scheduling Module actively manages a state of each task whenever they reach the next checkpoint. On each checkpoint, the Scheduling Module analyzes the execution profile of the current task few steps ahead and decides how the upcoming execution of the task influences the overall resource usage. Whenever the task is going to increase resource usage, it is suspended (unless this is the last task to execute). In case the resource usage decreases, the Scheduling Module decides if any of the suspended tasks can be resumed, preferring the ones that were suspended earlier and have higher resource usage upcoming.

7.7 Summary

While cloud computing brings the ability to acquire and release resources according to application needs, common resource usage patterns may lead to resource over-provisioning and wastage. In this chapter, the focus was on a specific subset of cloud computing
applications that consist of known sets of uniform tasks with non-uniform resource usage patterns. In order to optimize resource usage of each used cloud host, a task scheduling and execution approach was developed. This approach is based on task execution profiles and resource usage restrictions defined by application developers. The presented task scheduling and execution management approaches allow concurrent task execution with resource usage constraints in applications that support task suspension or not.

In the original work \cite{24}, the profile-based task scheduling approach is presented and evaluated in more details. The evaluation results indicate that the approach allows controlling the resource usage, while not influencing drastically the overall performance of an application. In case of the evaluation application, presented approach managed to cut 33% memory usage while adding only 1% of execution time overhead.
Figure 7.7: Overview over the task scheduling heuristic
In this chapter, the contributions presented in this thesis are evaluated. Addressing the research questions discussed in Section 1.3, a user study and performance evaluations were performed. The results show that the developed JCloudScale middleware and its extensions solve the problems addressed by this thesis.

8.1 Evaluation Setup

The evaluation of contributions presented in this thesis consists of two parts. Section 8.2 starts with comparison of essential cloud application development features provided by JCloudScale and popular IaaS and PaaS platforms. This is followed by a comprehensive user study that validates these claims.

After that, Section 8.3 provides a performance evaluation of JCloudScale. The main question addressed in this section is the overhead that developers experience using JCloudScale. The performance of JCloudScale-based applications is compared to the performance of cloud-native equivalent IaaS applications.

Finally, the evaluation is concluded with a discussion about open issues and an analysis of possible validity threats.

8.2 Usability and Usefulness Evaluation

JCloudScale is designed to simplify the task and boost productivity of the higher-level developers. In order to verify how JCloudScale is achieving its goals, one can observe over time how popular it is, how real developers tend to use it and what is their opinion about the discussed software. While this may be a reasonable approach for advanced industrial solutions, research prototypes can not follow this methodology due to numerous reasons. The main reason for this is that research prototypes mainly assess the quality of the presented ideas or discovered principles, rather than the completeness and quality of
the solution in general. Therefore, research prototypes hardly ever provide the level of quality, performance, advertisement and support that users are expecting from a popular middleware.

An alternative evaluation approach that provides the desired answers while allowing focusing on the noteworthy parts of the developed functionalities are usability and usefulness evaluations.

Usability evaluations usually focus on the theoretical ability of developers to achieve their goal using presented technology [157]. This approach allows verifying how much time developers spent solving the stated task and how complete and effective their solution was. Usefulness evaluations focus on developers’ perception of the presented tool or the middleware [157]. Usefulness evaluations allow assessing how effective or constraint developer feel while using the evaluated technology, how eager developer will be to use it again or to recommend it to others.

In this section the usability and usefulness of JCloudScale middleware and its separate components are validated. At first, we quickly recap the core difference between JCloudScale and state-of-the-art IaaS and PaaS solutions, followed by the user study discussion and analysis.

8.2.1 Comparison with Other Platforms

In the following, we briefly compare application development using JCloudScale with building an IaaS application directly on top of Amazon EC2 (without specific tooling except for the EC2 API) and using a PaaS service, such as Amazon Elastic Beanstalk (AEB) or Google AppEngine. The main goal here is to show what advantages an in-between solution such as JCloudScale has.

Starting with API complexity, JCloudScale requires knowledge of a reasonably small amount of API functions, while offering large capabilities for application development. This is mainly caused by the way how applications are built on top of JCloudScale and the amount of necessary changes to the target application. While both, EC2 and AEB assume developers to develop a new application for this platform specifically, and based on the provided APIs, JCloudScale aims at seamless development and ease of bringing existing distributed applications to the cloud. In addition to that, JCloudScale provides specific tools and methodologies for cloud application debugging, which are missing for EC2 or AEB. This is mostly provided by the special local execution environment of JCloudScale, which scales applications in a sandbox on a local machine, while developers of applications for EC2 or AEB can only debug application while the target platform is available and only through a limited set of tools available for the selected platform.

A core advantage of any IaaS approach is that it provides freedom regarding supported frameworks and application architecture designs. JCloudScale, on the other hand, is by its nature restricted to the Java programming language. Other than that, the restrictions imposed by JCloudScale are minimal. AEB, on the other hand, induces quite significant limitations on application design, and restricts the application developer significantly, both with regard to what API functions can be used and what architecture
Table 8.1: Feature comparison of JCloudScale and alternative IaaS and PaaS solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Amazon EC2</th>
<th>JCloudScale</th>
<th>AEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of API</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of Platform Interaction Code</td>
<td>Significant</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Debugging Simplicity</td>
<td>Manual/None</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Reasonable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture Limitations</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaling Configuration Convenience</td>
<td>Manual/None</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Distribution and Update</td>
<td>Manual/None</td>
<td>Semi-Automatic</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring Features</td>
<td>Manual/None</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backend Server Access</td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Cloud Support</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Built-in</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer Lock-in</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming Language Support</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Java, Python, PHP, JavaScript, Ruby, .NET</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An application needs to follow. Another thing that the generic IaaS approach is good for is for having full access to the back-end servers, providing developers complete flexibility and control over the resource usage and operating system configuration. JCloudScale aims to hide the complexity of virtual machines and developers can build cloud applications without even controlling virtual machines, however, it does not forbid developers to modify the virtual machine as long as the core components of JCloudScale are still running.

The generic PaaS model has significant advantages as well. One example of such a benefit of PaaS is code distribution and application scalability. While PaaS approaches scale applications mostly automatically, for EC2-based applications, developers have to create their own rules and approaches to achieve elastic application scaling. From this point of view, JCloudScale provides a reasonable alternative. Scalability is achieved by injected code and appears to be seamless to developer, while additional scaling rules can be provided separately. Provided rules leverage the flexible monitoring framework that allows controlling not only basic parameters such as CPU load and memory usage, but also a high-level application-specific metrics.

Finally, JCloudScale offers support for applications that are scaling over multiple clouds (forming so-called “hybrid clouds”), what allows minimizing application operating costs and extends application flexibility beyond the limits of one cloud provider. This model is not supported by AEB or Google AppEngine at all. Using an IaaS service such as EC2, it is possible to implement hybrid clouds, but this requires a significant amount of development and configuration work. In contrast, setting up a hybrid cloud with JCloudScale comes at almost no effort to the developer.

Table 8.1 demonstrates a qualitative summary of the features that were considered as important for application development. Compared to other systems, JCloudScale significantly simplifies the application development process, hides complexity of code distribution and cloud management, while providing convenient and configurable debugging and development experience. Therefore, it is plausible to believe that developers (especially the ones new to cloud computing) will benefit from using JCloudScale and will be able to develop applications and bring them to the cloud faster than with existing...
8.2.2 User Study

In order to verify the claims asserted in Section 8.2.1 and evaluate the usability and usefulness of JCloudScale, a user study with 14 participants was performed in order to assess the developers’ experience with JCloudScale as compared to using standard tools. Following the general ideas of action research, we aimed at a study methodology that focused on how real developers would actually use our middleware to build two separate, non-trivial cloud applications.

Note that JCloudScale is deliberately not compared to more domain-specific platforms (such as Apache Hadoop, which is a state-of-the-art implementation of the map/reduce idea). JCloudScale aims to be more general with regard to the use cases that it can support, hence, such comparison would necessarily be unfair.

Study Setup and Methodology

The user study was conducted with 14 male master students of computer science at TU Vienna (participants P01 to P14), and based on two different non-trivial implementation tasks. The first task was to develop a parallel computing implementation of a genetic algorithm (T1). The second task required the participants to implement a service that executes JUnit test cases on demand (T2). Both tasks required solutions that were elastic, i.e., participants needed to demonstrate that their solutions were able to react to changes in load dynamically and automatically by scaling up and down in the cloud. Both T1 and T2 required roughly one to two developer weeks of effort (assuming that the respective participant did not have any particular prior experience with the used technologies).

The study ran in two phases. In Phase (1), JCloudScale running on top of OpenStack was compared with programming directly via the OpenStack API, without any specific middleware support. This phase reflected a typical private cloud use case of JCloudScale. In Phase (2), JCloudScale on top of Amazon EC2 was compared with AEB. This reflects a common public cloud usage of the middleware. In both study phases, the participating developers were asked to build solutions for both tasks using JCloudScale and the respective comparison technology, and to compare the developer experience based on quantitative and qualitative factors. The choice of OpenStack and Amazon EC2 was motivated by the fact that those two platforms currently form the most well-known, as well as most widely used, private and public IaaS systems. Especially EC2 has established a quasi-standard in terms of API support, which many other IaaS systems also adhere to. Consequently, AEB was chosen as a PaaS system in order to stay within the same cloud ecosystem, so as to keep results as comparable as possible.

Phase (1) of the study lasted two months. We initially presented JCloudScale and the comparison technologies to the participants, and randomly assigned which of the tools each participant should be using for T1. Participants then had one month of time to submit a working solution to the task along with a short report, after which they
Table 8.2: Relevant background for each participant of the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Java Exp.</th>
<th>Cloud Exp.</th>
<th>JCS/OS</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>JCS/EC2</th>
<th>AEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P01</td>
<td>Phase (1)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P02</td>
<td>Phase (1)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P03</td>
<td>Phase (1)</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P04</td>
<td>Phase (1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P05</td>
<td>Phase (1)</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P06</td>
<td>Phase (1)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P07</td>
<td>Phase (1)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P08</td>
<td>Phase (1)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P09</td>
<td>Phase (1)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Phase (2)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>T1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Phase (2)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>T1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Phase (2)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>T1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>Phase (2)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>T2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>Phase (2)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>T2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

could start working on T2 with the remaining technology. Similar to T1, participants were given one month of time to submit a solution and a short report. Based on the lessons learned from Phase (1), we slightly clarified and improved the task descriptions and gave participants more time (1.5 months per task) for Phase (2). Other than that, Phase (2) was executed identically to Phase (1).

After one month, each participant submitted his solution via mail, and wrote a semi-structured report summarizing his experience. In the second phase, each participant that was using JCloudScale for the first phase was assigned with one of the comparison technologies, and vice versa. All participants had again one month of time to implement and submit T2. This time, we asked not only for a report of the second task, but also for a qualitative comparison of the used technologies across both tasks.

Table 8.2 summarizes the relevant background for each participant of the study. To preserve anonymity, we classify the self-reported background of participants related to their Java or cloud experience into three groups: relevant work experience (+), some experience (∼), or close to no experience (-). The last four columns indicate whether the participant submitted solutions for JCloudScale running on top of OpenStack (JCS/OS), OpenStack directly (OS), JCloudScale running on top of EC2 (JCS/OS), or AEB, as well as which tasks the participant solved.

For the OpenStack-related implementations, we used a private cloud system hosted at TU Vienna. This OpenStack instance consists of 12 dedicated Dell blade servers with 2 Intel Xeon E5620 CPUs (2.4 GHz Quad Cores) each, and 32 GByte RAM, running on OpenStack Folsom (release 2012.2.4). All servers are redundantly connected through 3 GBit switches. For the study, each participant was allotted a quota of up to 8 small cloud instances (1 virtual CPU, and 512 MByte of RAM), which they could use to implement and test their solutions. For the AWS-related implementations, participants were assigned an AWS account with sufficient credit to cover their implementation and testing with no particular limitations. More information regarding the questionnaires and anonymized participant reports is available in an on line appendix to the work.

Comparison of Development Efforts

Table 8.3: Solutions sizes in lines of code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JCS/OS</th>
<th>Phase (1)</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Phase (2)</th>
<th>JCS/EC2</th>
<th>Phase (1)</th>
<th>AEB</th>
<th>Phase (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JCS/OS</td>
<td>$\hat{A}$</td>
<td>$\sigma_A$</td>
<td>$\hat{B}$</td>
<td>$\sigma_B$</td>
<td>$\hat{C}$</td>
<td>$\sigma_C$</td>
<td>$\hat{D}$</td>
<td>$\sigma_D$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Logics</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>-352</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Management</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Code</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>-116</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>1203</td>
<td>897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entire Application</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>-650</td>
<td>2141</td>
<td>1331</td>
<td>2790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Logics</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Management</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>-150</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Code</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>2240</td>
<td>1290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entire Application</td>
<td>1025</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>-475</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>3328</td>
<td>2184</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to perform a quantitative evaluation of developer efforts, we asked participants to report on the size of their solutions (in lines of code, without comments and blank lines). The results are summarized in Table 8.3. $\hat{A}$ to $\hat{D}$ represent the median size of solutions, while $\sigma_A$ to $\sigma_D$ indicate standard deviations. It can be seen that using JCloudScale generally reduces the total source code size of applications. Most importantly, the size of the entire application was substantially smaller when using JCloudScale than in the comparison cases. Going into the study, we expected JCloudScale to mostly reduce the amount of code necessary for interacting with the cloud. However, our results indicate that using JCloudScale also often reduced the amount of code of the application business logics, as well as assorted other code (e.g., data structures). When investigating these results, we found that participants considered many of the tasks that JCloudScale takes over as “business logics” when building the elastic application on top of OpenStack or AEB. To give one example, many participants counted code related to performance monitoring towards “business logics”.

Note that, due to the open nature of our study tasks, the standard deviations are all rather large (i.e., solutions using all technologies varied widely in size). Further, the large difference in T1 sizes (for JCloudScale on top of OpenStack and EC2) between Phase (1) and Phase (2) solutions can be explained by clarifications in the task descriptions. In Phase (1), some formulations in the tasks led to much simpler implementations, while our requirements were formulated much more unambiguously in Phase (2), leading to more complex (and larger) submissions. Hence, we caution the reader to not compare results from Phase (1) with those from Phase (2).

Summarizing, the median JCloudScale solution across both tasks is only a little over 80% of the size in lines of code as the median OpenStack based solution. Furthermore, 7 out of 9 participants reported that their JCloudScale solution is smaller than their OpenStack solution, independent of which task they used which technology for. 1 participant reported that both solutions are about the same size, and for 1 participant...
the outcome of the JCloudScale solution was significantly larger than the solution he built directly on OpenStack.

However, looking at lines of code alone is not sufficient to validate our hypothesis, as it would be possible that the JCloudScale solutions, while being more compact, are also more complicated (and, hence, take longer to implement). That is why we also asked participants to report on the time they spent working on their solutions. The results are compiled in Table 8.4. $\bar{A}$ to $\bar{D}$ represent the median time spent, while $\sigma_A$ to $\sigma_D$ indicate standard deviations.

The work hours were classified into a number of different activities: initially learning the technology, coding, testing and bug fixing, and other activities (e.g., building OpenStack cloud images). The results indicate that the initial learning curve for JCloudScale is lower than for working with OpenStack directly. However, in comparison with AEB, some participants reported equal or even more complexity of JCloudScale, mainly because less information about JCloudScale is available on Internet. For coding, JCloudScale appeared to be the much faster tool for participants who had at least some prior experience with cloud computing. Generally, for task T2, JCloudScale proved troublesome for some participants. In this task, JCloudScale generally did not improve productivity over either OpenStack or AEB. Further research will be required to analyze why the results between task T1 and T2 vary in this regard.

Summarizing, our results indicate that JCloudScale indeed improves developer efficiency. We also analyzed qualitative feedback by the participants in their reports. Multiple developers have reported that they felt more productive when using JCloudScale. For instance, P01 has stated that “the coolest thing about JCloudScale is the reduction of development effort necessary, to host applications in the cloud (...) [there] are a lot of thing you do not have to care about in detail.” P03 also concluded that using JCloudScale “went a lot smoother than [using OpenStack directly]”. P07 also seemed to share this sentiment and stated that “[After resolving initial problems] the rest of the project was without big problems and I was able to be very productive in coding the solution.” In comparison to AEB, participants indicated that the core idea

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Phase (1) JCS/OS</th>
<th>Phase (2) JCS/EC2</th>
<th>Phase (2) AEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\bar{A}$</td>
<td>$\sigma_A$</td>
<td>$\bar{B}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool Learning</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bug Fixing</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Activities</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entire Application</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Phase (1) JCS/OS</th>
<th>Phase (2) JCS/EC2</th>
<th>Phase (2) AEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\bar{A}$</td>
<td>$\sigma_A$</td>
<td>$\bar{B}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool Learning</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bug Fixing</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Activities</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entire Application</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
behind JCloudScale is easier to grasp for starting cloud developers than the one behind state-of-the-art PaaS systems. For example, P13 indicated that “the API is easier to understand and more intuitive to use. Also it fits more into a Java-like programming model, instead of the weird request based approach of the Amazon API”. However, some participants noted that the fact that AEB is based on common technology also appeals to them. For instance, P10 specified that “[In case of AEB,] Well-known technology is the basis for everything (Tomcat/Servlet)”. Hence, the participant argued that this allows developers who are already familiar with these platforms to become productive sooner.

Summarizing the qualitative study results, the data suggests that JCloudScale indeed allows for higher developer productivity for task T1. For T2, JCloudScale solutions are indeed more compact, but it took participants longer to implement them. More research is required to substantiate the underlying reasons for this discrepancy.

Comparison of Developer-Perceived Qualities

It should be noted that both metrics reported so far (lines of code and work hours) do not consider whether JCloudScale, AEB and OpenStack solutions differ in quality or features. While this is hard to judge objectively, most participants commented that they think their OpenStack solutions are more basic than their JCloudScale submission. Participants that were comparing JCloudScale with AEB mainly could not clearly state which solution is more advanced. Mainly this was caused by the time constraints and development speed on each platform. Hence, it is possible that the metrics reported here are pessimistic, i.e., that actual savings in lines of code and development time are in fact larger than reported in our study.

In order to analyze the qualitative experience with JCloudScale, we were interested in the participant’s subjective evaluation of the used technologies. Hence, we asked them to rate the technologies along a number of dimensions from 1 (very good) to 5 (insufficient). We report on the dimensions “simplicity” (how easy is it to use the tool?), “debugging” (how easy is testing and debugging the application?), “development process” (does the technology imply an awkward development process?), and “stability” (how often do unexpected errors occur?). A summary of our results is shown in Table 8.5. A to D represent the median ratings, while $\sigma_A$ to $\sigma_D$ indicate standard deviations.

For T1, participants rated all used technologies similarly, while JCloudScale was appreciated more for T2. However, JCloudScale was rated worse than the comparison technologies in terms of “stability”. This is not a surprise, as JCloudScale still is a research prototype in a relatively early development stage. Participants indeed mentioned multiple stability-related issues in their reports (e.g., P10 mentions that “When deploying many cloud objects to one host there were behaviors which were hard to reason about”). Further, some technical implementation decisions in JCloudScale were not appreciated by our study participants. To give an example, P11 noted that “It is confusing in the configuration that the field AMI-ID actually expects the AMI-Name, not the ID”. In contrast, JCloudScale has been rated slightly better in terms of simplicity and ease-of-use, especially for T2. For example, participant P09 claimed that “JCloudScale is the clear winner in ease of use. If you quickly want to just throw some Objects in the cloud,
Table 8.5: Subjective participant ratings from 1 (very good) to 5 (insufficient).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JCS/OS</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>JCS/EC2</th>
<th>AEB</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma_A$</td>
<td>$\sigma_B$</td>
<td>$\sigma_C$</td>
<td>$\sigma_D$</td>
<td>$\sigma_A$</td>
<td>$\sigma_B$</td>
<td>$\sigma_C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phase (1)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplicity</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debugging</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Process</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phase (2)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplicity</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debugging</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Process</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, P12 reported “[JCloudScale is] programmer friendly. All procedure is more low level and as a programmer there are more things to tune and adjust.”. In terms of debugging features, all used technologies were not rated overly well. JCloudScale was generally perceived slightly better (arguably due to its local development environment), but realistically speaking, all compared systems are currently deemed too hard to debug if something goes wrong. Finally, in terms of the associated development process, JCloudScale is generally valued highly, with the exception of T1 and JCloudScale on OpenStack. We assume that this is a statistical artifact, as the development process of JCloudScale is judged well in all other cases. Concretely P01 stated that with JCloudScale, “You are able to get application into the cloud really fast. You are not forced to take care about a lot of cloud-specific issues.”

Independently of the subjective ratings, multiple participants stated that they valued the flexibility that the JCloudScale concept brought over AEB. Particularly, P11 noted that “[JCloudScale provides] more flexibility. The developer can decide when to deploy hosts, on which host an object gets deployed, when to destroy a host, etc”. Additionally, participants favored the monitoring event engine of JCloudScale for performance tracking over the respective features of the PaaS system. For example, P12 specified as an JCloudScale advantage that “programmatic usage of different events with a powerful event correlation framework [is] in combination with listeners extremely powerful.”

Concluding our discussion regarding qualitative results, we note that JCloudScale indeed has some way to go before it is ready for industrial usage. The general concepts of the tool are valued by developers, but currently, technical issues and lack of documentation and technical support make it hard for developers to fully appreciate the power of the JCloudScale model. One aspect that needs more work is how developers define the scaling behavior of their application. Both tasks in our study required the participants to define non-trivial scaling policies, e.g., in order to optimally schedule genetic algorithm executions to cloud resources, which most participants felt unable to do with the current API provided by JCloudScale. Overall, in comparison to working
directly on OpenStack, many participants preferred JCloudScale, but compared to a mature PaaS platform, AEB still seems slightly preferable to many. However, it should be noted that JCloudScale still opens up use cases for which using AEB is not an option, for instance for deploying applications in a private or hybrid cloud.

8.2.3 SPEEDL Evaluation

Participants of the user study presented above were using only the core functionality of JCloudScale without any extensions. The main reason for this was that the user study was organized to evaluate the core principles behind the JCloudScale middleware. Additionally, the complexity of the stated tasks did not explicitly require any functionalities provided in the JCloudScale extensions. However, during the user study, participants complained about the complexity of scaling policy defining as they had to define rather complex scaling behaviors using plain Java language. This caused a lot of problems with event management, synchronization and scaling policy debugging.

Because of these reasons, solutions developed within the user study are applicable to be used as a baseline for evaluation of SPEEDL scaling language, presented in Section 6.3.

Evaluation Setup

In order to prepare the basis for the SPEEDL evaluation, the code that was responsible for scaling and task distribution was extracted from the anonymized solutions of the user study participants. After that, code formatting was unified and unnecessary elements were removed. The obtained scaling code differed dramatically in size and complexity. The shortest was only 27 Lines of Code (LoC), while the longest one was 177 LoC (median length was 75 LoC). Informal inspection of these code snippets revealed that many study participants indeed struggled with getting the scaling behavior right, and ended up building rather fragile, “hacky” Java solutions (see Listing 8.1 for an example). After detailed analysis of the used algorithms and behaviors, the equivalent code in the SPEEDL DSL was implemented. Both, extracted scaling code and the equivalent SPEEDL scaling policies are available on line within the supportive materials of the original publication.

Results and Discussion

Comparing the original Java-based solutions to SPEEDL, the most interesting points are the amount of code necessary to represent the same behavior using both methods and to what extend the out-of-the-box rules of SPEEDL are useful for expressing the scaling behavior that the participants of our study wanted to implement.

In terms of LoC, the SPEEDL representations indeed turned out to be substantially shorter than the equivalent pure Java code (shortest was 8 LoC, longest was 21 LoC, with a median of 11.5 LoC). This is illustrated in Figure 8.1, which depicts the LoC for
Listing 8.1: Snippet from real-life scaling code

```java
synchronized (lock) {
    try {
        // dirty hack to get correct
        // host.getHostCloudObjectsCount()
        Thread.sleep(1000);
    } catch (InterruptedException e) {
        e.printStackTrace();
    }
    while (selectedHost == null) { ... }
}
```

Each scaling behavior next to the size of an equivalent SPEEDL policy. Additionally, it is arguable that the more compact SPEEDL equivalents are also easier to read and comprehend. For instance, it appeared to be possible to replace a complex 90-line multi-method scaling behavior, which included “sleep” statements, nested iterations, and global locking for synchronization, with the SPEEDL policy shown in Listing 8.2.

Listing 8.2: Complete example of a SPEEDL scaling policy

```java
SmartPolicy
    .create(Schedule.greedy())
    .maxTasks(
        schedulerConfig.getMaxCloudObjects())
    .add(ScaleUp
        .queueLength(
            schedulerConfig.getMaxCloudObjects())
        .maxHosts(schedulerConfig.getMaxNodes())
        .newHostsType(schedulerConfig.getFlavor()))
    .add(ScaleDown.runningTasks(0))
```

As a second step, the coverage of real-life application developers’ needs by the default SPEEDL rules was evaluated. The analysis showed that equivalent versions of 71% of all scaling behaviors in the used dataset could be built using out-of-the-box rules alone. 100% of all behaviors could be represented with a small amount of custom rules. The scaling behaviors that required custom rules are plotted in darker color in Figure 8.1.

```
Finally, another interesting observation was that 4 of the scaling behaviors in the dataset contained minor errors (29%). 3 scaling behaviors are not correctly synchronized and can potentially fail due to race conditions. Similarly, another code has (based on the intent shown in a code comment) incorrectly defined “if”-conditions, which would lead to unwanted scaling in edge cases. Hence, the usage of the out-of-the-box rules of SPEEDL does not only simplify the definition of scaling behavior, but also reduces the potential for developer errors.
```

The original scaling policies were received as the result of a long development and testing process, what is clearly visible in the code. For example, the author of scaling policy 3 adapted an initially complex approach to behave much simpler. Similarly, scaling
policy 4 and 5 use multiple inefficient sleep-waits to wait for some condition, instead of using an event-based approach.

It is plausible to conclude that SPEEDL indeed provides a noteworthy improvement in scaling policy readability and length. While the existing out-of-the-box rules provided by SPEEDL cannot cover everything a developer would want to express, it was still possible to re-implement 71% of all scaling behaviors using out-of-the-box rules alone. Including custom rules, all scaling behaviors were possible to implement in a much more shorter and precise way. Finally, we have seen that the complications of building real-life scaling behavior can easily lead to hard-to-detect bugs, such as race conditions. Using the out-of-the-box rules of SPEEDL greatly reduces the risk of such bugs.

8.3 Performance Evaluation

Finally, we investigated whether the improved convenience of JCloudScale leads to significantly reduced application performance. Therefore, the main goal of these experiments was to compare the performance of the same application built on top of JCloudScale and using an IaaS platform (OpenStack or EC2) directly.
Experiment Setup

To achieve this, we built a simple sample implementation of the JSTAAAS case study application on top of Amazon EC2 and our private OpenStack cloud. For OpenStack, we used the same private cloud as for the user study. For EC2, we deployed our application in the eu-west-1 region and used instances of size t1.micro. Initial experiments with AEB have shown that there is no substantial performance difference between EC2 and AEB. Hence, we omit AEB in our discussions here.

Secondly, we also implemented the same application using JCloudScale. As the main goal was to calculate the overhead introduced by the JCloudScale, we designed both implementations to have the same behavior and reuse as much business logic code as possible. In addition, to simplify our setup, to focus on execution performance evaluation and to avoid major platform-dependent side effects, we limited ourselves to a scenario, where the number of available cloud hosts is static. The source code of both applications is available on line 3.

All four solutions (directly on OpenStack, directly on EC2, and using JCloudScale on both, OpenStack and EC2) follow a simple master-slave pattern: a single node (the master) receives tests through a SOAP-based web service and schedules them over the set of available worker nodes. All solutions were tested with a test setup that consisted of 40 identical parallelizable long-running test suites (each suite execution takes around 30 seconds in our OpenStack cloud environment), scheduled evenly over the set of available cloud machines. Each test suite consisted of a set of dummy JavaScript tests calculating Fibonacci numbers. During the evaluation, we measured the total time of an entire invocation of the service (i.e., how long a test request takes end-to-end, including scheduling, data transmission, result collection, etc.). A single experiment run consisted of 10 identical invocations of the testing web service, each time with a different number of CHs (ranging from 2 to 20 CHs). In all experiment setups, our evaluation shared a physical cloud environment with other tenants, as would be the case in real-life usage. To reduce the performance impact of other tenant’s activities, we repeated each experiment 10 times over the course of a day.

Experiment Results

Figure 8.2a and Figure 8.2b show the median total execution time for different numbers of hosts, including error bars indicating standard deviations. In general, both applications show similar behavior in each environment, meaning that both approaches are feasible and have similar parallelizing capabilities with minor differences in overhead. In both environments, there is an overhead of JCloudScale that is proportional to the amount of used CHs and approximately equal to 2 to 3 seconds per introduced host for a multiple minutes running evaluation application. This overhead may be significant for performance-critical production applications, but it is a reasonable price to pay in the current development stage of the JCloudScale middleware. Furthermore, how large this overhead is, depends largely on how much the target application is required to

[^3]: http://www.infosys.tuwien.ac.at/staff/phdschool/rstzab/papers/TOIT14/
communicate with the CHs. The main reason for this is that messaging in JCloudScale is more expensive in comparison to a pure OpenStack or EC2 solution, as JCloudScale appends some platform-specific metadata to remote invocations (e.g., which CH or CO to address, which code to run, etc.). The evaluation application required a substantial amount of coordination between target application and CHs, hence there are reasons to believe that these overhead measurements are relatively conservative. However, detailed investigations (and, subsequently, reductions) of the overhead introduced by JCloudScale is planned for future releases of the middleware.

Another important issue that is visible in Figure 8.2a and Figure 8.2b is the cloud performance stability and predictability. With an increasing number of hosts, the total execution time is expected to monotonously decrease, up to a limit when the overhead of parallelization is larger than the gain of having more processors available. This indeed happens in case of Amazon EC2. However, starting with 10 used hosts in OpenStack, the overall application execution time remains almost constant or even increases. This is mainly caused by the limited size of the used private cloud. Starting with 10 hosts, physical machines start to get over-utilized, and virtual machines start to compete for resources (e.g., CPU or disk IO).

8.4 Threats to Validity

The major threat to validity, with the results relating to the usability and usefulness evaluation (see Section 8.2), is that the small sample size of 14 study participants, along with relatively open problem statements, does not allow establishing statistical significance. However, due to the reports received from participants, as well as due to comparing the solutions themselves, we are convinced that the result that JCloudScale lets developers build cloud applications more efficiently was not a coincidence.

Further, another threat is that participants were aware that JCloudScale is our own system. Hence, there is a chance that participants gave their reports a more positive spin. However, given that all reports contained both negative and positive aspects for all evaluated platforms, we are confident that most participants reported truthfully.
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There is also the possibility that the study design, which required all participants to work on two projects, skewed the results, as it can be expected that participants learned from the first project for the second one. This has been mitigated by letting a subset of the participants work with JCloudScale first, and the remainder start with one of the comparison platforms.

Finally, there is the threat that JCloudScale solutions, while being implemented more efficiently, are also of lower quality. This threat was mitigated by (partially) automatic testing of solutions against defined requirements, as well as by manual inspection and comparison of solutions.

In terms of external validity, it is possible that the two example projects that were chosen for the user study are not representative of real-world applications. However, we argue that this is unlikely, as the projects have specifically been chosen based on real-life examples that the study organizers are aware of or had to build themselves in the past. Another threat to external validity is that the participants of the study are all students at TU Vienna. While most of them have some practical real-life experience in application development, none can be considered senior developers.

In terms of performance evaluation (see Section 8.3), the major threat to external validity is that the application that was used to measure overhead on is necessarily simplified, and not guaranteed to be representative. Real applications are hard to replicate in exactly the same way on different systems, hence comparative measurements amongst such systems are always unfair. To minimize this risk, the core features of cloud applications were carefully preserved, even in the simplified measurement application.

Similarly, there is a threat to the generalizability of our study related to user study. It is possible that the results of our study would have been substantially different if we had chosen different comparison systems, e.g., Microsoft Azure or Google App Engine. However, we consider this threat small, as at the time we executed the study, the core features provided by most IaaS and PaaS providers were comparable, to the extent required by our study.
Conclusions

The final chapter summarizes the results achieved during the work on this thesis. Section 9.1 outlines the research results and solutions presented in this work. In Section 9.2 the research questions formulated in Section 1.3 are aligned with the contributions presented in this thesis. Finally, Section 9.3 presents an outlook on future research that can be performed using the results achieved here.

9.1 Summary

The work within this thesis significantly extended the JCloudScale middleware. Now, JCloudScale is a fully-functional Java-based middleware that eases the development of elastic cloud applications on top of an IaaS cloud. JCloudScale follows a declarative approach based on Java annotations, which removes the need to actually adapt the business logics of target applications to use the middleware. Hence, JCloudScale support can easily be turned on and off for an application, leading to a flexible development process that clearly separates the implementation of the target application business logics from implementing and tuning the scaling behavior.

However, such approach brings up problems that are not apparent in other cloud application platforms and solutions. In order to provide an extensive and fully-functional cloud application distribution middleware, the contributions presented in this thesis target eliminating these problems and achieving transparent application distribution.

In order to solve the issue of application code distribution and versioning, a transparent application distribution framework was developed and integrated into JCloudScale. To simplify application bursting and distribution over different clouds, a cloud bursting solution was presented. To face the problem of scaling behavior definition complexity, a declarative and extensive scaling policy definition language was developed. To address the issue of effective resource usage in the cloud, a profile-based task scheduling and distribution framework was implemented.
Finally, the JCloudScale architecture and approach were evaluated through a qualitative and quantitative user study and a performance evaluation. The results indicate that JCloudScale is well received among initial developers. The results support the claim that the general JCloudScale model has advantages in comparison to both, working directly on top of an IaaS API or on industrial PaaS systems.

9.2 Research Questions Revisited

The research questions, introduced in Section 1.3, are revisited here. In the following, it is summarized how the research questions were addressed within this work and what limitations are still remaining despite the development of the JCloudScale middleware.

RQ 1: How can an application be transparently distributed over the cloud?

Chapter 5 introduced the APIs and the usage of the JCloudScale middleware with the main focus on transparent application distribution over the cloud. Addressing this issue, JCloudScale limits the impact on the target application by avoiding any constructs and requirements that change default application behavior or architecture. This allows keeping the application execution flow intact, while providing the ability to distribute application code over a set of CHs. This is achieved by using the means of aspect-oriented programming (see Section 2.4), which allows modifying the target application binary code after the application is compiled. As the source code and execution flow stays mostly the same, application distribution happens transparently to application developers. Finally, following the idea of transparency, JCloudScale presents the means to distribute and update on demand the application binary code and data files, thus hiding target application distribution from developers in code and dependency management as well.

However, this is not the end of the JCloudScale middleware development and there are still some places where the transparency can be increased. Currently target application developers have to manually select the code that needs to be distributed. Also developers have to manually figure out where data has to be transferred by-value and where – by-reference; manually detect and annotate the cut-points where application can be split with less harm to performance. These tasks still remain unsolved in the journey of providing truly transparent application distribution platform.

RQ 2: Which instruments and capabilities allow efficient, flexible and elastic execution of transparent cloud applications?

While working on distributed and cloud applications it becomes clear that application distribution and elastic behavior are challenging to achieve. Every IaaS and PaaS solution offers some means to control application distribution. Some are leaning towards simplicity, some are extending the means of control. However, on every platform, the target application developer has to develop his own scaling whenever the behavior of the application falls out of the default assumptions stated by platform designers.
Trying to build best approach for application scaling while following the main goal of transparent application distribution is not an easy task. Over some time the scalability assisting tools were developed and JCloudScale received an individual set of instruments that simplify scaling definition. Some of these tools, such as the cloud bursting platform, the SPEEDL language, and the profiling-based task scheduling approach, were presented in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. However, as it was shown in the evaluation (see Section 8.2), provided tools allow achieving transparent application distribution often easier and more convenient than using conventional distribution strategies. Despite that, there is still a long road ahead in a process of finding the balance between the functionality, flexibility and convenience in defining instruments for elastic application distribution programming.

**RQ 3:** How to verify if the designed transparent application distribution approach is useful and fits developers’ needs?

The flexible, functional, transparent, while still convenient for developers solution can not be designed solely following someone’s initial idea and personal experience. In order to design a middleware that is of use to actual developers, designers have to be in a constant dialog with the target audience and listen and adapt to the market needs and preferences.

Following this concept, JCloudScale was evaluated in an extensive user study, presented in Section 8.2, during which participants were asked to design mature cloud applications using JCloudScale and modern IaaS or PaaS platforms. Results of this user study allowed us determining the actual issues that users face during application development and the next steps in JCloudScale development that will further improve developers’ experience. The next step would be to involve an even wider circle of actual cloud developers to participate in JCloudScale-based application development.

### 9.3 Future Work

While this thesis presented solutions to a number of important issues, there are still some questions that were missed or initially stated by this work. These questions define the starting point for the ongoing research and further improvement of JCloudScale middleware and transparent application distribution in general.

- An automatic CO detection seems to be the biggest issue. While developing a transparent application distribution solution, one expects to have a tool that distributes any or at least some applications without any efforts from the application developer. While this approach is possible in general, usually it brings up a trade-off between the universality of supported applications and the performance impacts. Transparent code and data distribution was studied in the past [160, 161, 162, 163], but JCloudScale takes an alternative path and requires developers to hint the places where an application can be distributed with minimum effect on performance and stability. This allows achieving better distribution in comparison to completely automatic approaches because someone who has a solid understanding of the
source code and application behavior assists in this process. However, often this approach is unclear and puzzling for developers as they do not fully understand which components of their application should be distributed. Targeting to improve this behavior, some profiling tool or algorithm that hints or benchmarks provided CO selection should be developed in future.

- Scaling policy definition is a complex process of measuring, tweaking and adapting distribution code. Usually this process runs in parallel to application business logic development. As the user study showed, usually this is the hardest part in the whole process of cloud application development. Future work on transparent application distribution needs to explore the abilities to automatically consider the costs and penalties of application scaling and CO scheduling. Additionally, extended usage of aspect-oriented programming may improve and simplify scheduling performance, application monitoring and seamless code distribution. In addition to these internal tweaks, the developed high-level SPEEDL API has to be evaluated and extended in order to cover more scaling policy patterns and common cloud application behaviors. Finally, the profile-based task scheduling approach, presented in Chapter 7, needs to be improved and integrated as the default JCloudScale cloud management solution.

- While JCloudScale provides some basic fault handling techniques, currently this area is a weak point of the middleware. Designing an application for the cloud is usually tightly connected with “design for failure” [164]. This means that a distributed application needs to be designed assuming that the hardware will fail often, what is completely different to local application execution. This approach influences the whole design of the application, therefore it is hardly possible to achieve it transparently for the application developer. However, JCloudScale can bring in some aspects of “design for failure” into distributed application. For example, automated fault detection, that is actively discussed in research [158] [165] can be incorporated into the JCloudScale middleware. Additionally, redundant deployment, transactional memory, data storage management behavior or automatic connectivity recovery can be transparently injected into an application.

- The Internet of things (IoT) [166] is gaining more attention as the performance and capabilities of IoT devices significantly increase. Moreover, recently appeared the trend of IoT and cloud computing convergence [167] [168] and now it is gaining significant attention. Considering these tendencies, JCloudScale may be of interest in this area. Particularly, transparent application distribution, cloud management and elastic resource usage, that are already integrated into JCloudScale, are actively discussed in this raising domain [169].

- Continuing the process of further JCloudScale refinement and improvement, following user studies and external middleware evaluations are necessary. While the presented user study allowed showing the usefulness of JCloudScale, following studies are required to strengthen these claims, as the limited scale of the initial
study was not sufficient to clear all doubts about the viability of the system. Also there are plans to extend the initial user study using a more heterogeneous and larger group of developers, in order to resolve the threats to validity identified in Section 8.4. An alternative way to evaluate and popularize JCloudScale is to try migrating to the cloud some popular or third-party developed applications. This approach allows determining how the designed middleware behaves in unexpected situations and how flexible it is. Initial tests allowed determining that load tester Apache JMeter or the service composition engine JOpera [170] may be good applications to start with.
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Introduction

JCloudScale is a framework for deploying and managing applications in an Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud, for instance Amazon EC2. Essentially, JCloudScale wants to allow you to write a distributed, elastic application like a regular (local) Java app. The general concept of JCloudScale is to use Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) techniques to dynamically modify the bytecode of Java-based applications, and transparently move designated (via annotations) parts of the application (which we refer to as cloud objects) to virtual resources in the cloud (referred to as cloud hosts). This process is transparent to the application developer, and is completely automated. In the end, applications built on top of JCloudScale look like regular (local) Java applications, but are actually executed in a distributed fashion.

What Kind of Applications Can Profit from JCloudScale?

JCloudScale is perfectly suited to help you build applications that are:

• multi-threaded: they inherently want to do multiple things in parallel.

• computation-heavy: some of the things the application wants to do take a long time to finish and produce significant processor load.

• memory-heavy: application operations require significant amount of memory that are hard to satisfy on a single machine.

• elastic: load on the application is not always the same, and the application should adapt its usage of cloud resources based on current load.

How does JCloudScale help you with such applications? It lets you focus on what matters - your business logics. All the pesky interactions with the cloud are handled by JCloudScale. In many applications, you do not even see the cloud anymore in your application.
Required Software

As the JCloudScale project and necessary infrastructure is based on Java, any operation system may be used. We have tested JCloudScale on many versions of Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux.

Before you start, please ensure that the following software is available or installed on your machine (recommended version is specified in italics, however newer versions should work as well, unless specified otherwise).

1. Java JDK (*Oracle Java SE JDK 1.7*)

2. Apache Maven (*Maven 3.0*) - JCloudScale is developed as Maven project and is available as maven artifact. The easiest approach for you would be to base your own application on Maven as well. Of course, this is not mandatory, but otherwise dependency management and aspect weaving become more cumbersome to configure correctly.

3. Optional: Apache ActiveMQ (*Apache ActiveMQ 5.8.0*) - JCloudScale uses ActiveMQ service for communication between clients and cloud hosts. For production deployment, a stand-alone ActiveMQ instance should be used. If you are just toying around or testing your solution, you do not need an ActiveMQ installation, as JCloudScale is able to instantiate an integrated message queue if no external MQ is available.

Javadocs

Please find the automatically generated API documentation for JCloudScale here[1].

Current Version

This documentation describes the latest stable JCloudScale release 0.4.0. As we are continuing working on this project, latest version can be found in our maven repository[2]. Note, however, that newer versions do not necessarily have the same API and behavior may differ from the one described here.

Basic Usage

This section focuses on Maven-based projects. If you want to use JCloudScale without Maven, read Section 9.3 first.

As a first step to get started with JCloudScale, you need to add it to your project’s list of dependencies in your Maven `pom.xml` file as it is shown in Listing[4].

In addition, as JCloudScale is not yet registered in public maven repositories, you need to add a reference to the TU Wien Infosys maven repository as well (see Listing[2].

Listing 1: Maven configuration to include JCloudScale dependency

```xml
<dependency>
    <groupId>jcloudscale</groupId>
    <artifactId>jcloudscale.core</artifactId>
    <version>0.4.0</version>
</dependency>
```

Listing 2: Maven configuration to reference TU Wien maven repository

```xml
<repositories>
    <repository>
        <id>infosys-repository</id>
        <url>http://www.infosys.tuwien.ac.at/mvn</url>
    </repository>
</repositories>
```

However, this is not the only required change to the build process. Additionally, as JCloudScale uses AspectJ to weave its code into your application, you will need to add compile-time weaving as another step of your compilation process. Many things can be tweaked here, but for most cases it should be sufficient to simply add this plugin configuration to your `pom.xml` file (into `plugins` subsection of a `build` section) (see Listing 3).

Now it is time to actually start using JCloudScale in the application. The key concept of the JCloudScale is the notion of cloud objects. Cloud objects are represented by Java classes annotated with the `@CloudObject` annotation. Whenever JCloudScale finds the creation of the new instance of the class using this annotation, it replaces the constructor call with the code necessary to select a remote host for the object and deploy it there, providing only a proxy object to the application. Following, any invocations on this proxy object actually become remote method invocations on the cloud object.

A simple cloud object is defined in Listing 4.

```java
public class MyCloudObject {
    public void iAmDone() {
        // Some code...
    }
}
```

Every instance of `MyCloudObject` is instantiated on a remote host, and all invocations to this object are redirected to this host. As soon as the method `MyCloudObject.iAmDone()` is invoked, the cloud object is destroyed on the remote host (and any subsequent invocations to this object will trigger JCloudScaleException).

Using this cloud object in your code is simple. It is just like using any other Java object, what is shown in Listing 5.

```java
MyCloudObject obj = new MyCloudObject();
obj.iAmDone();
```

Note that this simple code snippet actually already triggers some serious back-and-forth between your client application and the remote host, as indicated in Figure 5.2.

When using JCloudScale, you should also indicate when your application does not require JCloudScale anymore and can be shut down. To do this, you can use the `@JCloudScaleShutdown` annotation. After the execution of the method annotated with it, JCloudScale will insert necessary calls to gracefully destroy all remaining
Listing 3: Maven configuration to enable AspectJ post-compilation

```xml
<plugin>
  <groupId>org.codehaus.mojo</groupId>
  <artifactId>aspectj-maven-plugin</artifactId>
  <version>1.4</version>
  <configuration>
    <source>1.7</source>
    <target>1.7</target>
    <complianceLevel>1.7</complianceLevel>
    <verbose>true</verbose>
  </configuration>
  <executions>
    <execution>
      <configuration>
        <noInline>true</noInline>
        <aspectLibraries>
          <aspectLibrary>
            <groupId>jcloudscale</groupId>
            <artifactId>jcloudscale.core</artifactId>
          </aspectLibrary>
        </aspectLibraries>
      </configuration>
      <goals>
        <goal>compile</goal>
        <goal>test-compile</goal>
      </goals>
    </execution>
  </executions>
  <dependencies>
    <dependency>
      <groupId>org.aspectj</groupId>
      <artifactId>aspectjrt</artifactId>
      <version>1.7.0</version>
    </dependency>
    <dependency>
      <groupId>org.aspectj</groupId>
      <artifactId>aspectjtools</artifactId>
      <version>1.7.0</version>
    </dependency>
  </dependencies>
</plugin>
```

cloud objects and shutdown any additional infrastructure created by the framework to communicate with the remote hosts. An example of such annotation usage is shown in Listing 6.

Alternatively, you can invoke `JCloudScaleClient.closeClient()` in order to shutdown all JCloudScale infrastructure manually. Don’t forget, that any interaction with JCloudScale after shutdown will cause exceptions.

**Using JCloudScale without Maven**

While we encourage users to use Maven for the JCloudScale-based projects, it does not mean that it is impossible to use JCloudScale without Maven. In this short
Listing 4: An example of cloud object class
@CloudObject
public class MyCloudObject {
    public String doThings() { ... }
    public void doOtherThings(String param1, String param2) { ... }
    @DestructCloudObject
    public void iAmDone() { ... }
}

Listing 5: An example of using cloud object
System.out.println("Starting");
MyCloudObject object = new MyCloudObject();
System.out.println(object.doThings());
object.doOtherThings("first", "second");
object.iAmDone();
System.out.println("Done");

Listing 6: An example of method that shuts down JCloudScale
@JCloudScaleShutdown
public static void main(String[] args) { ... }

guide we will try to describe the necessary steps you need to perform in order to use JCloudScale without Maven.

Introduction
As Maven is a project management tool, everything that needs to be performed differently is the way JCloudScale has to be referenced and integrated into your project.

Note, that this section of documentation does not reflect the way we perform testing or encourage others to use JCloudScale. Therefore, it may be a bit outdated or expose some issues that do not occur with default approach. Whenever you face such situation, be free to inform us in order to fix these issues.

Adding JCloudScale dependency
In order to access JCloudScale functionality or compile the code that references JCloudScale, you need to add JCloudScale jars to your project setup. JCloudScale jar can be obtained directly from our maven repository\footnote{http://www.infosys.tuwien.ac.at/mvn/jcloudscale/jcloudscale.core/}, while you still might
have difficulties finding jars that JCloudScale depends on. You can either try to figure out all necessary for your particular use case dependencies manually (by adding missing jars as long as you get ClassNotFoundException) or, if you do have Maven on your machine, you can run mvn package command in the directory with the pom.xml file with the following content to collect all dependencies of JCloudScale (some of them might be not necessary for your particular use case, but if you include them all, you will definitely be on the safe side). Appropriate pom.xml file is shown in Listing 46.

Applying AspectJ Aspects

As JCloudScale seamless integration depends on AspectJ, we need to apply AspectJ aspects defined by JCloudScale to your project in order to achieve the same features as default Maven-based setup provides. Of course, if you don’t plan to use annotation-based features of JCloudScale and plan using JCloudScale API, you can skip this step.

AspectJ provides 3 types of aspect weaving:

1. compile-time weaving: compile either target source or aspect classes via dedicated AspectJ compiler;
2. post-compile weaving: inject aspect instructions to already compiled classes;
3. load-time weaving: inject aspect instructions to the byte code during class loading, i.e. load instrumented class instead of the 'raw' one;

Note, if you are using any IDE, it may have plugins or embedded features that simplify AspectJ usage (e.g., AJDT for Eclipse, or AspectJ support in IntelliJ IDEA). In this manual we briefly describe raw AspectJ usage independently from any IDE.

Compile-time weaving

Compile-time weaving requires source code of the application to be compiled by AspectJ Compiler(ajc) instead of default javac compiler (assuming ajc is in PATH and aspectjrt.jar is in CLASSPATH), as it is shown in Listing 7.

Listing 7: Compile-time aspect weaving

```java
1  ajc -aspectpath jcloudscale.core-0.4.0.jar
2     -classpath <your classpath here> -1.7
3     -sourceroots <source folder here>
4     -outjar <compiled jar here>
```

A concrete example of this command is shown in Listing 8.

After this, application can be started from the resulting jar as it is shown in Listing 9.

https://eclipse.org/aspectj/downloads.php
Listing 8: Compile-time aspect weaving example

```java
ajc -aspectpath lib/jcloudscale.core-0.4.0.jar
    -classpath 'lib/*' -1.7 -sourceroots test
    -outjar code.jar
```

Listing 9: Application starting after the compile-time aspect application

```java
java -cp<your classpath here> <specify your main class here>
java -cp code.jar;lib/* test.Main
```

Post-compile weaving

Post-compile weaving gives you more freedom to compile your source files the way it is usually done, while introduces another step after compilation and before application running. Post-compile weaving is performed by the same `ajc` utility as compile-time, but with a slightly different set of parameters, as it is shown in Listing 10.

Listing 10: Post-compile aspect weaving

```java
ajc -aspectpath jcloudscale.core -0.4.0.jar -classpath <your classpath here>
    -1.7 -inpath <your compiled classes or jars here>
    -outjar <result jar here>
```

A concrete example of such invocation is shown in Listing 11.

Listing 11: Post-compile aspect weaving example

```java
ajc -aspectpath lib/jcloudscale.core-0.4.0.jar -classpath 'lib/*'
    -1.7 -inpath target -outjar code.jar
```

After this, application can be started from the resulting jar as usually as it is shown in Listing 9.

Load-time weaving

Load-time weaving does not require anything specific from the code compilation stage. This allows working with code in any IDE or environment without any limitations. However, load-time weaving applies some run-time application code processing and changing, therefore influencing application performance, what might be critical.

In order to enable AspectJ runtime weaving, we need to provide an `aop.xml` file, located in `META-INF` folder in classpath. This file for aspects defined in `JCloudScale` may have the content shown in Listing 12.
Listing 12: AspectJ configuration for load-time weaving

```xml
<aspectj>
  <aspects>
    <aspect name="at.ac.tuwien.infosys.jcloudscale.aspects.CloudObjectAspect"/>
    <aspect name="at.ac.tuwien.infosys.jcloudscale.aspects.JCloudScaleManagementAspect"/>
  </aspects>
  <weaver options="-verbose">
    <!-- Ignore all classes within -->
    <exclude within="javax.."/>
    <exclude within="java.."/>
    <exclude within="org.aspectj.."/>
    <exclude within="at.ac.tuwien.infosys.jcloudscale.."/>
    <!-- Process classes within (place your packages instead of 'test') -->
    <include within="test.."/>
  </weaver>
</aspectj>
```

Additionally, you need an aspectj weaver[^1] that provides necessary functionality for AspectJ runtime weaving. Finally, we need to add `-javaagent` JVM option to application startup, as it is shown in Listing 13.

Listing 13: Application startup with load-time aspect weaving

```bash
java -javaagent:aspectjweaver.jar -cp<specify your classpath here>
<specify your main class here>
```

After you run this command, your application should run with JCloudScale aspects applied.

**Interacting With Cloud Objects**

As is the case for any object in Java, clients can fundamentally interact with cloud objects in two different ways: (1) invoking methods of cloud objects, and (2) getting and setting member fields directly. Additionally, cloud objects (more concretely, the classes defining cloud objects) may contain static fields and static methods. It is important for users to understand what technically happens in JCloudScale in each of those cases.

- **Client invokes a (non-static) method**: JCloudScale will intercept this method call and schedule its execution on one of the remote hosts. The client will block until the cloud host returns the result of this invocation (or signals completion in case of void methods) (see lines 1–2 in Listing 14).

[^1]: [http://repo1.maven.org/maven2/org/aspectj/aspectjweaver/1.7.0/aspectjweaver-1.7.0.jar](http://repo1.maven.org/maven2/org/aspectj/aspectjweaver/1.7.0/aspectjweaver-1.7.0.jar)
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• **Client sets a (non-static) field**: JCloudScale will intercept this set operation and instruct the cloud host that is responsible for this object to set the value in his copy instead. The proxy in the client VM maintains the old value. The client will block until the value is successfully changed on the server. (see line 4 in Listing 14).

• **Client gets a (non-static) field**: JCloudScale will intercept this get operation and request the current value from the cloud host that is responsible for this object. This value is returned to the client. The proxy in the client VM does not change. (see line 6 in Listing 14).

• **Client invokes a static method**: JCloudScale will not intercept this operation. The static method will execute in the client VM. (see line 8 in Listing 14).

• **Client gets or sets a static field**: JCloudScale will not intercept this operation. The static field in the client VM will be used. (see lines 10-11 in Listing 14).

Additionally, there is also another case that needs to be discussed in this place. Sometimes, cloud objects (i.e., code running on a cloud host, not the client) might want to get or set the value of static fields, as it is shown in Listing 15.

### Listing 15: Static fields access from cloud object

```java
@CloudObject
public class MyCO {

    public static String someValue;

    public void doSomething() {
        someValue = "newValue";
    }
}
```

This is somewhat problematic, as the semantics outlined so far will likely not be what the author of this code intended. To be concrete, in this case, the static field
someValue is what we call JVM-local i.e., every remote host (and the client JVM, if this is relevant) have a separate value for someValue, and the value is not synchronized between different hosts. Put differently, the value of this field is depending on which host a cloud object is physically deployed on. This is generally a bad thing in JCloudScale. Hence, it is possible to explicitly demark (non-final) shared static fields in cloud objects using the @CloudGlobal annotation (see Listing 16).

Listing 16: Static fields access with @CloudGlobal annotation

```java
@CloudObject
public class MyCO {
  @CloudGlobal
  public static String someValue;

  public void doSomething() {
    someValue = "newValue";
  }
}
```

The semantics of interacting with cloud-global fields are as follows:

- **Cloud object sets a cloud-global field**: JCloudScale will intercept this set operation and instruct the client via callback that it should set this value instead. The cloud object will block until the value is successfully changed on client-side.

- **Cloud object gets a cloud-global field**: JCloudScale will intercept this get operation and request the current value from the client. This value is returned.

Likely, this will capture the intend of the author of the above code snippet better. However, users should keep in mind that getting and setting cloud-global fields involves remoting and is hence significantly more expensive than regular static field access. Furthermore, note that getting and setting cloud-global fields is by default just as unsynchronized as interaction with regular static fields. If one cloud object sets a static field, there is no guarantee that another cloud object will not swoop in and override this value immediately.

Warning: using the reflection API for interacting with cloud objects is problematic, as it will partially circumvent the mechanisms we use for intercepting method invocations, and get and set operations. Unfortunately, many libraries and third-party middleware use reflection internally, for instance to create objects on the fly. Hence, we have gone through some pain to make the basic uses cases of JCloudScale play nicely with reflection, however, in some cases (especially in combination with the by-reference semantics) users may encounter bugs and unexpected behavior when using reflection.
Passing Parameters By-Value and By-Reference

Whenever data is passed between regular Java objects running in the JVM of the client application and cloud objects (for instance, as parameters or return values of method invocations of cloud objects, or as values of fields of cloud objects), two different semantics can be used: copy-by-value or by-reference. The following simple rules apply.

Data is passed **by-value** iff it is:

- a Java primitive type (int, short, etc.)
- wrapper of a primitive type (Integer, Short, etc.)
- of type String
- Enum Type
- either class, invocation or invocation parameter is annotated with @ByValueParameter

In all other cases, data is passed **by-reference**. Demonstration examples are shown in Listing 17.

Note that by-value data passing requires the object to be serializable (i.e., to implement the Serializable interface). For by-reference data, this is not required as such data is never actually sent over the wire. However, types used for by-reference data passing need to provide a default no-arg constructor.

Parameters that are passed by-reference continue to exist only within the client JVM. Hence, invoking methods of by-reference parameters always leads to a callback to the client application. Users should keep this in mind when interacting with by-reference parameters (i.e., in general, invocations to by-reference parameters should be minimized).

Warning: at the moment, we are not providing any convenience functions for deciding on by-reference or by-value in addition to the simple rules stated above. For instance, if you declare a field as by-value, it will not automatically be considered by-value in other contexts (for instance, when using this field as return value of a getter). Declare by-value explicitly whenever you want data to be serialized or annotate declared parameter type itself if you want it to be passed by-value in all cases.

Restrictions on Cloud Objects and By-Reference Classes

Whenever user constructs the new instance of Cloud Object or passes parameter to the Cloud Object invocation by reference, JCloudScale constructs a proxy object that is used to intercept all invocations to this object with the help of CGLib. This approach simplifies the code and extends possibilities, but has some limitations. Here’s the list of the things that users should be aware of.

Both, Cloud Objects and objects passed by-reference:

Listing 17: Parameters passing examples in JCloudScale

```java
@CloudObject
class MyCO {
  @ByValueParameter
  public MyComplexObject field1; // by-value
  public String field2; // by-value
  public MyComplexObject field3; // by-reference
  public @ByValueParameter MyComplexObject getSomething() {
    ... // return value by-value
  }
  public void doSomething(MyComplexObject parameter) {
    ... // parameter by-reference
  }
  @ByValueParameter
  static class MyParameter implements Serializable {
    // class is annotated with @ByValueParameter,
    // all invocations where this type will be involved will be processed by-value.
  }
  private MyParameter updateMyParameter(MyParameter param) {
    ... // return value and parameter are passed by-value
    // as the class MyParameter is annotated with @ByValueParameter
  }
  // However, even if MyParameter will be passed here,
  // parameter will be passed by-reference!
  public void updateMyParameter(Object obj) {
  }
}

- Must have empty (no-args) constructor. (this limitation might be loosened in future);

- Must not use methods finalize() and clone() as they are not handled correctly. (this limitation might be loosened in future)

- Must not use any finalized methods (e.g., getClass(), notify(), wait(), etc. or user-defined methods with modifier final) as they won’t be intercepted at all.

- Should avoid whenever it is possible to use these objects in hash maps or sorting lists as each invocation to methods compareTo(), equals() and hashCode() with require remote call and will slow down execution a lot. Consider to base sorting and hashing on some by-value passed parameter or value that identifies this object. (e.g., String, int).
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Creating Configuration

JCloudScale can be configured either directly from code (likely the easier version), or via an XML configuration file. Listing 18 illustrates a simple code snippet that showcases how to create and modify the configuration.

Listing 18: Creating custom configuration for JCloudScale

```java
JCloudScaleConfiguration config = new JCloudScaleConfigurationBuilder().build();
config.common().clientLogging().setDefaultLoggingLevel(Level.OFF);
```

The configuration can also be stored to a file or loaded from a file, as it is shown in Listing 19.

Listing 19: Serializing and deserializing configuration from file

```java
config.save(new File("config.xml"));
config = JCloudScaleConfiguration.load(new File("config.xml"));
```

Specifying Configuration

After you obtained an instance of JCloudScaleConfiguration, you have to inform JCloudScale framework to use this configuration. You can do that multiple ways, each of them has own benefits and restrictions.

1. **You can specify configuration manually.** To do this, you have to provide an instance of the JCloudScaleConfiguration class to the static method setConfiguration of the JCloudScaleClient class. However, you have to do that prior to any interaction with the JCloudScale framework, because otherwise some components might be initialized with the default configuration before you provide correct one (see Listing 20).

Listing 20: Manually defining the configuration to JCloudScale

```java
JCloudScaleConfiguration config = ...
JCloudScaleClient.setConfiguration(config);
```

2. **You can specify where to get the configuration from.** To do this, you have to set system property jcloudscale.configuration (specified by the public constant JCloudScaleClient.JCLOUDSCALE_CONFIGURATIONPROPERTY) to point
either to the file where configuration is stored or to the class that has the static parameterless method annotated with @JCloudScaleConfigurationProvider annotation and returns an instance of JCloudScaleConfiguration (see Listing 21).

Listing 21: Defining JCloudScale configuration through system property

```java
@JCloudScaleConfigurationProvider
public static JCloudScaleConfiguration createConfiguration() {
    // obtain configuration instance and configure it
    return config;
}
```

3. You can set system property from the code. This approach is illustrated in Listing 22. However, it does not give you any benefits in comparison to the first option: anyways you have to do that before any interaction with the JCloudScale framework.

Listing 22: Defining JCloudScale configuration through system property from code

```java
System.setProperty("jcloudscale.configuration", "config.xml");
```

4. You can set system property before application starts. The real benefit of defining JCloudScale configuration through system property approach is that this property can be specified before running the application. To do this with maven, you can apply the changes shown in Listing 23 the pom.xml (to the exec-maven-plugin in the <plugins> configuration section). You can do that without maven as well. In this case you have to provide mentioned above line as command-line argument to the java process that starts your application, as it is shown in Listing 24.

Listing 23: Defining JCloudScale configuration through pom.xml file

```xml
<configuration>
    <executable>java</executable>
    <arguments>
        ...
        <argument>-Djcloudscale.configuration=config.xml</argument>
        ...
    </arguments>
</configuration>
```

The last configuration specification approach is recommended, as it minimizes amount of possible issues and problems with configuration specification. However, in order to ensure that your configuration is indeed used by JCloudScale, verify that your changes to configuration influence JCloudScale behavior. For example, you can set logging to INFO or ALL and see that the amount of logging messages significantly increased.
Listing 24: Defining JCloudScale configuration through system property without maven

1 2 java -Djcloudscale.configuration=config.xml app.main.Class

Also you should see the following message: INFO: JCloudScale successfully loaded configuration from <your configuration source here>.

Additionally, you may verify if your configuration is indeed used by all JCloudScale components. If you see the following message (ensure WARNING logging is enabled in configuration you provide), than you are either setting configuration multiple times (e.g., from system property and from the code) or providing configuration too late and some components are already using default one: WARNING: JCloudScale configuration redefinition: Replacing configuration instance. Some components might be still using the previous version of the configuration.

Configuration Structure

To understand better what can be configured within the JCloudScale framework, here is the complete list of the configuration modules with short explanations. Some modules will be explained in more detail below.

1. Common Configuration: contains parameters that are shared by client and server.
   a) Class Loader Configuration: contains type and configuration specific to the appropriate class loader. Default implementation is the CachingClassLoaderConfiguration.
   b) Client Id: The unique identifier of the client that allows server to distinguish between clients and communicate with them. For example, when application restarts, cloud host can detect that this is already a different application run.
   c) Client Logging Configuration: The configuration of the Logging of the JCloudScale components that work on the client.
   d) Communication Configuration: The configuration of the Message Queue connection and data transferring parameters.
   e) Monitoring Configuration: The configuration of the JCloudScale state monitoring and events processing.
   f) Scaling Policy: A user-provided Java class that specifies the rules how the Cloud Host is selected for the new instance of the Cloud Object. By default, HostPerObjectScalingPolicy is used.
   g) UI Configuration: The configuration of the management interface, which allows monitoring what is actually happening within the application.
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2. **Server Configuration**: contains parameters that are specific for the server.

   a) **Cloud Platform Configuration**: The configuration specific for the selected platform. By default it is represented by `LocalCloudPlatformConfiguration` to allow application testing on local machine. In order to make use of the real cloud, it should be replaced by an instance of `EC2CloudPlatformConfiguration` or `OpenstackCloudPlatformConfiguration`.

   b) **Server Logging Configuration**: The configuration of the Logging for the `JCloudScale` components that work on the server.

3. **Version**: the version of the `JCloudScale` platform that created this configuration object.

### Writing Scaling Policies

`JCloudScale` framework itself cannot detect how Cloud Objects should be mapped to the Cloud Hosts and how many hosts should be used. Hence, you should select or write a scaling policy that fits your needs. You can use predefined scaling policies from the package `at.ac.tuwien.infosys.jcloudscale.policy.sample`, but to get really the best performance and resource usage, you might need to write your own scaling policy that will decide which host to select based on the number of already running machines, size of the task, planned amount of machines, current load of each machine or some other rules that might be important for your application.

To create your own scaling policy, you have to create a class that extends `at.ac.tuwien.infosys.jcloudscale.policy.AbstractScalingPolicy` class and provide an instance of this class to `JCloudScale` configuration, as it is shown in Listing 25.

As you can see, you have to implement two methods that will allow `JCloudScale` to scale up and down. The first method, `selectHost` will be called on each Cloud Object creation and has to answer the question "Which host should this object be deployed to"?

It receives as parameters a descriptor of the new Cloud Object (containing unique ID of the cloud object, it’s class, and proxy object that will be used to perform all invocations after object will be deployed to the cloud host) and reference to the cloud hosts’ pool that allows to perform various manipulations with the set of available hosts (like, get available hosts, start new host or shutdown existing host). `JCloudScale` expects this method to return the reference to the cloud host that `newCloudObject` should be deployed on.

Second method from this interface has slightly different semantics. As cloud providers usually have billing based on time periods (billing period, usually a hour) starting from the host startup time, `JCloudScale` allows user to scale down similarly. Whenever the new host is started, `scaleDown` method will be called periodically to determine if the host specified by `scaledHost` parameter should be scaled down now or not. If the user answers true, all objects running on this host will be destroyed and the host will be
Listing 25: Implementing custom scaling policy in JCloudScale

```java
public abstract class AbstractScalingPolicy {

    /**
     * Selects the virtual host for the new cloud object.
     * @param newCloudObject The descriptor of the new
     * cloud object.
     * @param hostPool The host pool that contains the
     * set of available hosts and allows
     * to perform additional scaling operations on these hosts.
     * @return The host that should be used to deploy
     * new cloud object.
     */
    public abstract IHost selectHost(ClientCloudObject newCloudObject,
                                      IHostPool hostPool);

    /**
     * This method is called periodically
     * (with the period specified by <b>scaleDownInterval</b>
     * from common configuration)
     * to perform scaling down and cloud usage optimization
     * tasks.
     * @param hostPool The host pool that contains the set
     * of available hosts and allows
     * to perform additional scaling operations on these hosts.
     * @param scaledHost Indicates the host that reached
     * the next <b>scaleDownInterval</b>.
     * @return <b>true</b> if the specified host should be
     * scaled down. Otherwise , <b>false</b>.
     */
    public abstract boolean scaleDown(IHost scaledHost, IHostPool hostPool);
}
```

terminated (therefore, you should either never terminate hosts with objects running on them or never use objects deployed to this host after host termination). Scaling down method invocation interval can be configured within common section of configuration.

The decision in both methods should be based on the type of the object, expected operations on this object and current state of running cloud hosts. For each cloud host you have following information available:

- **Host ID**, that allows identifying host uniquely. This property is available only when host is online.

- **Host IP Address**, that gives you the IP address of the host. This property is available only when host is online.

- **Startup Time**, that specifies when the host was started up (if the host is running already).

- **Last Request Time**, that specifies when was the last interaction with this host.
- **Online**, that allows you to determine if host is running. If this value is false, the host may be either still starting up or already shutting down. You can detect this by checking Startup Time value: if host did not start yet, this value will be empty.

- **Cloud Objects**, that allows you to count or iterate cloud objects that are currently deployed on this host.

- **Current CPU Load/Current RAM Usage**, that allow you to determine the last measurement of CPU and RAM usage on this host. To be able to use this values, you have to enable monitoring (see configuration section). In addition, you should be aware that these values are not actual and show the last reported usage, what may different from the current values. The interval to measure these and other metrics can be configured within monitoring configuration as well.

**Local vs. Cloud Deployment**

Testing cloud applications can be tricky, as debugging physically disparate applications is not an easy task. Hence, JCloudScale provides two separate modes of deployment. Firstly, the **local deployment** mode is your default for building and testing applications. In local deployment, separate JVM instances are used instead of actual remote hosts. That is, whenever an application would normally want to request a new host from the cloud, it starts a new JVM on localhost and deploys the cloud object there. No actual distribution over multiple hosts happens.

If the application is working as expected in local deployment mode, you can switch to **cloud deployment** mode, which will actually physically distribute the application. Currently JCloudScale supports Openstack and Amazon EC2 as cloud deployment platform. In this mode, all platform-specific operations (e.g., machine startup/shutdown) will be performed over the JClouds API while all other communication with cloud hosts and cloud objects will happen over the message queue.

**Configuring Message Queue Server**

While in local deployment mode JCloudScale manages Message Queue Server seamlessly for the application, in cloud deployment mode it is recommended to configure ActiveMQ Server manually or use preconfigured image for selected cloud platform. When the Message Queue server is up and running, configure JCloudScale to access it (e.g., by using withMQServer method of JCloudScaleConfigurationBuilder configuration class). Additionally, ensure that Message Queue server is accessible, by the configured hostname and port, to other cloud hosts that will be started by JCloudScale in order to scale your application, as otherwise your application will fail with timeout exception waiting for cloud hosts to start and connect to message queue.

---

JCloudScale-based Application Architecture

In general, any JCloudScale-based solution consists of cloud workers (cloud hosts that host and execute cloud objects), messaging server (that handles and routes all communication between components) and initial application (that coordinates the whole solution and starts any interaction). Generally, it is recommended (but not strictly required) to deploy all parts of your application within the cloud, as this decreases amount of communication that needs to be performed beyond the boundaries of the cloud and dramatically speeds up your application.

Each cloud worker is always deployed on the separate cloud host and should be the only resource-intensive process on that particular host. To remove any influence and simplify solution architecture, messaging server and initial application should also be deployed on the separate hosts. However, if initial application does not require a lot of resources, messaging server and initial application can be co-located on the same host. This may increase performance (as a significant part of messaging will be performed within the localhost) and decrease overall maintenance and costs (as there’s one server less to maintain).

Using Openstack Cloud Platform

Before you can start using Openstack from JCloudScale-based application, you have to create a virtual machine image that has an instance of JCloudScale Server of the same version running.

To get such an image, either refer to our tutorial on building server images, or download our pre-built image (0.4.0). If you don’t want to specify the name or id of the created image in the application configuration explicitly, you have to name it accordingly to JCloudScale conventions. If neither name nor id of the virtual machine image is specified, JCloudScale tries to find the image that is named "JCloudScale"+"_v"+JCloudScaleConfiguration.CS_VERSION (e.g., JCloudScale_v0.4.0 if application is using JCloudScale with version 0.4.0). Additionally, an Apache ActiveMQ instance needs to be available that is accessible both from the client and from cloud hosts.

In addition, to speedup application startup process, you can use static JCloudScale instances. Static instance is the virtual machine that has JCloudScale service running and is started prior to application startup. At startup, JCloudScale queries for running cloud hosts through message queue. Hosts that answered are used as static hosts. Therefore, to become a static instance, JCloudScale service should be properly configured to connect to the correct message queue server.

Static instances will not be shut down on application termination unless application shuts down them explicitly. To start a new static host, you can use JCloudScale Static Host Management Tool that allows you to start and stop available static hosts. Note, that this tool requires a file with serialized configuration (see configuration section) that will be used by your main application to configure static hosts accordingly. (The tool is under development and will be available soon)
Note that you do not need access to a real IaaS cloud for local deployment. However, access credentials to an IaaS cloud are required as soon as you switch to cloud deployment.

Further note that local deployment is not meant for production. Realistically, we cannot think of a good reason to ever write an application with JCloudScale if you do not intend to deploy it to an actual cloud. Local deployment is a tool to ease the development and testing process, and nothing more.

Listing 26: Selecting local deployment mode

```java
new JCloudScaleConfigurationBuilder()
   .build();
```

Selecting the deployment mode is part of JCloudScale configuration. Just selecting local deployment without further customization can be done as in Listing 26 Local deployment can be additionally configured as it is shown in Listing 27.

Listing 27: Selecting local deployment mode with additional configuration

```java
new JCloudScaleConfigurationBuilder(new LocalCloudPlatformConfiguration()
   .withStartupDirectory("target/"
   .withClasspath("lib/*")
   .withJavaHeapSizeInMB(6000))
   .build();
```

Openstack mode is selected similarly, but requires some configuration properties to be able to operate with running instances in the cloud. The simplest configuration looks as it is shown in Listing 28.

Listing 28: Selecting openstack deployment mode

```java
new JCloudScaleConfigurationBuilder(new OpenstackCloudPlatformConfiguration
   (identityPublicURL, tenantName, imageName, login, password))
   .build();
```

To avoid these cumbersome and huge list of parameters, you can use another overload that accepts instance of Properties object with all Openstack-specific parameters as it is shown in Listing 29.

The properties that are expected are:

- **OS_AUTH_URL** that specifies Authentication URL.
- **OS_TENANT_NAME** that specifies Openstack tenant name.
- **OS_USERNAME** that specifies Openstack user login.
- **OS_PASSWORD** that specifies Openstack user password.
Listing 29: Selecting openstack deployment mode using properties-based configuration

```java
Properties openstackProperties = new Properties();
...
// fill in properties here
new JCloudScaleConfigurationBuilder(
    new OpenstackCloudPlatformConfiguration(openstackProperties))
    .build();
```

In addition, for testing or prototyping purposes mostly, as it hardly makes sense to store access credentials in plain text, JCloudSCALE allows to specify the path to the file where these properties can be loaded from (see Listing 30).

Listing 30: Selecting openstack deployment mode using properties-based configuration from file

```java
String openstackPropertiesFilename = "...";
new JCloudScaleConfigurationBuilder(
    new OpenstackCloudPlatformConfiguration(openstackPropertiesFilename))
    .build();
```

Additionally, you can conveniently specify other configuration properties of JCloudSCALE or cloud platform as is shown in Listing 31.

Listing 31: Selecting openstack deployment mode with additional configuration

```java
new JCloudScaleConfigurationBuilder(
    new OpenstackCloudPlatformConfiguration
        (identityPublicURL, tenantName, imageName, login, password)
        .withSshKey(sshKeyName)
        .withInstanceImage(imageName)
        .with(scalingPolicyInstance)
        .withLogging(loggingLevel)
        .withMqServer(hostname, port)
        .withMonitoring(true))
    .build();
```

All other parts of the application are not dependent on the selected platform and everything should work the same way independently of selected cloud platform. However, after switching for cloud deployment mode, the application will be actually distributed over multiple machines with, possibly, different operation system and file system, what might cause difference in execution and behavior.

**Deployment in EC2**

To the largest extend, deployment in EC2 works exactly like explained above for Openstack. The main difference is that instead of using OpenstackCloudPlatformConfiguration, an instance of EC2CloudPlatformConfiguration should be passed to the JCloud-
SCALE configuration. This configuration mostly has the same property values as explained for Openstack. The core difference is that it requires the availability of an AWS properties file with the access and secret keys, as it is shown in Listing 32.

Listing 32: Defining AWS properties file

```java
1  accessKey = YOUR_ACCESS_KEY_IN_AWS
2  secretKey = YOUR_SECRET_KEY_IN_AWS
```

Furthermore, an AMI that implements the JCloudScale server component is required. For version 0.4.0, you can use the public image ami-4f645e26 (US East, N. Virginia region) or ami-80ce38f7 (EU, Ireland region) in EC2. Alternatively, you can easily build your own image based on our tutorial.

Event-Based Monitoring

Writing useful scaling policies is often the hardest part of building your JCloudScale application. For simple policies, users can use the information provided directly through the API, as discussed in Scaling Policies documentation section. However, oftentimes, users may want to scale based on data that is more application-specific than CPU or RAM utilization (for instance based on the number of violations of Service Level Agreements on each host). Such use cases are covered by JCloudScale event-based monitoring interface.

JCloudScale integrates a powerful Esper-based complex event processing (CEP) engine. Via Esper, useful metrics can be defined as CEP statements on streams of monitoring data produced by JCloudScale and the cloud objects.

Available Default Events

If monitoring is enabled via the configuration, JCloudScale automatically triggers a set of predefined events that can be used in CEP statements. Monitoring is enabled as it is shown in Listing 33.

Listing 33: JCloudScale configuration that enables monitoring

```java
1  new JCloudScaleConfigurationBuilder()
2    .withMonitoring(true)
3    .build();
```

The following predefined events then become available:

- State Events
- monitoring.CPUEvent: triggered periodically, and contains the current CPU load at a given host.
- monitoring.RAMEvent: triggered periodically, and contains the current utilization of the Java heap space of the host JVM.

* Cloud Object Events

- monitoring.ObjectCreatedEvent: triggered whenever a new instance of a cloud object is deployed.
- monitoring.ObjectDestroyedEvent: triggered whenever an instance of a cloud object is destroyed.
- monitoring.ExecutionFailedEvent: triggered whenever an execution of a cloud object throws an exception.

Note: on server-side, the generation of State Events (CPUEvent, RAMEvent) can be obtained in multiple ways. By default, JCloudScale tries using the best available approach. The most precise and complete implementation is the one based on a Java-based monitoring library called Sigar\[10\] which uses the Java Native Interface (JNI) to call operating system functions. If you are using the local development mode of JCloudScale and you want to receive State Events generated by Sigar implementation, you need to configure LocalCloudPlatformConfiguration with the path to a correct native libsigar binaries for your platform. To do this, you have to specify java.library.path system variable as it is shown in Listing 34. If you are building a server image yourself, don’t forget to include this system variable into the script you use to start JCloudScale server process.

**Listing 34: Java library path definition using custom JVM arguments**

```
1 localCloudPlatformConfiguration.addCustomJVMArgs(
2     "-Djava.library.path=<folder_with_sigar_native_libraries>");
```

**Triggering Custom Events**

In addition to the predefined events listed above, users may want to define and trigger their own events from their cloud objects. To do so, users should first define their event classes as regular Java beans, which subclass monitoring.Event. An example is given in Listing 35.

Listing 35: Custom JCloudScale event definition

```java
public class DurationEvent extends Event {
    private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
    private long duration;
    private String hostId;
    public DurationEvent() {}
    public DurationEvent(long duration, String hostId) {
        this.duration = duration;
        this.hostId = hostId;
    }
    public long getDuration() {
        return duration;
    }
    public void setDuration(long duration) {
        this.duration = duration;
    }
    public String getHostId() {
        return hostId;
    }
    public void setHostId(String hostId) {
        this.hostId = hostId;
    }
}
```

Before this new event can be triggered and used in CEP statements, it needs to be registered to the event engine. This is also done as the part of the configuration (see Listing 36).

Listing 36: Custom JCloudScale event registration

```java
new JCloudScaleConfigurationBuilder()
    .withMonitoring(true)
    .withMonitoringEvents(DurationEvent.class)
    .build();
```

Triggering such event in cloud objects is rather easy. Cloud objects can let JCloudScale inject event sinks, which new events are then written to as it is demonstrated in Listing 37.

Scaling Based on Events

Both, predefined and custom, events can be used in monitoring metrics within scaling policies. Before usage, monitoring metrics need to be registered with JCloudScale (see Listing 38).
Listing 37: Custom JCloudScale event creation

```java
@CloudObject
public class MyCloudObject {
    @EventSink
    private IEventSink events;

    public void myMethod() {
        events.trigger(new DurationEvent(DURATION, HOST_ID));
    }
}
```

Listing 38: Expected JCloudScale custom metric registration

```java
MonitoringMetric metric = new MonitoringMetric();
metric.setName("AvgProcessingTimeMetric");
metric.setEpl("select avg(duration) as avg_dur from ClassificationDurationEvent.win:time(10 sec)"");
EventCorrelationEngine.getInstance().registerMetric(metric);
```

Once the metric is registered, current (as well as historical) values of the metric can be retrieved as it is shown in Listing 39.

Listing 39: Received event values retrieval

```java
HashMap mapValue = (HashMap) EventCorrelationEngine.getInstance().getMetricsDatabase().getLastValue("AvgProcessingTimeMetric");
double avgDuration = (Double) mapValue.get("avg_dur");
```

If a metric should not be monitored any longer, it should be unregistered (see Listing 40).

Listing 40: Custom metric unregistration

```java
EventCorrelationEngine.getInstance().unregisterMetric("AvgProcessingTimeMetric");
```

The epl field in MonitoringMetric can contain any valid Esper CEP statement. At this point, we do not provide a complete documentation of what users can do with Esper, but check the very exhaustive online documentation on the Esper web page.
JCloudScale API

Typically, JCloudScale applications follow a declarative approach, where objects that should be scaled are annotated with the @CloudObject annotation. In most use cases, this approach works fine. However, occasionally, users might want to follow a more traditional and imperative approach.

JCloudScale supports the imperative programming style via the at.ac.tuwien.infosys.jcloudscale.api.CloudObjects API. For most users, the most relevant method provided by this API is CloudObjects.create(...), which allows to use an instance of arbitrary type as cloud object as it is shown in Listing 41.

Listing 41: Creating cloud object through API

```java
1 MyRegularObject myObject = CloudObjects.create(
2     MyRegularObject.class, 'constructorParam');
```

Note that MyRegularObject is not annotated with @CloudObject, but will behave like an instance of an annotated type from now on. However, evidently, destruction of such objects also needs to be triggered explicitly (see Listing 42).

Listing 42: Destruction of cloud object through API

```java
1 CloudObjects.destroy(myObject);
```

Advantages and Disadvantages

This syntax has a number of advantages and disadvantages as compared to the declarative, annotations-based programming model.

- **Advantages**
  
  - *Flexible*: unlike the declarative model, which follows more of an all-or-nothing mentality, the imperative programming model allows users to specify on instance level which instances should be deployed to the cloud and which should remain regular local Java objects. Note that this can also be implemented (somewhat cumbersomely) in the declarative model using local constructors (i.e., constructors with the @Local annotation).
  
  - *Supports third-party types*: one disadvantage of the declarative model is that it requires source-code access to the type used as cloud object (to add the required annotations). The imperative model allows to deploy instances of types which user cannot modify.

- **Disadvantages**
– **Intrusive:** the biggest disadvantage of this model is that it couples users much more strongly to JCloudScale than the declarative model. Typically, any JCloudScale application can be run without JCloudScale simply by disabling AspectJ weaving during build. With the imperative model, this is not quite as straight-forward anymore.

– **Separation-of-concerns:** one of the claims of JCloudScale is that it enables a clean separation of concerns, with JCloudScale handling cloud deployment and the application handling the actual business logics. With the imperative model, this separation of concerns is somewhat more diluted, as the application now explicitly contains code to create and destroy cloud objects.

As a general rule of thumb, we suggest using the declarative model unless users have a specific use case that requires using the imperative programming model.

### File Dependencies

If the Cloud Object’s code or any code that is invoked from the Cloud Object needs some external files to run (e.g., configuration files, initial data or state), after the code distribution this files obviously will be missing and code will fail with `FileNotFoundException`.

To inform JCloudScale that this class has some additional file dependencies, `@FileDependency` annotation can be used. Whenever JCloudScale detects first usage of class annotated with this annotation, it transfers additional dependencies specified with this annotation to the cloud host (this happens during class loading, therefore all files should be ready at the moment of creation and deployment of the Cloud Object).

Files that should be deployed to the cloud host can be specified in 2 different ways.

1. In case the set of files is fixed and known prior to application compilation, they can be enumerated inside the annotation as it is shown in Listing 43.

   **Listing 43: File dependencies enumerated within the annotation**

   ```java
   @FileDependency( files = {"1.txt", "resources/2.txt", "files/3.txt"})
   public class ClassWithDependencies
   {
   ...
   }
   ```

2. If the set of files that should be loaded is not known on the application compilation time or developer would prefer to populate this list dynamically, dependency provider approach can be used. To use this approach, `@FileDependency` annotation’s property `dependencyProvider` should be initialized with the class that implements `IFileDependencyProvider` and provides the set of files necessary to the annotated class (see Listing 44).
Listing 44: File dependencies enumerated within the dependency provider class

```java
@FileDependency(dependencyProvider= MyDependencyProvider.class )
public class ClassWithDependencies {
    ...
}
public class MyDependencyProvider implements IFileDependencyProvider {
    @Override
    public DependentFile[] getDependentFiles () {
        List<DependentFile> dependentFiles =
            new ArrayList<DependentFile>();
        File fileFolder = new File("files");
        if (fileFolder.exists()) {
            for (File file : fileFolder.listFiles()) {
                if (file.isFile())
                    dependentFiles.add(new DependentFile(file.getPath()));
            }
        }
        return dependentFiles.toArray(new DependentFile[dependentFiles.size()]);
    }
}
```

Note that it is preferable to keep all dependent files within application directory and specify them with the relative path from the current working directory. However, if the specified file is outside of the working directory, JCloudScale will still try to deploy it on the cloud host.

Dynamic File Dependency Handling

In case you have a dynamic set of files that you need to transport to cloud hosts, and this set of files is not known during classloading (or may change during application runtime), the approach described above will not work.

In this case, the getResourceAsStream method of classloaders can be used to obtain files dynamically from the client on demand.

Note that in order to be loaded successfully, the files you are trying to load have to be on the application classpath of the client. Otherwise null will be returned.

To use this feature, you need a JCloudScale-aware classloader. The best way to obtain such classloader in the code of a cloud object or in any dependent code is to use classloader that loaded the cloud object as it is shown in line 1 of Listing 45.

Listing 45: Manual file loading through classloader

```java
ClassLoader myClassLoader = this.getClass().getClassLoader();
String fileClasspath = "1.txt";
InputStream fileAsStream = myClassLoader.getModule()
    .getResourceAsStream(fileClasspath);
```
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After that, application can request the input stream of the needed file and work with it normally (see line 2-3 of Listing 45). Note that as long as file you are trying to load is on classpath, you can use any classloader in client-side code (the code that is not executing on remote host). However, described above approach universal and should work for any code, thus we recommended to use it always to load resources from classpath.
Listing 46: Maven configuration to collect all JCloudScale dependencies

```xml
<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0"
         xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/xsd/maven-4.0.0.xsd">
  <modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>
  <groupId>jcloudscale</groupId>
  <artifactId>jcloudscale.server</artifactId>
  <version>1.0.0</version>
  <name>JCloudScale</name>
  <description>JCloudScale</description>
  <packaging>pom</packaging>

  <properties>
    <!-- Specify desired cs version here -->
    <jCloudScaleVersion>0.4.0</jCloudScaleVersion>
    <!-- Specify the folder to store all dependencies here -->
    <libraryDirectory>lib</libraryDirectory>
  </properties>

  <dependencies>
    <dependency>
      <groupId>jcloudscale</groupId>
      <artifactId>jcloudscale.core</artifactId>
      <version>${jCloudScaleVersion}</version>
    </dependency>
  </dependencies>

  <repositories>
    <repository>
      <id>infosys-repository</id>
      <url>http://www.infosys.tuwien.ac.at/mvn</url>
    </repository>
  </repositories>

  <build>
    <plugins>
      <plugin>
        <groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>
        <artifactId>maven-dependency-plugin</artifactId>
        <version>2.5</version>
        <executions>
          <execution>
            <id>copy-dependencies</id>
            <phase>package</phase>
            <goals>
              <goal>copy-dependencies</goal>
            </goals>
            <configuration>
              <outputDirectory>${libraryDirectory}</outputDirectory>
              <overWriteReleases>false</overWriteReleases>
              <overWriteSnapshots>false</overWriteSnapshots>
              <overWriteIfNewer>true</overWriteIfNewer>
            </configuration>
          </execution>
        </executions>
      </plugin>
    </plugins>
  </build>
</project>
```
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Obtaining JCloudScale source code

If you want to experiment with the code itself, you can check out the code as it is shown in Listing 47.

Listing 47: JCloudScale source code loading using git

```
1    git clone https://github.com/xLeitix/jcloudscale.git
```

Make sure to have Git, Java 7 and Maven 3 installed. You can run the end-to-end tests of JCloudScale as in Listing 48.

Listing 48: JCloudScale compilation and test execution

```
1    mvn clean verify -P local-tests
```

If you don’t want to mess with the JCloudScale source code, following documentation explains how to work with the binaries using maven.

Introduction

If you want to try out JCloudScale with your own application and don’t have time for Documentation, here’s the illustrative example that shows complete JCloudScale integration process. Our example will be an application for prime numbers searching. The original (‘un-cloudified’) version of this application can be found at $\texttt{0.initialSampleApplication}$.\footnote{\url{https://github.com/xLeitix/jcloudscale/blob/master/docs/0.initialSampleApplication.zip?raw=true}}

This application represents a typical scalable application, which will allow us to demonstrate the main features and usage scenarios of the JCloudScale framework. The
application is built with the Maven ideology in mind, but can be run in Eclipse as well. The main goal of the application is to calculate the amount of prime numbers within a specified integer range. With the default configuration, the application is supposed to execute in less than 30 seconds on modern hardware, however you can play with it and configure running time to fit your needs or wishes. You can run the application from the console with `mvn compile exec:exec` or `mvn test exec:exec` to run tests as well. (`mvn clean compile exec:exec` / `mvn clean test exec:exec` in case you want to clean and recompile application first).

The application consists of two main packages: `prime.searcher`, which represents the prime numbers searching algorithm, and `prime.scheduler`, which parallelizes the initial task to use desired amount of threads. The application entry point is in the class `prime.Main` that defines search scope and used algorithms. Look through the code and play with it: the sample should be reasonably easy to understand. After this you should be ready to walk through these few easy steps to move this application to the cloud. To understand JCloudScale better, we encourage you to apply all following modifications yourself to the clean application provided above. However, after each step there is a link to the updated version of the application as well.

**Step 1: Applying JCloudScale to the Application**

The presented application is simple and nicely scalable, but whenever you try to increase the range for prime numbers search, you hit the problem that the execution will take very long even on a multi-core machine, independently of the amount of threads you spawn. The only option we have to be able to scale further and receive results faster is to scale out our application by distributing it over multiple nodes, e.g., using the cloud computing paradigm.

To be able to use any features of JCloudScale, we should apply some modifications to the Maven Project File (`pom.xml`).

**Adding JCloudScale Dependency**

At first, we have to add the JCloudScale dependency. To do this, we open the project’s `pom.xml` file and insert the following code into the `<dependencies>` section. The position of this particular dependency does not matter for maven. Also you may need to change version to match the one you actually target. Discussed code is shown in Listing 49.

In addition, as JCloudScale is not registered in public maven repositories, you need to add a reference to the TU Wien Infosys maven repository (see Listing 50) to the root of the `pom.xml` file (not into `<dependencies>` section, but create a new `<repositories>` section).

---


Listing 49: JCloudScale dependency definition

```xml
<dependency>
  <groupId>jcloudscale</groupId>
  <artifactId>jcloudscale.core</artifactId>
  <version>0.4.0</version>
</dependency>
```

Listing 50: JCloudScale repository reference

```xml
<repositories>
  <repository>
    <id>infosys-repository</id>
    <url>http://www.infosys.tuwien.ac.at/mvn</url>
  </repository>
</repositories>
```

Now you can try to build the project again and maven should download all necessary dependencies. As we did not change the code yet, application execution should not change. In case you have any problems, ensure that you have access to the repository (you can try to open the repository link in browser) and read carefully the error message that maven provided after the build.

Applying JCloudScale Aspects

After we added necessary dependencies and ensured that everything still works, it’s time to configure AspectJ. As mentioned in the introduction, JCloudScale is using AspectJ to weave the appropriate cloud management code into the application. This happens as a separate weaving step after compilation of the actual application. To allow this, we have to add new plugin configuration to the `<plugins>` section within section `<build>` as it is shown in Listing 51.

This section tells maven that at compile and test-compile stages it should process code with AspectJ and apply aspects defined into the library specified by the group id and artifact id. If you compile project again, execution should still be the same, but in addition there should appear new tasks `aspectj-maven-plugin:1.4:compile/test-compile` with some warnings of not-applied aspects. This is everything we need to do before starting to use JCloudScale in our application. If you had some difficulties applying changes listed here, the complete source code as it should be after successfully performing all changes can be found in [1.Introduction](https://github.com/xLeitix/jcloudscale/blob/master/docs/1.Introduction.zip?raw=true).

---

1. [1.Introduction](https://github.com/xLeitix/jcloudscale/blob/master/docs/1.Introduction.zip?raw=true)
Step 2: Selecting Cloud Objects

At this point you should have all necessary maven configuration applied to start using JCloudScale and the project should still successfully run. However, still no actual change in the behavior of the application will occur, as we have not yet designated any cloud objects. Now we will start modifying the code of the application to start using JCloudScale.

The whole scaling concept of JCloudScale works around the Cloud Objects: the instances of classes that do heavy work and are deployed on the cloud hosts.

Selecting the right classes in your application to become Cloud Objects is very important. Keep in mind that Cloud Objects are very expensive to create and invoke.
They may look like regular Java objects, but interacting with them from the rest of the application always requires remoting via the message bus.

In case of our sample application it is easy to see that the searcher class \texttt{(SimpleSearcher)} looks like a perfect candidate to become a Cloud Object. It has only 2 public methods, one of which is computation-intensive, it does not rely on any additional dependencies and depends only on 3 files within the same package (\texttt{ISearcher, SimpleSearcher and Range}). Therefore, we are going to declare this class a Cloud Object. To do this, we add the \texttt{@CloudObject} annotation on top of \texttt{SimpleSearcher} class as it is shown in Listing~\ref{lst:cloudobject}.

\begin{lstlisting}[language=Java, caption={Adding \texttt{@CloudObject} annotation on top of the class}, label={lst:cloudobject}] @CloudObject
public class SimpleSearcher implements ISearcher {
    ...
}
\end{lstlisting}

Now all non-static method invocations to the instance of the class \texttt{MyCloudObject} will be redirected to the appropriate cloud host and executed there seamlessly for application.

In principle, this is everything we need to do to introduce all necessary cloud-related code to deploy this object to the cloud. However, to make it work properly and not cause any problems for our application, we need to add a few more annotations.

One important thing we should care about is the life time of the Cloud Object on the cloud host: in case you want to control the life of the Cloud Objects on the cloud hosts, you should annotate some method that will be the last one you call on the Cloud Object with \texttt{@DestructCloudObject} annotation. After the invocation of this method, the cloud host will be informed that this Cloud Object can be destroyed. In the case of our demo application, \texttt{getResult()} can be used as such a method. Hence, we annotate it as shown in Listing~\ref{lst:destructcloudobject}.

\begin{lstlisting}[language=Java, caption={Adding \texttt{@DestructCloudObject} annotation on top of the method}, label={lst:destructcloudobject}] @DestructCloudObject
@Override
public long getResult () {
    return result;
}
\end{lstlisting}

In addition to specifying when Cloud Objects should be destroyed, we have to specify when the JCloudScale infrastructure won’t be needed any more and can be shut down. To do this, you can use the \texttt{@JCloudScaleShutdown} annotation. After the execution of the method annotated with it, JCloudScale will insert necessary calls to gracefully destroy all Cloud Objects and shutdown any additional infrastructure created by the framework to communicate with the cloud hosts.
In our demo application we can see that the whole application execution is within the static main method from the prime.Main class. We can annotate this method with the @JCloudScaleShutdown annotation (see Listing 54), which will cause JCloudScale to release all resources and close all connections at the moment we exit from the main method. In your application, however, you can annotate any method that marks the point when JCloudScale is no longer needed or application is going to shut down. You can even create an empty method that you will call only to shut down JCloudScale.

```java
Listing 54: Adding @JCloudScaleShutdown annotation on top of the method
1 @JCloudScaleShutdown
2 public static void main(String[] args)
3 {
4     System.out.println("Starting... ");
5     ...
6 }
```

The last thing we should consider are parameters that are passed into the Cloud Object’s method invocations and returned from them. These parameters can be delivered in two ways: Copy-By-Value (when the object is serialized and delivered to the other side, therefore creating the copy of this object there) or By-Reference (when only the proxy of the object is transferred and both sides can change the object simultaneously and observe results). By default, JCloudScale tries to mimic Java default behavior: passing by-value primitive types and passing by-reference all class types. However, this does not always correspond to the needs of the developers as passing by-reference introduces communication overhead to the application execution.

To influence JCloudScale defaults and pass some complex parameters by-value instead of by-reference approach, you can annotate your parameters in method execution with @ByValueParameter annotation as it is shown in Listing 55.

```java
Listing 55: Adding @ByValueParameter annotation to method parameters
1   SimpleSearcher(@ByValueParameter Range range)
2   {
3       if (range.getFrom() <= 0 || range.getTo() <= 0)
4           throw new RuntimeException(  
5               "Range contains negative or zero parameters.");
6       this.range = range;
7       this.result = 0;
9   }
```

Alternatively, we can annotate the type itself to always pass it by value as it is shown in Listing 56. Note, that in this case cloud hosts will operate over the copy of the passed parameter and if they change passed object, they will have to provide it back to the client explicitly to see changes there.

Congratulations! Your application is now cloud-aware. However, for now, instead of using any real cloud, it creates a new Java Virtual Machine to simulate the new cloud
host. This approach is called the "Local" mode of JCloudScale framework, and is used to test the behavior of your application locally before deploying it to the cloud. As you should have noticed, the running time actually increased. This is caused by the added overhead needed to start virtual machines (one per object), deploy code there and synchronize execution. We will learn how to change the default mode of the JCloudScale framework to actually use the cloud in the following steps. The complete code that we should have at this point can be found in 2.Cloudified.

## Step 3: JCloudScale Configuration

As you saw in the previous sections, using JCloudScale is pretty easy and does not require applying any sophisticated changes to your application. However, when you are not satisfied with the default behavior of JCloudScale, you should be able to change it to fit your needs. To do this, you have to change the default configuration of the JCloudScale framework.

### Specifying configuration

To be as flexible as possible and satisfy most of the users' needs, JCloudScale can be configured in a few different ways.

In our demo application, we will specify configuration by creating special configuration providing method in the `prime.Main` class as it is shown in Listing 57.

```java
Listing 57: Defining configuration providing method
@JCloudScaleConfigurationProvider
public static JCloudScaleConfiguration getConfiguration ()
{
    return new JCloudScaleConfigurationBuilder ()
        .withLogging (Level.SEVERE)
        .build ();
}
```

To make JCloudScale use this method, we will change application startup declared in `pom.xml` file as in Listing 58.

---

Now whenever JCloudScale will need configuration, it will check system property `jcloudscale.configuration` and load it from the class specified there.

### Logging Configuration

Logging is the easiest way to monitor the state of the running application and detect errors. However, when you’re starting to use JCloudScale in your application, you don’t have to do anything for output and logging redirection. To receive the output of your own code, you don’t have to use JCloudScale logging infrastructure: by default, JCloudScale redirects all standard and error output to the client application. Therefore, if you add some output to standard or error stream from Cloud Object (`SimpleSearcher`), as it is shown in Listing 59, you should see it during execution as if it was printed locally (prefixed with the IP address of the host actually executing this object).

```
Listing 59: Application output from cloud host
1 System.out.println("#### In "+range+" found "+result+" prime numbers####");
```

You can change that behavior in the server logging configuration.

### Scaling Policy

To scale application according to our needs, we need to create a scaling policy. For our demo case it will be really simple one (similar to the `SingleHostScalingPolicy` from default JCloudScale policies set), but it will give us some reasonable information on when and how scaling policies are used. In your application you will need to write more sophisticated scaling policies. The developed scaling policy is shown in Listing 60.

### Cloud Platform Selection

For this sample application, we will limit ourselves with `Local` JCloudScale mode, while you may try to extend this application to use the actual cloud machines from your cloud. The only change that is needed for application is the change of configuration to know
Listing 60: Simple custom scaling policy example

```java
@XmlRootElement
public class MyScalingPolicy extends AbstractScalingPolicy {

    // The method is synchronized to avoid race conditions
    // between different cloud objects
    // being scheduled for execution at the same time.
    @Override
    public synchronized IHost selectHost(ClientCloudObject newCloudObject,
                                           IHostPool hostPool) {
        if (hostPool.getHostsCount() > 0)
            return hostPool.getHosts().iterator().next();
        System.out.println("SCALING: Deploying new object " +
                           newCloudObject.getCloudObjectClass().getName() +
                           " on "+selectedHost.getId());
        return selectedHost;
    }

    @Override
    public boolean scaleDown(IHost scaledHost, IHostPool hostPool) {
        // We will not scale down for this sample application as
        // JCloudScale will shut down all hosts at the end,
        return false;
    }
}
```

how to deploy the code into the real cloud (see Listing 61). When this configuration will be used, JCloudScale will operate on Open Stack virtual machines instead of the local Java virtual machines.

Listing 61: Openstack cloud platform selection

```java
new JCloudScaleConfigurationBuilder(
        new OpenstackCloudPlatformConfiguration
            (identityPublicURL, tenantName, imageName, login, password)).build();
```

The complete source with all discussed configuration-related changes can be found at 159
Using File Dependency

Let’s extend our completely configured application to work even faster. If you look through the code of SimpleSearcher, you will see that the method isPrime(), that is executed quite often, does pretty stupid job: verifies if the provided number is divisible by each odd number. However, it would make more sense to try dividing only on prime numbers. This leads us to the point when we need to have some sort of prime numbers cache within which we will verify each provided number.

This prime numbers cache can be either calculated dynamically on the startup or loaded from some file. Let’s go for the second approach, as it sounds more interesting. You can create cache file by modifying any version of our application to write each found number to some file (i.e., primes.txt). However, note that you should keep cache size reasonable, as otherwise searchers will have to load more numbers from cache than they actually need to generate.

To implement this, let’s create new class CachedNumbersSearcher, shown in Listing 62, that uses the cache of prime numbers instead of comparing to each odd number as SimpleSearcher does. Note that we have to declare range parameter as

```java
@CloudObject
class CachedNumbersSearcher extends SimpleSearcher {
    public static final String CACHE_FILE_NAME = "primes.txt";
    private List<Long> cachedPrimes = null;
    private long maxCachedPrime = 0L;
    CachedNumbersSearcher(@ByValueParameter Range range) {
        super(range);
    }
    ...
}
```

passed by value again and annotate our class as @CloudObject.

Also we should not load cache in the constructor as current version of the JCloudScale executes constructor code on both client and cloud machines. To load it lazily, let’s create a helper method shown in Listing 63.

Now, when we loaded the cache, we have to override isPrime method as it is demonstrated in Listing 64 (don’t forget to change visibility from private to protected in the parent class). Also don’t forget to change SearcherFactory to return the new searcher we created.

Now we came to the main point of this section: in this class we’re using an external file, while JCloudScale is completely unaware of that. This will lead to the problem

Listing 63: Lazy cache loading method

```java
private void loadCache() {
    try {
        File cacheFile = new File(CACHE_FILE_NAME);
        if (!cacheFile.exists())
            throw new FileNotFoundException(
                "File " + CACHE_FILE_NAME + " was not found. " +
                "CachedNumbersSearcher cannot continue");
        cachedPrimes = new ArrayList<Long>();
        maxCachedPrime = 0L;
        try(Scanner scanner = new Scanner(cacheFile)) {
            long nextPrime = scanner.nextLong();
            cachedPrimes.add(nextPrime);
            if (nextPrime > maxCachedPrime)
                maxCachedPrime = nextPrime;
        }
        System.out.println("Loaded " + cachedPrimes.size() +
            " prime numbers.");
    } catch (IOException ex) {
        throw new RuntimeException("Failed to load cache", ex);
    }
}

private List<Long> getCache() {
    if (cachedPrimes == null)
        loadCache();
    return cachedPrimes;
}
```

that when this code will be executed on the cloud host, this file won’t be available and application will fail with exception. To avoid this, we have to notify JCloudScale to 'capture' additional file along with the code. To do this, we add @FileDependency as it is described in documentation and shown in Listing 65.

Now the application can run successfully in any environment as the specified file will be provided along with the code.

In case you had some difficulties, complete source code with these changes is available at 3.ConfiguredWithFileDependency.

ConfiguredWithFileDependency.zip?raw=true
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Listing 64: Cache-aware prime searching method implementation

```java
@Override
protected boolean isPrime(long number)
{
    // calculating the maximum number we have to check
    long max = (long) Math.floor(Math.sqrt(number));
    // checking with the cached numbers
    for (long i : getCache())
    {
        if (i > max)
            break;
        if (number % i == 0)
            return false;
    }

    // if we checked already enough numbers, we're done
    if (max < maxCachedPrime)
        return true;

    // otherwise we need to continue checking after
    // biggest loaded prime number
    for (long i = maxCachedPrime + 2; i < max; i+=2)
        if (number % i == 0)
            return false;

    return true;
}
```

Listing 65: File capturing through file dependency annotation

```java
@CloudObject
@FileDependency(files = {CachedNumbersSearcher.CACHE_FILE_NAME})
public class CachedNumbersSearcher extends SimpleSearcher
{
    public static final String CACHE_FILE_NAME = "primes.txt";
    ...
}
```
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SPEEDL Grammar Definition
Top-level SPEEDL Formal Specification

<SchedulingPolicy> ::= <SPConfigElements>

<SPConfigElements> ::= <Rule> <SPConfigElements> | <Validation> <SPTerminalStatement> | <SPTerminalStatement>

<SPTerminalStatement> ::= "build"

<Validation> ::= "validate" <ExternalValidationRules> <ValidationConfiguration>

<ExternalValidationRules> ::= <externalValidationRule> <ExternalValidationRules> | "*"

<ValidationConfiguration> ::= <ValidationConfigurationElement> <ValidationConfiguration> | "*"

<ValidationConfigurationElement> ::= "abortOnWarnings" <boolean> | "runtimeValidation" <boolean> | "messageListener" <validationMessageListener> | "isEnabled" <boolean>

<Rule> ::= <SchedulingRule> | <MigrationRule> | <ScaleUpRule> | <ScaleDownRule>

Task Scheduling Rules Formal Specification

Scheduling Rules Initialization

<SchedulingRule> ::= "Schedule" <ScheduledTaskType> <SchedulingHostFilter> <SelectedSchedulingRule> |<customSchedulingRuleImplementation>

<ScheduledTaskType> ::= "tasks" <allowedTaskType> | "tasks" <allowedTaskPredicate> | ""

<SchedulingHostFilter> ::= "allHosts" | "onRandom" <hostCount> | "onHosts" <hostToBooleanPredicate> | "onHosts" <hostTaskToBooleanPredicate> | ""

Scheduling Rules

<SelectedSchedulingRule> ::= "greedy" <GreedyRule> | "balance" <BalancingRule>

<GreedyRule> ::= <BestHostSelectionSchedulingRule> | <ResourceBasedGreedySchedulingRule> | <TaskCountBasedGreedySchedulingRule> | <CustomHostScoreGreedySchedulingRule> | <CustomTaskScoreGreedySchedulingRule>

<ResourceBasedGreedySchedulingRule> ::= <CPUBasedGreedySchedulingRule> | <RAMBasedGreedySchedulingRule>

<BalancingRule> ::= <ResourceBasedBalanceSchedulingRule> | <TaskCountBasedBalanceSchedulingRule> | <CustomHostScoreBalanceSchedulingRule> | <CustomTaskScoreBalanceSchedulingRule>

<ResourceBasedBalanceSchedulingRule> ::= <CPUBasedBalanceSchedulingRule> | <RAMBasedBalanceSchedulingRule>

<TaskCountBasedBalanceSchedulingRule> ::= <taskCount> <TaskCountBalanceRuleConfig>

<CustomHostScoreBalanceSchedulingRule> ::= "hostScore" <hostToScorePredicate> <CustomHostScoreBalanceRuleConfig>

<CustomTaskScoreBalanceSchedulingRule> ::= "taskScore" <taskToScorePredicate> <CustomTaskScoreBalanceRuleConfig>

<CPUBasedBalanceSchedulingRule> ::= "cpuUsage" <CPUUsageType> <ResourceBasedBalanceRuleConfig>

<RAMBasedBalanceSchedulingRule> ::= "ramUsage" <RAMUsageType> <ResourceBasedBalanceRuleConfig>

<BestHostSelectionSchedulingRule> ::= "bestHost" <hostComparisonSelectorPredicate> <BestHostRuleConfig> | "*host" <hostToBooleanPredicate> <BestHostRuleConfig>

<TaskCountBasedGreedySchedulingRule> ::= "maxTasks" <runningTaskCount> <TaskCountBalancerRuleConfig>

<CustomHostScoreGreedySchedulingRule> ::= "hostScore" <hostToScorePredicate> <CustomSubscriptionRuleConfig>

<CustomTaskScoreGreedySchedulingRule> ::= "taskScore" <taskToScorePredicate> <CustomSubscriptionRuleConfig>

<CPUBasedGreedySchedulingRule> ::= "cpuUsage" <CPUUsageType> <ResourceBasedGreedyTerminal>

<RAMBasedGreedySchedulingRule> ::= "ramUsage" <RAMUsageType> <ResourceBasedGreedyTerminal>

Scheduling Rules Configuration

<SchedulingCommonConfig> ::= "isEnabled" <hostToBooleanPredicate> <SchedulingCommonConfig> | "isEnabled"

<CustomSubscriptionRuleConfig> ::= "subscribeTo" <customEventsList> <CustomSubscriptionRuleConfig> |<SchedulingCommonConfig> <CustomSubscriptionRuleConfig> | ""
Task Migration Rules Formal Specification

Migration Rules Initialization

```
<MigrationRule> ::= "migration" <MigrationType> | <customMigrationRuleImplementation>
<MigrationType> ::= <MigrationHostFilter> "integrate" <IntegrationRule> | <MigrationHostFilter> "optimize" <OptimizationRule>
<MigrationHostFilter> ::= "allHosts" | "hosts" <hostToBooleanPredicate> | ""
```

Migration Rules

```
<IntegrationRule> ::= <IntegrationCPUBasedMigrationRule> | <IntegrationRAMBasedMigrationRule> | <IntegrationTaskCountMigrationRule> | <IntegrationHostScoreMigrationRule>
<OptimizationRule> ::= <OptimizationCPUBasedMigrationRule> | <OptimizationRAMBasedMigrationRule> | <OptimizationTaskCountMigrationRule> | <OptimizationHostScoreMigrationRule>
<IntegrationCPUBasedMigrationRule> ::= "withLessCpuUsage" <resourceUsageValue> <CPUUsageType> <MigrationCommonConfig>
<IntegrationRAMBasedMigrationRule> ::= "withLessRamUsage" <resourceUsageValue> <RAMUsageType> <MigrationCommonConfig>
<IntegrationTaskCountMigrationRule> ::= "withLessTasks" <runningTaskCount> <MigrationCommonConfig>
<IntegrationHostScoreMigrationRule> ::= "withSmallerScore" <hostToScorePredicate> <hostScore> <MigrationCustomScoreConfig>
<OptimizationCPUBasedMigrationRule> ::= "withMoreCpuUsage" <resourceUsageValue> <CPUUsageType> <OptimizationMigrationCommonConfig>
<OptimizationRAMBasedMigrationRule> ::= "withMoreRamUsage" <resourceUsageValue> <RAMUsageType> <OptimizationMigrationCommonConfig>
<OptimizationTaskCountMigrationRule> ::= "withMoreTasks" <runningTaskCount> <OptimizationMigrationCommonConfig>
<OptimizationHostScoreMigrationRule> ::= "withHigherScore" <hostToScorePredicate> <hostScore> <OptimizationMigrationCustomScoreConfig>
```

Migration Rules Configuration

```
<MigrationCommonConfig> ::= "minActionInterval" <timeInterval> <MigrationCommonConfig> | "violationInterval" <timeInterval> <MigrationCommonConfig> | "enLast" <timeInterval> <MigrationCommonConfig> | "migrateTo" <hostToBooleanPredicate> <MigrationCommonConfig> | "migrateTo" <hostToHostPredicate> <MigrationCommonConfig> | "arrangeDeDatahosts" <hostToScorePredicate> <ordering> <MigrationCommonConfig> | "isEnabled" <hostToBooleanPredicate> <MigrationCommonConfig> | "canMigrate" <taskToBooleanPredicate> <MigrationCommonConfig> | "checkOn" <customEventsList> <MigrationCustomScoreConfig> | "checkEvery" <timeInterval> <MigrationCustomScoreConfig> | <MigrationCommonConfig> <MigrationCustomScoreConfig> | ""
<MigrationCustomScoreConfig> ::= "arrangeTasks" <taskToScorePredicate> <OptimizationMigrationCommonConfig> | "migrateTop" <runningTaskCount> <OptimizationMigrationCommonConfig> | <MigrationCommonConfig> <OptimizationMigrationCommonConfig> | ""
<OptimizationMigrationCommonConfig> ::= "arrangeTasks" <taskToScorePredicate> <OptimizationMigrationCommonConfig> | "migrateTop" <runningTaskCount> <OptimizationMigrationCommonConfig> | <MigrationCommonConfig> <OptimizationMigrationCommonConfig> | ""
Scale Up Rules Formal Specification

Scale Up Rules Initialization

<ScaleUpRule> ::= "scaleUp" <ScaleUpHostFilter> <SelectedScaleUpRule> | <customScaleUpRuleImplementation> |
<ScaleUpHostFilter> ::= "allHosts" | "hosts" <hostToBooleanPredicate> |

Scale Up Rules

<SelectedScaleUpRule> ::= <CPUBasedScaleUpRule> | <RAMBasedScaleUpRule> | <TaskCountScaleUpRule> | 
<TimeBasedScaleUpRule> | <TaskQueueLengthScaleUpRule> | <CustomMetricScaleUpRule> |
<CPUBasedScaleUpRule> ::= "whenCpuUsageHigher" <resourceUsageValue> <CPUUsageType> <aggregationMethod> 
<ScaleUpCommonConfig> |
<RAMBasedScaleUpRule> ::= "whenRamUsageHigher" <resourceUsageValue> <RAMUsageType> <aggregationMethod> 
<ScaleUpCommonConfig> |
<TaskCountScaleUpRule> ::= "taskCountHigher" <runningTaskCount> <aggregationMethod> <ScaleUpCommonConfig> |
<TimeBasedScaleUpRule> ::= "at" <timeValue> <TimeBasedScaleUpRuleConfig> |
<TaskQueueLengthScaleUpRule> ::= "queueLength" <tasksWaitingScheduleCount> <ScaleUpCommonConfig> |
<CustomMetricScaleUpRule> ::= "when" <hostToBooleanPredicate> <CustomMetricScaleUpRuleConfig> |

Scale Up Rules Configuration

<ScaleUpCommonConfig> ::= "minHosts" <hostCount> <ScaleUpCommonConfig> | "maxHosts" <hostCount> 
<ScaleUpCommonConfig> | "newHostsType" <hostTypeParams> <ScaleUpCommonConfig> | 
"scaleUpStep" <hostCount> <ScaleUpCommonConfig> | "isEnabled" <hostToBooleanPredicate> 
<ScaleUpCommonConfig> | "minActionInterval" <timeInterval> <ScaleUpCommonConfig> | "overLastWindow" <timeInterval> 
<ScaleUpCommonConfig> |
<TimeBasedScaleUpRuleConfig> ::= "minHosts" <hostCount> <TimeBasedScaleUpRuleConfig> | "maxHosts" <hostCount> 
<TimeBasedScaleUpRuleConfig> | "newHostsType" <hostTypeParams> <TimeBasedScaleUpRuleConfig> | "isEnabled" <hostToBooleanPredicate> 
<TimeBasedScaleUpRuleConfig> |
<CustomMetricScaleUpRuleConfig> ::= "checkOn" <customEventsList> <CustomMetricScaleUpRuleConfig> | "checkEvery" <timeInterval> <CustomMetricScaleUpRuleConfig> | <ScaleUpCommonConfig> <CustomMetricScaleUpRuleConfig> |

Scale Down Rules Formal Specification

Scale Down Rules Initialization

<ScaleDownRule> ::= "scaleDown" <SelectedScaleDownRule> | <customScaleDownRuleImplementation> |

Scale Down Rules

<SelectedScaleDownRule> ::= <CPUBasedScaleDownRule> | <RAMBasedScaleDownRule> | 
<TaskCountBasedScaleDownRule> | <TaskQueueLengthScaleDownRule> | 
<TimeBasedScaleDownRule> | <CustomMetricScaleDownRule> |
<CPUBasedScaleDownRule> ::= "ifCpuUsageLower" <resourceUsageValue> <CPUUsageType> <aggregationMethod> 
<WindowBasedScaleDownConfig> |
<RAMBasedScaleDownRule> ::= "ifRamUsageLower" <resourceUsageValue> <RAMUsageType> <aggregationMethod> 
<WindowBasedScaleDownConfig> |
<TaskCountBasedScaleDownRule> ::= "runningTasks" <runningTaskCount> <WindowBasedScaleDownConfig> |
<TaskQueueLengthScaleDownRule> ::= "queueLength" <tasksWaitingScheduleCount> <WindowBasedScaleDownConfig> |
Scale Down Rules Configuration

<ScaleDownCommonConfig> ::= "jWithTasks" <withTasksScaleDownBehavior> <ScaleDownCommonConfig> | "checkAdvance" <timeInterval> <ScaleDownCommonConfig> | "minHosts" <hostToBooleanPredicate> <Count> <hostCount> <ScaleDownCommonConfig> | "isEnabled" <hostToBooleanPredicate> <ScaleDownCommonConfig> | "isHostEnabled" <hostToBooleanPredicate> <ScaleDownCommonConfig> | "migrateTo" <hostToHostPredicate> <ScaleDownCommonConfig> | "" 

<WindowBasedScaleDownConfig> ::= "overLastWindow" <timeInterval> <WindowBasedScaleDownConfig> | "windowBased" <WindowBasedScaleDownConfig> | "" 

<TimeBasedScaleDownRuleConfig> ::= "arrangeHosts" <hostComparisonIntPredicate> <TimeBasedScaleDownRuleConfig> | "arrangeHosts" <hostToScorePredicate> <TimeBasedScaleDownRuleConfig> | "maxHosts" <hostCount> <TimeBasedScaleDownRuleConfig> | "<ScaleDownCommonConfig> <TimeBasedScaleDownRuleConfig> | "" 

Enumeration Expressions Definition

<boolean> ::= "TRUE" | "FALSE"
<ordering> ::= "ASCENDING" | "DESCENDING"
<aggregationMethod> ::= "AVERAGE" | "MAX" | "MEDIAN" | "MIN" | "SUM" | "DISPERSION"
<withTasksScaleDownBehavior> ::= "NOT_SHUTDOWN" | "SHUTDOWN" | "MIGRATE"
<CPUSusageType> ::= "PROCESS" | "SYSTEM" | "SYSTEM_AVG"
<RAMUsageType> ::= "PROCESS_FREE" | "PROCESS_USED" | "PROCESS_USED_PERCENT" | "SYSTEM_FREE" | "SYSTEM_USED" | "SYSTEM_USED_PERCENT"

Constants Definition

<allowedTaskType> The value of domain-specific task type that can be scheduled using this rule.
<customEventsList> The list of domain-specific or generic events that should be considered in this rule.
<hostCount> A positive integer that defines the amount of hosts to consider.
<hostScore> A double value that defines the threshold score value for host.
<hostsTypeParams> Array of string parameters that should be passed to cloud-specific API in order to create a required cloud host.
<resourceUsageValue> Double value that defines the threshold resource usage value.
<runningTaskCount> A positive integer that defines the amount of tasks running on the particular host.
<tasksWaitingScheduleCount> A positive integer that defines the amount of tasks waiting to be scheduled.
<timeInterval> A platform-specific constant that defines the particular time interval (e.g., "15 seconds", "5 mins", "TimeInterval.fromSeconds(5)").
<timeValue> A platform-specific definition of the time when action has to be performed (e.g., "2015/02/02 15:02").

Predicates Definition

<customMigrationRuleImplementation> A custom native language implementation of the required domain-specific migration behavior.
<customScaleDownRuleImplementation> A custom native language implementation of the required domain-specific scale down behavior.
<customScaleUpRuleImplementation> A custom native language implementation of the required domain-specific scale up behavior.
<customSchedulingRuleImplementation> A custom native language implementation of the required domain-specific scheduling behavior.
<externalValidationRule> A custom native language implementation of the required domain-specific external validation behavior.
<hostComparisonIntPredicate> A custom predicate that takes two hosts as an input and returns a value that is below, equal or above zero ("host1, host2 -> int").
A custom predicate that takes a host and a task as an input and returns boolean value that indicates whether the particular task can be processed by the host ("(host, task) -> boolean").

A custom predicate that takes a host as an input and returns boolean value that indicates whether the particular host should be considered by the rule ("(host) -> boolean").

A custom predicate that takes a host as an input and returns a double value that indicates the fitness of the particular host to perform required action (e.g., accept task for processing) ("(host) -> double").

A custom predicate that takes a list of hosts and a task as an input and returns a boolean value that indicates whether the particular action can be performed now. ("(hosts, task) -> boolean").

A custom predicate that takes a list of hosts as an input and returns a boolean value that indicates whether the particular action can be performed now. ("(hosts) -> boolean").

A custom predicate that takes a list of hosts and a particular host as an input and returns a boolean value that indicates whether the particular action on a particular host can be performed now. ("(hosts, host) -> boolean").

A custom predicate that takes a list of hosts as an input and selects the host that should be used in the particular situation ("(hosts) -> host").

A custom predicate that takes a task as an input and determines whether this task can be used in the declared action or not ("(task) -> boolean").

A custom predicate that takes a task as an input and returns a double value that defines the fitness function of each task to be used in particular action or rule ("(task) -> double").

A custom predicate that takes a validation message as an input and performs required application-specific actions ("(message) -> void").
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